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Introduction 

This corpus brings together five hundred objects 
which are considered to be stirrup-strap mounts of 
the late Saxon period. Only a very few ofthese objects 
have previously been published as the corpus is 
largely the product of a profitable liaison with metal 
detectorists. By amassing such a large body of finds 
I hope it will be seen that such cooperation can and 
does bear fruit. I hope equally that others will seize 
the opportunity provided by this potential source of 
new information to rescue, study and classify similar 
groups of finds. 

The impetus behind this work has been a series of 
articles which appeared regularly in the pages of the 
metal detecting magazine The Searcher from July 
1993 until the end of 1995. Readers who had found 
mounts of the type recorded here were invited to 
respond by sending in details. As the project devel
oped and it became clear that the information 
received could form the basis of a useful research 
project the finders were invited to send in the mounts 
themselves and from this the project grew. It is a 
measure of the cooperation received that all but a 
handful of those mounts of which I was directly 
informed or became aware of through other sources 
were sent to be drawn and fully recorded. All were 
provided with provenances to the nearest village or 
other settlement. A few mounts, found in England, 
were received from Australia, Germany and the 
Netherlands. Undoubtedly, and regrettably, many 
still remain unrecorded, along with other finds in 
private collections, while they are of course still being 
found, if not always reported. 

As well as receiving stirrup-strap mounts directly 
from the finders a number of other sources have also 
been tapped. Major sources of these mounts have 
been museum collections and their records. Promi
nent amongst these sources are those mounts which 
are in the collections of, or have been recorded by 
Norwich Castle Museum. With the aid of an Ochs 
Scholarship grant from the British Archaeological 
Association it was possible to record those mounts 
held in museums at Norwich, Dover, Ipswich and 
elsewhere. Mounts of this type are frequently to be 
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seen on sale at stalls of the antiquity trade and 
perhaps regrettably, but inevitably, their value 
appears to have increased along with the interest 
engendered by the magazine articles. On request a 
few mounts from this source were also lent for 
recording and served usefully to fill in gaps and to 
act as checks on the emerging classification. But by 
the time they had travelled this far from their 
findspots few mounts had retained a provenance, 
however vague. It was also occasionally irritating to 
recognise on sale an unprovenanced mount which I 
had already recorded as a provenanced find. To this 
extent this corpus can be considered as a work of 
rescue archaeology. 

Stirrup-strap mounts from all these sources are 
recorded here while the catalogue also includes those 
which have been published previously (mostly in 
Margeson 1986; Ashley et al 1991; and Robinson 
1992). Only a few of these are illustrated again. 
Finally the opportunity has been taken to bring 
together a small number of mounts found on the 
continent and which came to my attention during 
preparatory work. This corpus covers a number of 
points directly related to these mounts and to their 
proposed function. To have considered related horse 
harness equipment or other contemporary artefacts 
in any detail, though well worthwhile, would have 
made the task more burdensome. Other aspects of 
these mounts, such as techniques of manufacture, 
metallurgical analysis and wider questions which 
may be raised by the proposed identification and 
distribution have also been regarded as being beyond 
the scope of this work. 

A considerable body of evidence now points to 
these mounts being stirrup fittings and certainly no 
convincing alternative explanat ion has been offered. 
This book is offered as a contribution towards the 
study of the ornamental metalwork of Late Saxon 
England. 

David Williams 
MAAIS MIFA 

Reigate, Surrey April1997 



Classification, interpretation and discussion 

The copper-alloy mounts which form the subject of 
this work were, it is argued, placed at the junction of 
stirrup and stirrup leathers and date mainly to the 
11th century. They have a wide distribution within 
the borders of England and to an uncertain extent on 
the near continent. Although the mounts appear in a 
variety of shapes, they can usually be recognised by 
a prominent flange or ledge which projects from the 
lower edge of the undecorated, reverse, side. This 
flange projects either at right angles or more 
obliquely, and the objects have two or more fixing 
holes, usually for iron rivets. The majority of these 
mounts have been classified into two distinct classes 
on grounds both of shape and decoration. Mounts of 
Class A tend to be triangular and have a single rivet 
hole at the apex or on the upper part of the mount 
and normally one or two rivet holes at the base. These 
Class A mounts are the more prolific and have been 
divided into seventeen Types on the basis of shape 

CLASS A mount 
Sub-criangular 

Remains of 
iron ritting 
or strap 

REVERSE 

l.owcr fixing holes 

Right-angle I 
ll.•ngc 

Apex loop 

Width 

/ 

llcight 
lleight 

and decoration. Class B mounts, on the other hand, 
tend to be trapezoidal or sub-rectangular. They are 
often openwork and almost without exception have 
flanges angled obliquely downwards and bear facing 
zoomorphic heads. In addition to these two main 
classes, a small group of mounts with projecting side 
lugs have been grouped as Class C. 

Some explanation of the terminology used here 
needs to be given. The discovery of the stirrup from 
Chalgrove (Fig 4) shows that other mounts were 
attached to stirrups in a more secure fashion than 
those considered here. So while the term 'stirrup 
mount', used heretofore, has the benefit of simplicity 
it is not strictly accurate as these mounts were not 
physically attached to stirrups. In strictly correct 
terms these objects ought then to be referred to as 
stirrup-leather mounts but such a description, while 
being correct, is clumsy and would not be easily 
understood outside riding circles. The term 'stirrup-

CLASS B mount 
Trapezoidal 

Projecting 
animal heads 

REVERSE 

Lower fixing holes 

Figure 1 Diagram illustrating the main features of stirrup-strap mounts of Classes A and B. 
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strap mount' has therefore been adopted to describe 
these mounts which were physically attached to the 
stirrup straps or leathers; the position of the hyphen 
being intended to differentiate these mounts from 
others attached to straps of different function. 

The customary interpretation ofthese objects has 
been that they were mounted on books, in some way. 
This identification first appears in the 1920s when 
Smith (1923, 104) identifies a fine mount from 
Lincoln (below No 176) as a book clasp, though 
without discussion as to its function. Later on Bu'lock 
described a mount from Meols ( 4 7 4) 'as of the type 
often referred to as book-clasps' (Bu'lock 1960), 
suggesting that the identification had been current 
for some time, but without further discussion. Wilson 
(1961, 212 andpl38) considered a group of three 11th 
century mounts in the British Museum (below Nos 
176, 178 and 184) as book mounts in his discussion 
of a group of triangular mounts of entirely different 
character which date to the late 7th or 8th century 
and which remain in place on the Victor Codex and 
which he believed were of Northumbrian manufac
ture. Slightly previous to Bu'lock and Wilson, Roes, 
had considered a group of continental mounts of 
similar type in relation to a mount in the Yorkshire 
Museum (396) but was puzzled as to what purpose 
they might have served (Roes 1958). Roes concluded 
by suggesting that they may have served as strap
ends in view of an example then in The Hague to 
which was attached a fragment ofleather. 

The mounts on the Codex are of silver and 
copper-alloy and, while very broadly similar in shape 
to some of the mounts recorded here, they are far 
more slender and delicate. As an alternative expla
nation Wilson suggested that the three British 
Museum mounts may have been fixed to boxes but 
later backed away from this (Wilson 1964, 59), 
concluding bleakly that their exact use could never 
be finally settled. This identification persisted until 
1986 when Margeson, in her consideration of a group 
offlanged mounts from Norfolk, observed that 'their 
size and sturdiness make them rather cumbersome 
as book-mounts' (Margeson 1986, 327) and put 
forward the alternative interpretation, which Wilson 
had already in part suggested, that they may have 
been 'fittings from large boxes or chests'. In publish
ing a further group from Norfolk, Ashley, Perm and 
Rogerson observed that from their isolated findspots 
'some at least were attached to objects more mobile 
than boxes and some association with horse trap
pings might be possible' (Ashley et al 1991, 228). 
They concluded that 'a review of all recorded exam
ples ... might provide the answer'. Shortly after this 
Robinson advanced the suggestion that these mounts 
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were stirrup fittings (Robinson 1992). Robinson's 
interpretation was partly based on a mount found in 
Winchester (Biddle 1990, no 4270) , on the reverse of 
which survived intact a looping iron fitting. The 
interpretation was also based on a pair of much 
larger, but similarly-shaped, mounts also of 11th 
century date, from Velds in central Jutland (Fig 2a) 
(Backhouse et al1984, cat no 98, 105), which served 
this purpose. Robinson concluded that the 'intact iron 
attachment on the Winchester mount may therefore 
be seen as a strap-protection device to prevent wear 
on the stirrup leather', observing that English 
stirrups of this date were smaller and lighter and had 
smaller threading loops at the top. 

Robinson's argument is convincing but his identi
fication, while made independently, is not new. The 
objects' proposed identification as stirrup-strap 
mounts can be traced back earlier. In 1961 Stri:im
berg described a flanged mount from Klagstorp, in 
southern Sweden, whose apex terminated in a trefoil 
or trilobe shape, as being 'from a stirrup' (Stri:imberg 
1961, 146 and Taf 67.2) (Fig 2b). Stri:imberg's 
identification was based on a plate of very similar 
shape mounted as one with a copper-alloy stirrup 
from Bavelse, Denmark (Fig 2c), and observed 
similarities with a group of English 'book mounts' 
with similar terminals (ie those in VCH Cambs, 
catalogued here as 207 and 241). Stri:imberg did not, 
however, make the same identification with another 
object of the same class, but of quite different form 
(Stri:imberg 1961, Taf. 72, no 3 (a mount of Class A, 
Type 12)), which is described as a strap-end. 

In fact the connection with horse harness can be 
traced back further still to the late 1930s when 
Arbman published a photograph of one of these 
mounts (Pl1), apparently attached to a stirrup, from 
a burial site at Kvalsta, Bergs parish in Vasterman
land, central Sweden, to illustrate his discussion of 
the finds from his excavation of an 11th-century 
burial at the Ford of ffiunda in Uppland (Arbman 
1935-7, 269, fig 7; the photograph reappeared in 
Paulsen 1937, 25)). The Kvalsta discovery dates from 
1902 and seems to have been the site of a stone circle 
which overlay, from the many finds recovered, at 
least two female and many more male burials as well 
as possible cremations. The site was unscientifically 
excavated and the finds deposited with the Statens 
Historiska Museer in Stockholm, where they are still 
housed (inv 11570). These finds, clearly an incomplete 
assemblage, include, as well as the flanged mount, 
three stirrups and a wide variety of other objects 
including spears, knives, buckles, brooches and horse 
harness fittings including copper-alloy bit pieces and 
a strap distributor (pers comm Jessica Gustafsson, 
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b 

c 

9 

---
Figure 2 11th century stirrups with integral plates or strap mounts from England and the continent. 

a Iron stirrup with strap mount from Velds, central Jutland (after Worsaae 1859, 116, no 480). 
b Stirrup-strap plate from Klagstorp, southern Sweden (after Stromberg 1961, Taf67.2). 
c Stirrup with integral strap plate from Bavelse, Denmark (after Stromberg 1961, 146, Textabb. 9). 
d Stirrup with integral strap plate from Romsey, Hants (after Seaby and Woodfield 1980, 107, 

fig 4, no 9). 
e Stirrup with integral strap plate from Lundby, central Sweden (after Graham-Campbell1991, 

83, fig 2). 
f Stirrup with integral strap plate from Bronsistao, Iceland (after Eldjarn, 1956, 418, fig 190); 

alongside, at same scale, mount of Class A, Type 1 (9). 

Statens Historiska Museer). The three stirrups from 
the Kvalsta find belong to Seaby and Woodfield's 
Type 2b (Seaby and Woodfield 1980), which they 
term as northern European rather than Scandina
vian. They argue that the type was neither wide
spread nor common in Scandinavia and could be an 
early insular form. Arbman describes his accompa
nying photograph in these terms: 

In (the plate) the bronze mount is placed as one 
would imagine it in position; so placed in order to 
fix it to the stirrup strap ........ One notices that the 
combination between the bronze attachment and 

the stirrup in the find is not what one 
would have expected. The stirrup is of the well 
known, longer type, one that came into use during 
the late Viking period. This combination (of 
metals) is not a hindrance, the stirrup is made of 
iron and is probably not made in the same 
workshop as the mount; the other bridle pieces are 
without doubt English or made from English 
models. 

Nowhere does Arbman give his reasons for con
necting the mount with one of the stirrups though he 
clearly had a good reason for doing so. He also felt 



that the engraved style of ornamentation on the 
mount and on the harness components was Anglo
Danish and foreign to central Sweden. 

Another type of stirrup which has relevance to the 
argument is that which Sea by and Woodfield felt was 
a later Scandinavian development of their Type 2a. 
On these stirrups, which all appear to be of copper
alloy, is incorporated a decorated, often trapezoidal, 
'strap plate' in place of the suspension loop. The plate 
is usually pierced by a number of small holes 'by 
which it was rivetted either to another metal plate 
clasping a leather strap, or directly to the leather 
itself, the inference being that the strap was free
ended and not looped' (Seaby and Woodfield 1980, 
93). Only one example of these stirrups with integral 
plates has been found in Britain, a lost example from 
Romsey, Rants (Fig 2d) (Seaby and Woodfield 1980, 
107 fig 4 no 9) but there survive a number of other ) ) ) 

examples from elsewhere, in southern Scandinavia 
and in Iceland on which the 'strap-plates' parallel 
certain aspects of form and decoration of the flanged 
mount series. The openwork plates on the copper-alloy 
stirrups from Lundby in central Sweden, for instance 
(Fig 2e) (Graham-Campbell1991, 83, fig 2) are broadly 
similar in a number of respects to some of the openwork 
Class B mounts while another, from Bronsista in 
Iceland (Fig 2f) (Eldjarn 1956, 418, fig 190) is similar 

Plate 1 Strap mount and stirrup 
from Kualsta, central Sweden (photo 
Antikuarisk-Topografiska Arkiuet). 
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to the mounts of Class A, Type 1, and 
to the Kvalsta mount itself. The simi
larity in shape between the mount 
from Klagstorp and that of the strap 
plate on the stirrup from Bavelse, ob
served by Stromberg, has already been 
noted. 

Turning to internal evidence for their 
use, these mounts are remarkably si
lent about their purpose. Most have 
been found by metal detectorists in 
fields away from settlement sites while 
only a few are from archaeological 
contexts, none of which is helpful in 
explaining their function. The some
what atypical mount from W altham 
Abbey (479) (Huggins 1988, 145-7) was 
found with a burial and could thus be 
used as an argument against their 
identification as stirrup-strap mounts, 
although it may be residual. In the 
main though these are solid objects 

showing little delicacy in their manufacture. Many 
have the remains of an iron strap attached to the 
flange and positioned similarly to that surviving 
intact on the Winchester mount. In further support 
of their use on stirrups it should be noted that, except 
on those few mounts where the orientation of the 
decoration is ambiguous, they were intended to be 
viewed in a vertical position (the mounts of Class A, 
Types 3, 9 and 11 and most of those of Class B, for 
instance, cannot be read any other way). Mounts 94 
and 501 are best viewed from above but this hardly 
seems to be the intention. 

In the 11th century there are known to have been 
separate mounts attached to stirrups and also 
rivetted to the leather straps and a number of 
different forms of attachment have survived. A pair 
of stirrups from excavations at Ziefen in Switzerland 
has recently been published (Tauber 1980, 226, no 
41; Das Reich Der Salier, 88, Vitrine 15.1) These are 
iron stirrups of wide pointed-arch form with attached 
mounts. The mount shown in the photograph of the 
stirrup accompanying the catalogue entry in Das 
Reich Der Salier has unfortunately been placed 
upside down; the correct orientation is shown in Fig 
3. The Ziefen mount is a simple one piece fitting of 
iron which has a trapezoidal buckle-like frame and 
an iron strap extending backwards from the centre 
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of the lower side then looping upwards to meet with 
a rivet projecting from the centre of the upper edge 
ofthe frame to leave plenty of room for the two layers 
of leather to pass. There are two additional rivets in 
the upper corners of the frame which is itself divided 
by a cei;_tral vertical bar and is undecorated save for 
small indentations at the upper corners. The front of 
the mount has the same trapezoidal shape as some 
of the integral 'strap-plates' on Seaby and Wood
field's Type 2a stirrups and of many of the mounts 
belonging to Class B, described below. 

The mounts from the grave at Velds (Fig 2a), 
which are thought to be of English origin, are well 
over twice the size of any of the mounts considered 
here, but show clearly that the stirrup leathers were 
rivetted to them. A similar pair of mounts and 
stirrups to those from V elds was recovered from a 
cremation burial beneath a cairn, during road works 
at Raglunde in Vastmanland, central Sweden in 
1938 (Weslin 1941, 87, fig 3). These have crosses at 
their apex. Another pair of stirrups, of long slender 
form, come from N orre Longelse on Langeland, 
Denmark (Graham-Campbell 1994, 74-5). These 
decorated iron stirrups have short rectangular 
mounts rivetted to the stirrup leather with three 
projecting hooks or loops which secure the leather as 
it passes through the stirrup loop. They can be 
compared to one illustrated in Mi.iller-Wille (1987, fig 

399 

Figure 3 Iron stirrup from Ziefen, Switzerland 
with iron strap attachment (after Tauber 1980, 226, 
41). Alongside, at same scale, mount of Class B, 
Type 1 (399). 

4) which has a similar fitting, but with one loop which 
is rivetted directly to the stirrup leather. Of later 
date is the 13th-century stirrup and associated 
leather fragment from London (Clark 1995, 72, fig 
54) where the loop of the stirrup leather is reinforced 
with a copper-alloy strip to which it is rivetted. 

The Kvalsta mount sits rather uneasily within the 
wide slot on the stirrup with which Arbman has it 
associated and need not necessarily have been 
intended for this stirrup. The widths of the flanges 
on these mounts otherwise seem intended broadly to 
approximate to the width of the slot at the top ofthe 
stirrup and thus presumably to the width of the 
stirrup leather itself. Some of the Class B mounts are 
therefore assumed to have been intended for stirrups 
with wider slots than those intended for use with 
Class A mounts. 

Late Saxon stirrups are rare finds, but one 
example, which has not hitherto been published, is 
displayed in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford 
(Loan 393, from Chalgrove, Oxon). This is a complete 
sub-triangular iron stirrup with copper-alloy collars 
soldered at the shoulders and also copper-alloy 
terminals in the form of beasts' heads (Fig 4). The 
latter, although worn, reflect Scandinavian influ
ence. The discovery of this stirrup has enabled the 
correct identification of a varied group of zoomorphic 
terminals, usually with attached solder (Williams, in 
preparation). The Chalgrove stirrup has a pierced 
rectangular extension above the loop. The purpose of 
the hole must surely be for a rivet with which to 
secure the stirrup leather to the stirrup. 

With the lack of any alternative credible explana
tion for the use of these mounts it is concluded that 
Robinson's interpretation is correct and the connec
tion with books can be finally discounted. Thus this 
series of mounts can be seen in the context of the 
Scandinavian copper-alloy stirrups which have inte
gral plates, and the remainder of the discussion 
proceeds on the assumption that they are decorative 
copper-alloy mounts attached to iron fittings and are 
intended for iron stirrups. The complete fittings would 
have been rivetted, at the top only, to the looped 
stirrup leathers and would have provided additional 
security against the loss of the stirrup in the event of 
the leather strap fraying at the point of suspension 
and may also have served the purpose, as Robinson 
suggested, of preventing wear of the stirrup leathers. 

On the mount from Ziefen (Fig 3) it is clear that 
all three rivets were intended to penetrate through 
the double thickness of the looped stirrup leathers. 
It should be noted that this fitting has no rivets to 
secure the lowest part of the strap where it passes 
through the slot at the top of the stirrup, neither is 
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Figure 4 a) Iron stirrup from Chalgroue, Oxfordshire, with copper-alloy terminals and collars. Class A, 
Type 8 mount (137) is shown in position. 
b) Suggested relationship between strap mount, iron fitting and stirrup leather (after Robinson 1992). 

there evidence from these mounts that the leathers 
were secured at this position. The lower holes on 
stirrup-strap mounts were intended only to fix the 
mount to the iron fitting on their reverse; the upper 
hole or holes secures the fitting to the leather. A 
number of Class A mounts have broken at or below 
their upper attachment points and it seems remark
able that additional holes have been drilled through 
the mount below the point of fracture to enable 
reattachment to the leathers. Clearly these objects 
were felt to be of use and value and perhaps not easily 
replaced, or could not easily be removed from the 
stirrup. The Ziefen mount is a one piece iron fitting and 
it can be seen how the iron strap projecting from the 
base of the frame is angled downwards, thus reflect
ing the angled flanges on the Class B mounts. The 
flange, however, seems not to have been essential and 
is missing on a few mounts. Its purpose was simply 
to provide a more secure seating for the iron strap on 

the reverse and an increased support when down
ward pressure was applied on the stirrup. A number 
of mounts recorded here have been bent forward in 
such a manner as may have happened had heavy 
downwards presssure been applied to the stirrup. 

The curved profile of many of these mounts would 
have ideally suited this proposed use; fitting snugly 
against the bend of the stirrup leathers. Addition
ally, the hollow base to a number ofthe Class A, Type 
1 mounts, and a few others, reflects the curve at the 
top of the stirrup arch. Finally it may be worth 
observing that the shape of mounts of Class A, Type 
8, with their zoomorphic terminals, would have 
echoed the shape of triangular stirrups with zoomor
phic terminals such as that from Chalgrove (Fig 4). 
It is possible that mounts of other shapes may have 
reflected the general shape of the stirrup but this 
would be very difficult to prove with so few associated 
stirrups surviving. 



Dating 

Many of the mounts of Class A and a few Class B 
examples show elements abstracted from or influ
enced by the Late Viking Ringerike and Urnes styles. 
Others combine elements of more indigenous origin 
or from uncertain sources. A few mounts from 
archaeological contexts can be dated independently. 

The Ringerike style belongs to the first half of the 
11th century (Wilson 1978) and was certainly current 
during the period of Danish rule in England 
(1014-42), during which time the St Paul's church
yard stone must have been carved. The Urnes style 
develops out of the Ringerike around the middle of 
the century. It was still current in Ireland in the early 
12th century but in England it is likely to have 
blended with the Romanesque before the end of the 
11th century. 

Seaby and Woodfield observed that there was no 
archaeological evidence for the widespread adoption 
of the use of stirrups by the English before the 11th 
century. Neither is there any evidence, either contex
tual or internal, that the series of mounts considered 
here appears before the first decades of the 11th 
century at the earliest. 

A small number of mounts have come from sealed 
archaeological contexts or have been found during 
other archaeological activities, sometimes loosely 
associated with other roughly dateable material. Of 
the Class A mounts an example of Type 1 (501) was 
found at Wells with mostly late 12th/early 13th 
century pottery together with a few earlier sherds. 
The Type 5 mount from Weston Underwood (95) was 
found in association with 11th- and 12th-century 
pottery, in an evaluation trench prior to pipeline 
construction. A Type 11 mount from Eynsham Abbey 
(208) was recovered from a ditch containing Saxo
Norman and later medieval pottery together with 
pottery of the 7th and 8th centuries (Chambers 1990, 
25). The Winchester mount (288) was recovered from 
a mid-11th century context from House XII at Brook 
Street (Biddle 1990, cat no 4270). Another of the 
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prolific Type 11 mounts (213) showing a lion-like 
creature was excavated from Hawke's Yard, Taunton 
in 1977 (Leach 1984, fig 48 3, pl 9). This mount is 
incorrectly identified as an early 13th-century horse
harness pendant and while the single central rivet is 
clear on the accompanying photograph it has not 
been included on the drawing. The mount actually 
derives from context A3 16 which is described as the 
earliest recognised archaeological context on the site . 
The layer is interpreted as a pre-12th century buried 
soil layer sealed by the clay ramparts of the town 
defences which are thought to have been raised at 
this point in their circuit by the early 12th century. 
A number of fine mounts from London were recov
ered in spoil removed from the site and dumped 
elsewhere (102, 177, 322). Only one London mount, 
453, a very debased example of Class B, has a useful 
context but this too was dumped with other material 
from a context dated to c 1100- 60. Another Class B 
mount (467) was recovered from a well at 50/50a 
Chantry Street, Andover along with 13th and possi
bly 14th-century pottery and is clearly residual. A 
rather unusual trapezoidal mount (479) was found 
lying 'just above the pelvis' of a burial at 18 Sun 
Street, Waltham Abbey (Huggins 1988, 145-7) with 
sherds oflate lOth- or early 11th-century pottery. In 
southern Sweden a rectangular openwork mount, of 
a type with several similar examples known, was 
found in the fill of a pit in Lund together with a plank 
dated by dendrochronology to after 1062 and is 
described as being deposited between 1060 and 1070 
(Martensson 1982, 165-6). 

Within the range of mounts presented here it is 
hard to see much if any stylistic influence before the 
Ringerike style or beyond the Urnes style and it 
seems safe to conclude 1rom this and the limited 
contextual evidence outlined above that these 
mounts were in use for a comparatively short period, 
perhaps from the first quarter of the 11th-century at 
the very earliest, to around 1100 or not long after. 



The decorative content 

These mounts present a relatively limited repertoire 
of zoomorphic and anthropomorphic forms and other 
more abstract motifs many of which show clear 
Viking influence. A few elements are certainly of 
Anglo-Saxon origin. The individual Types are de
scribed in more detail before their individual cata
logue entries. Comments here are confined to mounts 
of Class A unless otherwise specified. 

A variety of motifs and animal forms occur on 
these mounts, most of which derive their inspiration 
from the late Viking Ringerike or Urnes styles (Figs 
5 and 6). Among the motifs often found on objects and 
sculptures in the Ringerike style are pairs of joined 
opposed spirals, various lobate forms, often pendent, 

4 4 5 

94 

and a union knot device used to join together curving 
tendrils or other ribbon-like shapes (Fuglesang 
1980). However, these motifs are also found on 
monuments and objects decorated in the Urnes style 
and it is not always easy or wise to assign the design 
on an individual mount to a particular style. Opposed 
spirals occur on mounts 28, 101 and 357-9, on the 
apexes of many Type 11 mounts, and are joined by a 
third spiral on 349. They are also prominent on Class 
C mounts 485 and 487-8. Lobate forms appear on the 
apex of a number of Type 1 mounts (in particular 2, 
4, 5 and 6), in suspension on Type 2a mounts and 
pendent on mounts of Type 2b, Type 11 and Type 16; 
on mounts 369 and 380 and on Class C mounts 485 

389 

357 44-6 
20 29 

T 

• 0 
487 202 67 231 Q 63 64 n @3 

370 
370 

349 361 372 350 

Figure 5 Details of union knots, pendent lobes and other motifs found on mounts of Class A. 
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Figure 6 Details of heads of Scandinauian-type beasts found on stirrup-strap mounts. 



Figure 7 Design showing a pair of addorsed beasts 
on a drum brooch from Gotland, Sweden (after 
Smith 1923, fig 220). 

Figure 8 Lion from the Crowland Psalter. 
(Backhouse et al, 1984, No 68.) 

and 488. Union knots appear on Type 1 mounts to 
bind together the bodies of the beasts; on mount 4 the 
knot appears in three positions. This feature can also 
be seen twice on Type 2b mount 67; on Type 3 
mounts, where it appears to be used to bind together 
the legs of the central figure; on Type 5 mount 94; on 
Type 6 mounts where it binds together the tails of the 
two beasts (and possibly also in this position on some 
Type 7 mounts); at the apex of mounts of Type 10D 
(eg 200); and on mount 389. The motif is also used in 
conjunction with pendent lobes, particularly on the 
apex of Type 11 mounts and on Type 16 mount 361. 
Other Ringerike forms, such as tendrils ending in 
lobes or scrolls, can be found on a number of these 
mounts, particularly those of Type 8. 
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Predominant among the animal forms are ribbon
bodied beasts with multi-lobed snouts or curling 
lip-lappets, and crests (Fig 6). On Type 1 mounts 
these beasts have been interpreted in different ways 
by a variety of hands, and beasts with similar 
characteristics can be seen on mounts of Types 2, 3, 
5 and 6, and on Class C mounts 486 and 488.A very 
similar design to that on many of the Type 1 mounts 
appears on a drum brooch from Gotland (Fig 7) 
(Smith 1923, 166, fig 220; British Museum, M & LA 
94, 2-17.1 ). On Type 2 mounts the arrangement of 
the two beasts' bodies curling in opposite directions 
around the frame to meet back to back is reminiscent 
of the designs to be seen on a number of Urnes-style 
stone monuments in southern Sweden. 

Grouped under Type 10 are mounts showing a 
coiled animal of which those ofType lOa, can be seen 
similarly positioned on other objects of similar date 
(eg on a mount from Sedgeford, Norfolk (Margeson 
1980)). Aside from those of Type 10 other mounts 
with this English adaptation of the Urnes style 
include 490 and the very fine Class B openwork 
mount from Hemel Hempstead (480), on which the 
main beast is intertwined with a serpent. The 
lizard-like creature on the fine mount from Stoke 
Hammond (383) may also be inspired by this style 
but the details are too eroded to be understood 
properly. 

Turning to elements of more indigenous inspira
tion, the projecting animal heads, which occur on 
Types 2, 7 and 8 and in more debased form elsewhere, 
follow in the tradition of Anglo-Saxon animal head 
ornament on strap-ends and other small objects. 
Heads of varying levels of stylisation occur also on 
the apex of Class A mounts of Types 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
14 (where some of the projecting arms also terminate 
in heads), and perhaps on a few of the Miscellaneous 
mounts. Another motif used is the symmetrical, 
multi-branched shape placed centrally on Type 6 
mounts and, presumably in a debased fashion, on 
those of Type 7. This recalls foliate ornamentation of 
an earlier period such as the Codford St Peter cross 
shaft (Webster and Backhouse 1991, cat no 208) or 
the Winchester-style used on strap-ends, but the 
motifs use here is obscure. The central image on 
Type 11 mounts is a lion gazing upwards with his 
mouth open, his front leg raised and his tail curled 
between his legs and over his back. Lions in a similar 
posture can be seen in the borders of the Bayeux 
Tapestry as well as on manuscripts such as the 
11th-century Crowland Psalter (Fig 8) (where he 
looks upwards to grasp Christ's spear with his 
mouth) (Backhouse et al, 1984, 84), and sculptures 
such as the Lathbury tympanum oflate 11th-century 
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date (Zarnecki et al1984, cat no 64). Robinson (1992, 
64) observed that the lion may be eating 'fruit, which 
hangs from the top of the mount', which leads him to 
suggest an adaptation of the Fox and Grapes story 
from Aesop's Fables. But there seems no reason to 
invoke "the Fables, as the juxtaposition of lion and 
pendent shape is an enforced one brought about by 
the need to arrange the lion within the triangular 
frame. The pendent object is the familiar lobe shape 
which occurs in a similar position on a number of 
other mounts and its use here is purely decorative. 
In any case, on the finer Type 11 mounts (eg 202-14) 
judged here to be the earliest, the lion is not arranged 
so that his mouth is close to, let alone biting, the 
pendent shape. On other Type 11 mounts (eg 219) the 
lobe shape is quite absent while only on a few does 
the lion appear to be eating (220, 231, for instance) 
and this is presumably ignorance of what was being 
copied. A similar figure appears on a few rectangular 
Class B openwork mounts from northern Europe (eg 
Fig 65, No C12). 

The mounts ofType 12, and also Type 13, are more 
difficult to interpret and if they had a contemporary 
meaning that is now lost. The design suggests iron 
bands and rivet heads and is reminiscent of a group 
of bronze objects (Halpin 1988), which, it has been 
suggested, could have been mounted on ceremonial 
sceptres. Halpin writes in relation to two examples 
in the British Museum, a circular and a spherical 
example, which he gives as parallels to a similar 
object from Dublin, for which a lOth-century date is 
proposed. Another example, sadly unprovenanced, 
has appeared in The Searcher, June 1995, 28). This 
openwork object, which bears considerable resem
blance to the mounts considered here, is formed from 
a series of diamond-shaped facets with projecting 
studs at the intersections. These merge into a 
tapering cylindrical socket which is pierced for 
attachment (presumably to a wooden rod). 

Perhaps the most extraordinary of these mounts 
is Type 3, which depicts a naked man clutching a pair 
of snakes while behind him is the image of a 
spreadeagled beast. The symbolism is obscure. One 
possible source could be the story from the Volsung 
Saga of Gunnar bound in the snake pit. The figure 
bears some resemblance to that of Gunnar as 
depicted on a later medieval drinking horn from Mo, 
Telemark, Norway (Margeson 1980, 205, fig 28). 
There are also similarities with the figure on the 
Oseberg cart, who is also holding snakes and who 
some have identified with Gunnar. The Oseberg 
figure is being bitten on the torso by a beast in 
spreadeagled form. This 'flying' or 'displayed' crea
ture is reminiscent of representations, from the same 

Figure 9 Detail from the Bayeux Tapestry showing 
a man entwined with snQtkes or tendrils. 

saga, of the otter pelt spread with gold coins, 
particularly that shown. on the portal of Lardal 
church, Norway (Margeson 1980, 203, fig 25), and as 
shown on a cross shaft from Ramsey, Man (Kermode 
1907, pl 46). It is also found on, for instance, 
metalwork of an earlier date (eg the hanging bowl 
from the St Ninian's Isle treasure (Small et al 1973, 
fig 23a). The Volsung interpretation for this scene 
founders on the lack of the harp by which Gunnar 
initially charmed the snakes by playing it with his 
toes, and in providing an interpretation of the shaft 
between the figure's legs. Nor do representations of 
Gunnar and the otter pelt appear together anywhere 
else as they come from different parts of the legend. 
A man apparently entwined with snakes or tendrils, 
and with his legs apart, appears at the present 
terminus of the Bayeux Tapestry (Fig 9). A mount of 
uncertain form, from (C7) appears to be a 
misunderstood copy of this type. 

The scene may simply be intended to represent 
man's fight with evil and could be interpreted in 
general terms as having a Christian origin, perhaps 
symbolising the defeat o:f the Devil (Bailey 1980, 
139-42). Biddle has suggested the Volsung saga as 
the origin for the scene on a fragment of what he 
discusses as a possible naJTative frieze, found at the 
Old Minster, Winchester (Biddle 1966, 329-32). It 
will be argued from the distribution of some ofthese 
mounts, and from Type 3 in particular, that a 
Winchester origin may be likely. Therefore there is a 
slight possibility that the inspiration for this scene 
could have come from parts of such a frieze and 
have been used by someone unfamiliar with the 



story. Such a parting shot must, however, be very 
tentative. 

The animal heads which figure so prominently on 
the Class B mounts and on Type 16 mounts of Class 
A, and which recall the gripping beasts ofthe earlier 
Borre style, appear to relate to a different tradition. 
Their largely east coast distribution, and the pres
ence of similar mounts from Domburg on Zeeland, 
may suggest a northern continental origin and needs 
further research. 
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Distribution 

While to some extent the distribution of these mounts 
will reflect metal detecting, this activity is now so 
widespread that the distribution of findspots is both 
useful and convincing. 

Within Great Britain there are no records of these 
mounts being found outside the borders of England 
(Fig 10). There are obvious concentrations of finds in 
Lincolnshire, East Anglia and much of southern 
England extending as far west as Devon with a more 
patchy scatter of findspots across the Midlands and 
with a few outliers near the Welsh borders. There are 
a few notable gaps, within the Weald and in the 
built-up area of Greater London, for instance, but the 
general impression is of an object in common use 
throughout much of late Saxon and early Norman 
England with the exception of Cornwall and the far 
north and northwest. Within this pattern can be 
found smaller groups with more localised distribu
tions. To a limited extent, a general origin for the 
introduction and manufacture of a few types of Class 
A mounts can be proposed. In addition, a few 
individual mounts share such characteristics with 
others as to suggest a common source of manufac
ture, and there are a few instances where it can be 
suggested that mounts may have derived from the 
same model. 

Beginning with mounts of Class A, those of Type 
1 are widely distributed (Fig 11) and are too simple 
in form to discern individual similarities. However, 
the finest examples of workmanship in the engraved 
designs appear to come from southern England with 
notable examples from Sussex (4, 10), Berkshire (2, 
5), Hampshire (8), and Northamptonshire (12) There 
are also two mounts of good workmanship from 
Norfolk (6, 55), one from Kent (54) and perhaps also 
one from Lincolnshire (15). However the lightly 
engraved designs on Type 1 mounts are very prone 
to post-depositional damage and some mounts, now 
poorly preserved, may originally have been of fine 
quality. Among the more debased variations within 
Type 1 can be singled out a group of four mounts 
which have a likely East Anglian origin (58-61). 

Type 2 mounts are confined to south-east England 
and southern East Anglia (Fig 11). The ten mounts 
of Type 3 are spread from Hampshire to Kent, with 
examples in East Anglia and Lincolnshire (Fig 12). 
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However, it may be significant that the finest two 
examples of this type are the most southwesterly, 
those from Hampshire and West Sussex (70-1). This 
could suggest an origin in this area and Winchester 
itself must be a strong possibility. The distribution 
of Type 4 mounts (Fig 12) reveals little while those 
of Type 5 suggest only a general distribution across 
southern England (Fig 12). Four of these mounts, 
however, (90-3) may represent an initial design or 
prototype. Mounts 95-G are the only two in the 
corpus which use punched circle decoration; they 
both come from Buckinghamshire and must share a 
common origin. Type 6 mounts are spread across 
southern England and East Anglia (Fig 13) with the 
finest examples coming f:rom London and Hampshire 
(102-3). Type 7 mounts are widespread (Fig 13) and 
their distribution also reveals little. Type 8 mounts 
(Fig 14) are also widespread from Wessex to Lincoln
shire but those displaying the greatest clarity may 
be those from Wessex (such as 130, 131 and 133) 
which again could suggest the Winchester area as a 
possible source for the design at least. Two Type 8 
mounts, from findspots just over thirty miles apart 
in Warwickshire and Leicestershire (137-8), share 
similarities of detail and may be from the same 
model. Three degenerate mounts from East Anglia 
(155-7) probably share a local origin. The face 
mounts of Type 9 show a very definite southern 
English distribution (Fig 13), the finest examples 
being those from Deal and Chalton (159-60), with a 
slightly atypical example from Nottinghamshire and 
more debased examples, with engraved features, 
from East Anglia. Two of the latter, from only a few 
miles apart ( 172, 17 4) are very similar indeed. The 
Type 10 Urnes style mounts are distributed widely 
(Fig 14). The non-openwork Type lOa mounts have a 
general southern English distribution while those of 
Type lOb are mostly East Anglian. Type lOc and lOd 
mounts are too few for anything useful to be said 
about their distribution. 

Type 11 mounts comprise the greatest number of 
mounts and are widespread (Fig 15). Ofthose of the 
finest quality, however, there is a concentration in 
south-east England from Kent up to Northampton
shire. Perhaps the two finest are from Kent (202-3); 
they may be from the same model which could 
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Figure 11 Distribution of mounts of Class A, Type 1. 



Figure 12 Distribution of mounts of Class A, Types 2-5. 
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Figure 13 Distribution of mounts of Class A, Types 6, 7 and 9. 
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Figure 14 Distribution of mounts of Class A, Types 8 and 10. 
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Figure 15 Distribution of mounts of Class A, Type 11. 
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Figure 17 Distribution of mounts of Class B. 
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suggest an origin for the design. At least two other 
pairs of mounts share similar characteristics and are 
probably from the same models; 225-6 were found 
about twenty-four miles apart (they both have rolled 
flanges) while 228-9 are further apart, coming from 
the Cranborne area and Kent respectively. The 
Taunton mount (213) and one from 'Wiltshire' (212) 
are also very similar but it is less easy to identity 
similarities from drawings by different hands. Three 
very similar debased mounts come from Lincolnshire 
and Yorkshire (265- 7). Type 11c mounts form a 
distinctive group centred mainly on Norfolk with 
outliers in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire. Type 
12 and 13 mounts are dispersed widely across England 
with no obvious distribution pattern (Fig 16). Those 
of Type 14 are confined to East Anglia (Fig 16). A few 
other mounts on the fringes are sufficiently individ
ual as to suggest a local origin, for instance the two 
Cheshire mounts (199 and 371), while two from 
Staffordshire (372-3) share obvious similarities. 
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There are also a few examples of more than one 
mount being found in the same field; from Bar ham, 
Kent (75, 399 and 443); Coddenham Suffolk (69, 155, 
308, 352 and 454); Bucknell, Oxon (29 and 361); and 
two from Polegate, Sussex (64 and 73). 

Class B mounts (Fig 17) appear to have an initial 
distribution in the eastern coastal counties from 
Lincolnshire to Kent with debased and developed 
examples appearing further west and south. A 
number of these have good parallels on the near 
continent which may be a source of inspiration or, in 
some cases, perhaps manufacture. Class B Type 4 
mounts are concentrated in East Anglia with an 
outlying group of three from Oxfordshire. 

Finally it may be worth pointing out the generally 
poor quality of workmanship of many of the mounts 
from East Anglia and, in particular, those from 
Suffolk. Mounts 68, 69, 154-7, 352,386,452 and 454 
are cases in point and many of these may share a 
common origin. 



Catalogue of the mounts 

Just over five hundred mounts are recorded here; 
most are published for the first time. The majority of 
the mounts have been classified into two distinct 
classes. Class A is the more prolific with 394 mounts. 
The catalogue of Class A mounts has been divided 
into seventeen Types, some of which have sub-types, 
and concludes with a group of miscellaneous exam
ples. These Types range in quantity from 3 (Type 15) 
to 87 (Type 11) and present a wide variety offorms. 
There are 87 Class B mounts which have proved less 
easy to classify but have been grouped into four major 
Types with sub-groups presented here in a manner 
which is not intended to be a rigid classification. A 
further small assemblage of seven mounts, Class C, 
with projecting side plates, has also been identified. 
A group of twelve mounts of less certain identifica
tion is then presented and this is followed by a short 
Appendix containing six of the many extra mounts 
which were brought to my attention between comple
tion of the corpus and publication date. These 
amplify or clarify details of less well preserved 
mounts which appear elsewhere or are worthwhile 
for inclusion for other reasons. The catalogue ends 
with a group of mounts from the continent. 

After the catalogue number the provenance of 
each fmd is given. Most of the detector finds have 
provenances given to the nearest village or larger 
settlement, but a few are more vague. Provenances 
between inverted commas cover a variety oflevels of 
uncertainty. Next are details of ownership, whether 
in a museum collection, when the accession number 
is given, if known (Cambridge UMAA is the Cam
bridge University Museum of Archaeology and An
thropology) or in private possession (PP) together 
with a published reference, if relevant, or from where 
the information was obtained (CC is County Coun
cil). Many of the references given are to detector 
magazines but it has been considered important to 
include these as they are often the only published 
illustrations. Within the description which follows 
the term Fe is used for iron. Dimensions are given 
in millimetres; H is the height of the mount, W is 
the width. The use of a + indicates an incomplete 
dimension. Mounts not illustrated in this corpus 
are indicated by the letters NI following the 
description. 
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Class A mounts (Figs 18-53 & 64) 

This is the more prolific of the two main Classes of 
mounts and also the most varied in terms ofform and 
content. Many are distinctly curved or convex. Before 
describing the seventeen major types and the group 
of miscellaneous mounts, other aspects of the Class 
as a whole are considered. It should be borne in mind 
that comments of a detailed nature refer only to those 
mounts that have been individually examined or 
previously published in detail. 

Inlay and additional decoration 

A small proportion of these mounts retains elements 
nf additional decoration in the form of inlay. On 
fourteen mounts (two each of Types 2, 3 and 9; 4 of 
Type 8; and one each of Types 10, 11 and 14, and one 
miscellaneous mount) an area ofniello, usually black 
in appearance, with a thin contrasting wavy wire of 
silver, fills a groove or other hollow. Some nine others 
have grooves which may have been inlaid. Three 
have niello alone (14, 34 and 503). Four mounts have 
an inlay or an area of surface coating of either niello 
or silver and five others have suggestions of the 
former presence of inlay or surface coating. The 
engraved designs on six mounts, and possibly two 
others, of Type 1 have been infilled with what 
appears to be silver wire. The same technique has 
also been used to decorate three other mounts (of 
Types 5, 12 and 14). Only one mount is reported as 
having been gilded (375). It has not been ascertained 
whether any of these mounts had been enamelled; 
three mounts of Type 12 and one mount classed as 
miscellaneous may have been. The eyes of the beast 
on 193 have been described as enamelled but this is 
unclear. 

Punched decoration in the form of squares, trian
gles or circles is present on thirteen mounts, all but 
three of which belong to 'I'ype 12, and possibly on 
three others. In a number of cases the decoration 
comprises lines of opposed triangles, a technique 
more commonly associated with the 13th and 14th 
centuries (Egan & Pritchard, 1991, 29- 30). Two 
mounts, both from Buckinghamshire, have punched 



open circles 1.5mm in diameter. Engraved decoration 
is largely confined to Type 1 mounts. Lines produced 
by a rocked tracer are rare (eg on 48). 

Flanges 

These either run along the length of the base of the 
mounts or project as a tab. Most project at right angles 
or otherwise follow an abrupt change of direction. 
Some are very substantial (eg 177, 189, 193 and 200, 
all Type 10) while others are far less so. Type 10c 
mounts appear to have none. Three terms have been 
used for flanges which have other features (Fig 18): 

Angled flanges project at a shallow oblique angle, 
usually without an abrupt direction change (there 
is a measure of subjectivity in which mounts follow 
that description); 

'Stepped' flanges project at right angles and are 
stepped slightly above the base of the mount; 

Seven flanges are described as 'rolled'. On these 
the lower surface of the face ofthe mount is curved 
rather than flat, and the flange is slightly stepped 
above the base of the mount. 

Rivets, rivet holes and repairs 

Class A mounts were fixed both through the apex and 
through either the flange or the lower face of the 

A B 

Figure 18 Types of flange found on Class A mounts. 
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mount. Where they survive, rivets are in almost 
every instance of iron. Copper-alloy rivets occur on 
mounts 72, 165, 199,203 (complete length 9mm) and 
371. Most mounts have either one or two lower rivet 
holes but a small number have three, not all of which 
have necessarily been used (85, 90, 109, 121, 182 and 
386). Rivet holes appear to have been drilled follow
ing casting. Two mounts (34, 69) have two additional 
holes each, which have been partly drilled but 
abandoned for some reason. Mount 223 has two pairs 
of holes; one pair piercing the frame and the other 
the flange. On all examples there is a hole for a rivet 
in the apex in which , in about forty examples, the 
remains of a rivet survive. Very often there are no 
traces of iron in this position. The maximum lengths 
of surviving iron rivets are llmm (158), 13.5mm 
(273), and 15mm (215, where the rivet projects 
6.5mm beyond the face of the mount). 

At least eighty six mounts have suffered the loss 
of part or all of their loops or oflarger portions of their 
upper parts, often at a point of weakness, while some 
thirty-two, including some that have lost their loops, 
can be described as having suffered major damage of 
one form or another. Clearly this damage varies 
between the different forms; Type 8, for instance has 
an upper hole situated well down on its face and 
consequently has no breakages. Type 5 mounts have 
a long attenuated shape and only two out of eleven 
survive intact. Twenty mounts, and possibly eight 
others, exhibit evidence of repair. On all these exam
ples the apex h as broken away and a new hole drilled, 
sometimes asymmetrically, lower down on the face 
of the mount, often obscuring ornam ental detail. 

c D 

A Common right angle flange; B stepped flange; C angled flange; D rolled flange. 
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Iron straps 

The lower ends of iron fittings or straps positioned 
similarly to the Winchester example (288) occur on a 
substantial number of mounts but their remains are 
normally very corroded. The end of the strap survives 
well on the Urnes mount from London ( 177) on which 
it is 23mm wide. On a mount from St Cross, 
Winchester (162) the 23mm wide strap terminates 
with a tongue shape. Other recorded widths taken 
either from an in situ remnant or from a clear scar 
are: 19mm (165), c 22mm (203), c 20mm (228), 18mm 
(240), 16mm (266), 24.5mm (287), and 17 .5mm (314). 
The width, however, is often dictated by the width of 
the mount itself. 

Backing plates 

Separate copper-alloy fittings, features which have 
not previously been recorded, have been observed on 
five openwork mounts; two of Type 3 (72-3) and three 
of Type 12 (314, 319 and 320). On one mount (319) 
the fitting survives intact. Although its lower part is 
obscured by iron corrosion it can be seen to be a thin 
sheet of diamond or pentagonal form which is 
secured between the mount itself and the remains of 
the iron strap. The fitting is bent to follow the shape 
of the mount and is presumably held in place by the 
iron rivet. On the other four mounts only the base of 
a very thin sheet survives. The purpose of this fitting 
is unclear as it would simply turn an openwork 
mount into a closed version and it may be decorative. 
The fitting was presumably confined to some open
work mounts. 

Type 1 1-02 (Figs 19-23) & Appendix 501 (Fig 64) 

This distinctive series of mounts of mainly pentago
nal form is unique within Class A in having designs, 
individual to each object, which are engraved or 
punched into an otherwise even surface. The only 
exception is mount 1 the design of which is raised; 
and I am aware of, but have not seen, a second example 
of this type with raised decoration, from Winchester. 
Sixty-two Type 1 mounts are recorded here, ranging 
greatly in quality. The original smooth surface of 
these mounts has meant that about a dozen recorded 
here are so abraded that little or nothing can be made 
of their engraved designs. A number of mounts have 
distinct hollow or curved bases (eg 4 and 5). 

The most frequent, and almost certainly earliest, 
design on Type 1 mounts consists of a pair of 

addorsed beasts beneath a pendent lobe. A very 
similar design appears on an Urnes drum brooch 
from Gotland (Fig 7) (Smith 1923, 166, fig 220, 
British Museum, M & LA. 94.2-17, 1). The outline of 
the two heads creates the distinctive knobbed profile. 
From the heads issues a connecting sequence of 
loops, intended to form the animals' bodies, which 
are joined together in different positions by one or 
more knots. There is a considerable diversity within 
this basic design and no two examples are the same. 
Typically the heads have upwardly turned noses, a 
projecting ear and a curling crest, all three elements 
appearing as lobes on the mount's profile. A number 
of heads terminate in a multi-lobed snout (eg 8, 12) 
while the snouts on 5 and 8 terminate in a distinctive 
scroll. The curling tips of the crests are either side of 
a central lobe, often pierced, the spaces between 
being triangular. On mounts 3 and 5 (and possibly 
on 7 and 19) these triangular areas have been 
chiselled out. The designs on five mounts (2, 7, 19,26 
and 27) appear to have been punched or pecked 
rather than incised and this technique has been used 
to a limited extent (on the bodies and crests) on the 
fine mount 10, whose design is otherwise engraved. 
The looping bodies of the pairs of snake-like beasts 
are occasionally clearly delineated but this element 
more than any other seems to have been misunder
stood. Mount 10 is a fine example where the bodies, 
joined by a single knot, are distinct and terminate in 
lobes. On the Hastings mount (4) the narrow bodies 
are joined by three clear knots while on 12 the bodies, 
which are joined using one knot, terminate in scrolls 
but do not loop. A small group of mounts have a 
notched line forming the base of the design (3, 5, 9 
and 32) while 21 displays a cross between the lower 
fixing holes, a feature it shares with mounts 54 and 
55. Mount 53 has a pair of equine-like heads and, 
uniquely, a central projection from its base. 

From this basic pattern have emerged many 
debased variations some of which can only be 
recognised by their knobbed profile. Mount 20 re
tains little more than the beasts' eyes with a pair of 
joined spirals while on mount 25 the looping bodies 
are clear but the heads have been lost, though the 
eyes retained. On 51 the traces of the design are 
formed by punched lines of squares. Spirals and 
'eyes' are also a feature of mounts 28 and 29 while on 
mount 34, which unusually for such a crude design 
is infilled with niello, little survives beyond the 
framework. On a number of mounts there appear to 
be abstract patterns (48-SO, 52 and 57). The curvi
linear patterns on mounts 58-60 and possibly 61 are 
very similar; all are from East Anglia thus suggest
ing a common origin. 
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It remains to consider the two unusual mounts 54 
and 55 whose engraved asymmetric design of a single 
knotted beast, both inlaid with silver wire, resembles 
those on four of the Type 5 mounts. Here a beast with 
lobed snout and head lappet appears to emerge from 
a knot entwined with lobed tendrils. There are 
crosses between the lower fixing holes and 55 has a 
contouring border. 

On six examples of Type 1 mounts (8, 9, 12, 21, 54 
and 55) the engraved designs have been inlaid with 
a thin wire, presumably silver, while possible traces 
remain on two others (20, 22). Mount 14 and the 
debased design on 34 have been inlaid with niello, 
while the incised lines on 58 may once have held 
niello or enamel. Mount 48 has a linear design using 
a rocked tracer while 51 displays a design made from 
punched squares. These may also be present on 19, 
but this is doubtful. 

With two exceptions (57 and 34, which both have 
a single hole) all the examples of Type 1 mounts have 
two lower fixing holes. Mount 34 has a central hole 
with a rivet in situ and a partly drilled hole on either 
side. Mount 27 has a small central depression which 
may have been intended as the start of a central hole. 
Of the sixty-two mounts belonging to Type 1 eighteen 
have stepped flanges while three of the debased types 
(11, 48 and 57) have angled flanges. Mount 34 has a 
rolled flange, a feature which it shares with a small 
number of other Group A mounts. A third of these 
mounts have broken apex loops, four of which (12, 36, 
53 and 59) have had replacement holes drilled 
through the face of the mount below the original 
opening. Four mounts have sustained major damage 
(24, 26, 38, 59) with up to half the object missing. 
Substantial portions of the lower part of the iron 
strap survive on three mounts (16, 47 and 56) while 
only four still retain all three iron rivets (2, 8, 10 and 
14). 

1 Rumburgh, Suffolk. PP. The design, unusually, 
is raised rather than engraved. H49+, W33.5. 

2 Wargrave, Berks. PP. The linear design is 
punched with wide lines. There are no traces of inlay. 
Three Fe rivets. H45.5, W28.5. 

3 Unprovenanced. PP. Lightly incised design with 
two punched-out triangular areas. There are no 
traces of inlay. The surface, which is patinated black 
and green, shows some scratching on the central 
area. Two Fe rivets survive; the lower appears 
complete and measures 7 x c 3-3.5 dia. H48, W34. 

4 Hastings, E Sussex. PP. Found during construe-

tion of a cricket pitch at Sommerfields. Punched 
linear design. Fe traces on the flange. H49, W34. 

5 Wargrave, Berks. PP. Incised design with two 
punched triangular areas. The mount has been 
polished since its discov•ery. 

6 West Walton, Norfolk. PP. Narrowly incised 
linear design. H47.5, W82+. 

7 Unprovenanced. PP. The linear design is very 
worn and incorporates punched areas. No Fe traces. 
H46.5, W31. 

8 Oliver's Battery, Winchester, Hants. PP. (The 
Searcher, Nov 1995, 19.) Incised linear design inlaid 
with silver wire. The surface of the mount is slightly 
worn leaving the wire proud of the surface. Fe rivets 
survive in all three holes. H45, W38. 

9 Unprovenanced. British Museum, M & LA collec
tion. Finely incised linear design inlaid with silver 
wire. The top is missing. No Fe traces. H39+, W31.5. 

10 Plumpton, E Sussex. Barbican House Museum, 
Lewes 1987.14.2. Finely incised linear design. Re
mains ofthree Fe rivets. H47, W32. 

11 Brede, E Sussex. PP. The rough surface is 
deeply pitted. The reverse is concave with no obvious 
flange. Fe traces on the lower part of the reverse. 
H54, W34. 

12 Stanwick, Northants. PP. Incised design with 
silver wire inlay which stands slightly proud of the 
worn surface. The top is missing and there is a 
replacement hole below and to one side of the position 
ofthe original. H40+, W31.5. 

13 Chiseldon, Wilts. PP. The worn design is thinly 
incised with no traces of an inlay. An Fe rivet 
survives in one hole. The flange is stepped. The top 
is missing. H42+, W35. 

14 Louth area, Lincs. PP. Engraved design en
graved with niello. All three Fe rivets survive. H48, 
W35. 

15 Barrow-upon-Humber, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and 
Paterson, forthcoming.) H48, W29.5. NI. 

16 Thundridge, Herts. PP. The surface is largely 
eroded. The apex loop has broken away. The en
graved design largely survives where it has become 
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filled with Fe corrosion. Two Fe rivets survive 
together with part of the Fe loop. H42+, W33. 

17 'Dorset'. PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 1995, 5, 
no 4.) The design shows a pair of addorsed beasts. NI. 

18 'Dorset'. PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 1995, 5, 
no 6.) The lower fixing is presumably through the 
flange. The design appears to show a pair of addorsed 
beasts. NI. 

19 Nutfield, Surrey. PP. The surface is very 
eroded. As well as the engraved lines there may be 
slight traces of punched dots in lines. The top is 
missing. No Fe traces. H40+, W30, 

20 Broadtown, Wilts. PP. The surface has largely 
worn away leaving the remainder of the linear design 
as a light green line which may be a silver inlay. 
Remains of one Fe rivet survive in the slightly higher 
LH hole. The flange is stepped. H47, W35.5. 

21 Huncote, Leics. PP. Recorded at Jewry Wall 
Museum M4375/1984. The linear design is very faint 
but appears to contain the remains of a silver wire 
inlay. The top is missing. No Fe traces. H41+, W32. 

22 Shenley Church End, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
Bucks County Museum Service (MK1029/37 Box 
2595). The design is very worn. There may be silver 
wire remaining. No Fe traces. H47, W33.5. 

23 Ketsby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, forth
coming.) H45.5, W30.5. NI. 

24 Ketsby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, forth
coming.) About one third of the top of the mount is 
missing. H32+, W29.5. NI. 

25 Coberley, Gloucs. PP. The linear design is 
roughly punched in wide lines. The surface of the 
reverse is very rough with an almost beaten effect. 
Fe traces on the reverse of the lower holes. H53, W39. 

26 East Ilsley, Berks. PP. Lightly punched or 
pecked linear design. The surface has been polished 
recently. The lower portion is missing. Fe traces on 
reverse. H45+, W33.5. 

27 Bletchingley, Surrey. PP. Lightly punched lin
ear design. The top is missing. Fe rivets survive in 
the two lower holes. Stepped flange. H40+, W29. 

28 Unprovenanced, possibly Midlands. PP. Incised 

design, very worn surface . The two upper circular 
shapes are uncertain. One Fe rivet partly survives. 
Stepped flange. H52, W36.5. 

29 Bucknell, Oxon. PP. Lightly punched linear 
design. H44, W41.5. 

30 Figheldean, Wilts. Salisbury Museum 75.1987. 
(Robinson 1992, fig 3, no £5.) The top has broken away. 
Two Fe rivets survive. H38+. NI. 

31 Box, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 4, no 12.) 
H53. NI. 

32 Chilton Foliat, Wilts. Devizes Museum 1991.43. 
(Robinson 1992, fig 3, no 6.) HSO. NI. 

33 Neatham, Hants. PP. Information from finder. 
No further details. NI. 

34 Farndon, Notts. PP. Bold linear design inlaid 
with niello. There are three holes at the base, the two 
outer ones being only partially drilled. Fe rivets 
survive in the remaining two holes. H50, W35. 

35 Betchworth, Surrey. Guildford Museum. The 
incised design is largely worn away . The top of the 
loop is missing. An Fe rivet survives within the lower 
right hole. The flange is stepped. H55+, W32. 

36 Unprovenanced, possibly Wells, Somerset. PP. 
Very eroded, no design vis:ible. One Fe rivet survives 
together with remains ofthe loop. The top is missing. 
A replacement hole has been made. H41+, W31. 

37 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 25071). NI. 

38 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. Stepped flange. NI. 

39 Wymondham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30887). Slight 
traces of engraved design. NI. 

40 Bentley (or ?Hartley Maudit), Hants. PP. Infor
mation from Hampshire County Museum Service. 
Worn, no design apparently visible. No further 
details. NI. 

41 Aldermaston, Berks. PP. Worn fragment only. 
The upper rivet survives. H33.5+, W38.5. 

42 Ripley, Surrey. PP. Very eroded, no clear traces 
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Figure 23 Mounts of Class A, Type 1. 
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of the design. The apex of the mount is missing. No 
Fe traces. H40+, W27. 

43 Upper Tysoe, Warwicks. PP. The lightly 
punched design is largely worn and the surface has 
recently been highly polished. No Fe traces. The 
flange appears to be stepped. H40.5+, W31. 

44 Run well, Essex. PP, The mount is severely worn 
and has been recently polished; thus the apparent 
design may relate to faults within the metal. No Fe 
traces. H46.5, W25. 

45 Ripe, E Sussex. PP. Severely worn with slight 
traces of an apparent curvilinear design. The mount 
has been varnished. No Fe traces. H50, W33. 

46 Provenance thought to be Wisbech area, 
Cambs. PP. Severely worn, no design visible. No Fe 
traces. H39+, W27. 

47 Offham, E Sussex. PP. Design entirely worn 
away. Two Fe rivets survive. H46, W35. 

48 Walpole St Peter, Norfolk. PP. Information 
from Castle Museum, Norwich (County No 21341). 
Linear design using rocked tracer technique. 

49 Walsingham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Castle Museum, Norwich. One Fe rivet survives. 

50 Lambourn, Berks. PP. The surface is abraded 
but the roughly symmetrical incised rectilinear 
design is clear. Remains of one Fe rivet survive. 
Stepped flange. H46, W30. 

51 Bromeswell, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. The surface is worn and pitted but it is 
possible to make out much of a symmetrical design 
of punched squares in both single and double lines. 
The casting is unusually thick. One Fe rivet survives. 
H48, W33. 

52 Baginton, Warwicks. PP. Very little of the original 
surface survives and the incised lines survive in 
patches. The curvilinear design is roughly symmet
rical. The top is missing. No Fe traces. H45, W31.5. 

53 Immingham/Grimsby area, Lincs. PP. Incised 
asymmetrical design showing two beasts in profile. 
The top is missing and a replacement hole pierces the 
design. Positioned centrally along the lower edge is 
a blunt-ended projection. No clear Fe traces. H49, 
W37. 

54 Dartford, Kent. Dartford Museum 1979-161. 
The engraved design is inlaid with silver wire. There 
are slight Fe traces on the rear of the flange, which 
is stepped. H43, W31. 

55 Horsham St Faith, Norfolk. Norwich Castle 
Museum 437.981. (Margeson 1986,323, pl IV.) The 
engraved design is inlaid with silver wire. The 
top has broken away. One Fe rivet survives. H40, 
W31. 

56 Berwick, E Sussex. PP. The incised decoration 
is crudely executed. Two Fe rivets survive with part 
of the strap. H40, W31.5. 

57 East Rudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30196). Fe 
traces around the hole in the flange. 

58 Butley, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. Deeply incised decoration infilled with either 
silver wire or enamel; it is not clear which. The flange 
appears to be broken. No clear Fe traces. Hammered 
facets on reverse. H41+, W31. 

59 Swafield, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 21435). 

60 Cawston, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum,. 

61 Dunwich Beach, Suffolk. PP. (Margeson 1986, 
326, no 14.) 'Pecked triple-contoured lines'. H47. NI. 

62 Pettistree, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. Severely abraded. Two beasts are shown in 
profile but little else is clear. H c 37+, W c 31. NI. 

Type 2 63-9 (Fig 24) 

Seven mounts form this small group which is divided 
into two types. 

Type2A 

From below the zoomorphic apex terminal, which has 
conspicuous ears, extendl the bodies of a pair of 
snake-like beasts which form the frame of the mount 
and curve round and inwards to end in a pair of 
addorsed heads with curling crests, gaping mouths 
and lobed snouts. A pair oflarge oval eyes is clear on 
65 but elsewhere this feature has largely worn away. 
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Figure 24 Mounts of Class A, Type 2. 
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Between these heads and below the upper aperture 
hangs a truncated lobe which in two instances has an 
internal border. From the lower corners of these 
mounts projects a pair of animal heads with promi
nent ears and rounded snouts. By comparison with 
mounts of Type 8 a single front leg belonging to these 
creatures can be identified on the extreme r ight and 
left of the design. 

The bodies of the beasts on mount 63 are decorated 
with three parallel lines of which the central is even 
and the outer two wavy. On mounts 65 and 66 the 
bodies are inlaid with niello with a central wavy line 
of silver wire (set within deep grooves on 65). On 
mount 66 the niello extends onto the crests of the 
beasts' heads while on mount 64 there are faint 
traces of a groove for possible inlay. 

63 Haverhill, Suffolk. PP. (The Searcher, Decem
ber 1994, cover.) The surface is worn leaving a green 
surface patina in the recessed parts. Along the bodies 
of both beasts run two zigzag lines enclosing a plain 
line. No Fe traces. H57.5, W34. 

64 Polegate, E Sussex (from the same field as 73). 
PP. The surface is worn and polished. An Fe rivet 
survives in one of the lower holes. H53.5, W30. 

65 London, Vintry excavation. Museum of London 
(VRY89 (+)(272)). Recovered from spoil dumped 
away from the site. Deep grooves run along the 
bodies of both beasts. Inlay of niello and silver wire 
survives partially within this groove on the LH beast. 
Elsewhere there is much black encrustation. There 
are no clear Fe traces. H55.5, W33. 

66 Brantham, Suffolk. PP. An inlay of niello and 
silver wire runs the length of both bodies extending 
into their curled crests. There are also traces of inlay 
on the lobe. Elsewhere the surface of the mount is 
worn. Two Fe rivets survive. H54, W32. 

Type2B 

Mount 67 differs from the above four in a number of 
respects. The projecting heads are absent and the 
joined tails of the beasts curve outwards to form, 
together with a central lobe, an apex of trilobate 
form. A pendent lobe projects into the frame. The 
necks of the two beasts are joined together by a 
knot-like device which gives the appearance of a pair 
oflinked collars. The open-mouthed heads are joined 
by their ears. Their lip lappets are formed of separate 
elements. One other mount, very similar to 67, was 

seen briefly by the writer but was not made available 
for recording; this had a wavy line running along the 
bodies of the two beasts. Mount 68 is clearly a 
debased copy of 67 rather than the preceding four, 
while on 69 the design is only scarcely distinguish
able. 

67 Leighton Buzzard, Bedfords. PP. No Fe traces. 
H51, W31. 

68 Bradwell, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
23.982 (Margeson 1986, 324, pl 2). H48.5, W29. 

69 Coddenham, Suffolk. PP. On loan to Ipswich 
Museum and Art Gallery (C2197). The design is 
crudely chiselled. One Fe rivet survives in the central 
hole. On either side is a partly drilled hole with 
corresponding hollows, though less well defmed, on 
the reverse. H50, W29. 

Type 3 
70-8 (Figs 25-6) and Appendix 502 (Fig 64) 

This extraordinary group comprises ten mounts. 
That from Sherborne St John (70) is by far the finest 
and can be considered one of the best examples of this 
corpus of mounts. The Sherborne mount is clearly 
close to the prototype for this particular Type. The 
central figure, clearly of a man, dominates the scene; 
he has a beard and a long moustache. Although he 
appears bald there may be traces of stylised hair or 
side whiskers on the left side of his head. The figure 
stands naked and details of his nipples, ribs and 
navel are all clear. He stands with his arms and legs 
apart and feet facing the viewer. Around the man's 
waist is an 'm'-like form from which a rod-like shape 
projects and expands into a rounded bulb and then 
contracts to terminate between his feet. Flanking the 
figure is a pair of ribbon-like serpents which entwine 
once around the figure's legs and whose open jaws 
gape either side of the man's head. The serpents' 
heads have prominent bulging eyes and long curling 
upper lip lappets. The bodies of the serpents end in 
scrolls. With his hands the figure grasps the snakes, 
the thumbs of both hands facing the viewer. Behind 
the trunk of the figure but passing in front ofhis arms 
is a curious image which takes the form of a splayed 
animal with its head to the right and the tail to the 
left of the man. The tail of the animal ends in a 
rounded extension and passes in front of the body of 
the snake while the rear legs appear to pass behind 
it. The head of this creature has prominent bulging 
eyes and seems to be grasping the body of the snake 
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Figure 25 Mounts of Class A, Type 3· 
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Figure 26 Mounts of Class A, Type 3. 
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in its mouth, though this is unclear. The man stands 
on a rectangular base and the apex loop emerges from 
his head. The bodies of the snakes and the apex loop 
are grooved for niello inlay in which is set a wavy line 
of silver wire. Less than half this inlay survives. 
There may also have been areas of inlay in two 
positions on the back of the splayed creature (a patch 
of niello in this position on Mount 71 supports this 
observation). 

The other nine mounts belonging to this group 
exhibit the same elements but in more confused and 
degenerate forms. That from Chichester {71) is now 
lost and has only been examined from a photograph. 
It is clearly very worn but its main components are 

75 

76 

78 
• 

nevertheless identifiable. Mounts 72, 73 and 78 are 
openwork. The Thorpe St Andrew mount (72), at 
65mm, is the longest of all these mounts. On this 
mount the head of the figure has bulging eyes and an 
open mouth while the expanding projection between 
the figure's legs protrudes beyond the base of the 
mount. The figure also has a circular perforation at 
the junction of his legs and body. The mount from 
Polegate (73) is further debased and would be quite 
unintelligible without reference to the Sherborne 
mount. Here, unusually, the features of the central 
figure were punched. The High Ercall mount (74) 
appears almost to be using 72 or its immediate source 
as a model; the bodies of the two snakes merge 



together to form a single shape overlying the projec
tion between the man's legs. Mount 75 is further 
debased still. 

Two of these mounts (70 and 71) retain traces of 
niello and silver inlay while three others (72, 74 and 
76) have grooves running along the bodies of the 
snakes and elsewhere which may have originally 
been inlaid. Seven of these mounts have fixing holes 
through the face of the mount; with one exception 
there are two holes. Mount 72 retains two copper
alloy rivets and 78 has a single rivet hole in the 
flange. Two of the openwork mounts retain the lowest 
portion of a separate thin copper-alloy plate, fixed in 
position between the flange and the remains of the 
iron strap, a feature they share with three openwork 
mounts ofType 12. 

70 Sherbome St John, Hants. PP. (The Searcher, 
April 1995, cover.) The apex loop and the bodies of 
the two snakes are inlaid with niello and silver wire. 
There may also have been areas ofniello on the back 
of the splayed beast to either side of the central 
figure . H57.5, W32.5. 

71 Chichester, W Sussex. PP. British Museum 
records. Niello inlay with silver wire survives on the 
bodies of the two snakes and on the right hand side 
of the body of the beast behind the central figure. 
Three Fe rivets survive. 

72 Thorpe St Andrew, Norfolk. PP. Openwork. An 
Fe rivet survives at the apex. The lower face of the 
flange is pierced by two copper-alloy rivets which 
secure the remains of an Fe strap. Between this strap 
and the mount is a very thin copper-alloy sheet, now 
broken, which extended upwards. The groove along 
the body ofthe snakes and elsewhere may have been 
inlaid. H65, W36. 

73 Polegate, E Sussex (from the same field as 64). 
PP. Openwork. The details are crudely punched or 
chiselled, in particular the beard and the band above 
the head. The mount is bent. Two Fe rivets survive and 
there is substantial chalk-encrusted corrosion which 
obscures the lower apertures either side of and 
between the legs. Between the mount and the Fe 
corrosion, and only just visible, is a very thin copper-al
loy sheet, now broken, which extended upwards. No 
Fe traces around the upper hole. H58, W33.5 

74 High Ercall, Salop. PP. Rough and worn sur
faces. No Fe traces. There are traces of grooves, 
perhaps intended for inlay. The edge of the lower 
right hole has broken away. H54, W27. 
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75 Barham, Kent (from the same field as 399 and 
443). PP. Both surfaces have a black 'scale'. No Fe 
traces. H59, W32. 

76 Alford, Lincs. PP. Lower portion only. One Fe 
rivet survives. There is a groove for possible inlay on 
the body of the RH snake. H18+, W29.5. 

77 Bawsey, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 25962). 

78 North Creake, Norfolk. PP. Information foro 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 11707). 

Type 4 79-89 (Fig 27) 

A small group of eleven mounts of varying form and 
content. The type is defined as having an oval frame, 
a trilobate apex and an expanded base. The central 
designs contain a variety of symmetrical looping 
shapes, the same corresponding positions and indi
vidual elements of which can be traced on mounts 
79-85, but in no case is it clear what, if anything, is 
being represented. Each has a central projecting 
'nose'. The design on the Cuddington mount (81) 
could be interpreted as a hirsute human mask (one 
eye of which does not appear on this casting), but this 
must remain doubtful. The designs on four of the 
Norfolk mounts (86-9) are unclear but appear to 
have a different content. 

All these mounts have angled flanges, that on 81 
has two vertical grooves. At least three mounts are 
fixed through the flange; 85 has three fixing holes, of 
which the central one is void. Two mounts have lost 
their apex loops, mount 81 has a secondary repair 
hole drilled asymmetrically lower down the mount, 
which also has partly broken away. 

79 York. Yorkshire Museum. (York Archaeological 
Trust 1973.15, context 10662, SF no 537.) H40, 
W39+. 

80 South Essex. PP. H34, W24. 

81 Cuddington, Bucks. PP. Information from 
Bucks County Museum. H52+, W30. 

82 'Sussex'. PP. Two Fe rivets. Substantial Fe 
corrosion giving the appearance that the mount 
derived from a sandy soil. H53, W31. 

83 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 25007). Very 
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Figure 27 Mounts of Class A, Type 4. 

worn. The apex is missing. One Fe rivet survives. 
H38 .. 5+, W28. 

84 Bidford-on-Avon, Warwicks. PP. Heavily worn, 
the design survives in low relief. One Fe rivet 
survives and there are slight Fe traces around the 
rear of all holes. H56, W28.5. 

85 Tatterset, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. NI. 

86 Walsingham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. NI. 

87 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
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Norwich Castle Museum (County No 25009). Re
mains of an Fe strap on the reverse. NI. 

88 Trowse Newton, Norfolk. The top half is miss
ing. Information from Norwich Castle Museum. The 
design appears to be sim:ilar to that on 86-7. NI. 

89 Roudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 25921). NI. 

Type 5 90-101 (Fig 28) & Appendix 503 (Fig 64) 

This form of mount, of which thirteen examples are 
recorded, comprises a pentagonal frame set within a 
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pair of tendril-like shapes which terminate in scrolls. 
In three cases out of four where the apex survives 
these converge into a zoomorphic head which sup
ports the apex loop and supplies a long handle-like 
projection. A long apex extension survives in only 
three instances (90, 95 and 99) and was clearly a 
point of weakness. That on 503 is rather shorter. 
These mounts display much decorative variation but 
four (90-3) have the same bold design and are 
considered as the prototype form. Here the design 
consists of a gaping mouthed beast with a lobed 
snout, enmeshed with tendrils. This motif, and 
especially the juxtaposition of the mouth of the beast 
with the lobe of a tendril, is repeated in niello on 503 
and on a pair ofType 1 mounts (54-5) which suggests 
the contemporaneity of the two Types. A pair of 
similar, though symmetrically aligned, beasts, to
gether with a single tendril, appear on mount 94, 
joined by a single knot. This is the only mount in the 
corpus for which the design can best be read upside 
down. Mounts 95 (which is the longest at 62.5mm) 
and 96, both from Buckinghamshire, are unique 
within the corpus for their decoration of punched 
circles and are likely to share a local manufacturing 
source. The remainder display engraved borders, 
while 101 has a central trilobate form as well as a 
pair of projecting debased animal head terminals. 

The only Type 5 mounts with inlay are 94, which 
appears to be inlaid with silver wire, and 503, which 
has niello. Mount 90 has three lower fixing holes 
while five mounts have two and the remaining two a 
single hole each. None retains the remains of the iron 
strap on the reverse. Mount 91, uniquely, bears two 
ring-and-dot impressions centrally on the reverse. 
These are not clear cut and may be accidental 
additions but it is difficult to see how they came to be 
on the mould. 

90 Norfolk. British Museum 1987, 3-6.1. Unusu
ally there are three lower holes; the outer, smaller, 
ones may be later additions. No Fe traces. The flange 
appears to have broken away. H52.5, W28. 

91 Bromeswell, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. The top has broken away. One Fe rivet 
survives. On the reverse are two faint and poorly
defined ring-and-dot impressions. H32+, W27. 

92 Lyneham, Wilts. PP. The top has broken away. 
One Fe rivet survives with much corrosion on the 
reverse. H33+, W27.5. 

93 'Wilts'. PP. The lower Fe rivet survives. H32+, 
W26.5. 

94 St Cross, Winchester, Hants. PP. Dull brown 
abraded surfaces. The surviving decoration appears 
inlaid with silver wire. The two beasts appear upside 
down. One Fe rivet survives. The body of the mount 
and the flange are bent. H36+, W29. 

95 Weston Underwood, Bucks. Bucks County Mu
seum Service (context 018, SF1011). Found during a 
pipeline evaluation with 11th/12th century pottery, 
mostly shelly wares, in proximity. The decoration 
consists of grooves and edge slashes and lines of 
punched circles (c 1.5mm diam). Slight Fe traces 
around the rear of all three holes. H62.5, W29. 

96 Foscott, near Buckingham, Bucks. PP. The top 
and one corner are missing and a replacement hole 
has been pierced lower down the face of the mount. 
The decoration consists of border grooves and lines 
of punched circles. One Fe rivet survives in the 
replacement hole and there are Fe traces around the 
rear of the lower holes. H35+, W27. 

97 Bawtry, Doncaster, Yorks. PP. Incised decora
tion of a double contoured border filled with diagonal 
slashes and additional curves around the two surviv
ing rivet holes. Two Fe r ivets survive. H35+, W29. 

98 Ruskington, Lincs. PP. The top of the mount is 
missing and a replacement hole has been pierced 
asymmetrically lower down the mount. Incised bor
der groove. Two Fe rivets survive. H21+, W30. 

99 'Gussage area, Dorset'. PP. Information from N 
Griffiths. The lower part ofthe mount and flange are 
missing. The face is decorated with an apparently 
engraved diagonal cross. NI. 

100 Fincham, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 30059). The top of 
the mount is missing. Incised border groove. NI. 

101 Beckley, Oxon. PJP. The top of the mount is 
missing. The upper area of the central design is 
partly worn and unclear. Two debased animal heads 
project from the lower corners. Two Fe rivets survive. 
H33+, W27. 

Type 6 102-15 (Figs 29-30) 

A series of fourteen squat, broad-shouldered mounts 
with zoomorphic apex terminals. The very finely 
preserved mount from the Vintry, London (102) 
provides a good prototype for the other less articulate 
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Figure 29 Mounts of Class A, Type 6. 
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Figure 30 Mounts of Class A, Type 6. 
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examples. On the Vintry mount a pair of sinuous 
snake-like beasts joined by a single collar or knot 
form the margins ofthe mount. Each has a bifurcat
ing tail which terminates in lobes. The head of each 
beast has a pointed oval eye, a gaping mouth, a crest 
which droops downwards to the bottom of the frame, 
and what appears to be an exaggerated lip lappet. 
The lappet curls up and over to grasp centrally a 
multi-branched symmetrical tree-like shape which 
grows from the base of the frame up the centre of the 
mount. These elements can be distinguished on most 
of the other mounts except on 111. The central 'tree' 
is more prominent on 104, where it has at least four 
pairs of branches. The makers of many of these 
mounts appear to have been ignorant of the content 
of the design which they were copying, and the 
designs on Type 6 mounts would be difficult to 
interpret without the evidence provided by the 
Vintry mount. Mount 109, for instance, has been 
misunderstood and more closely resembles a skeletal 
beast with vertebrae and pelvis and with the sacrum 
at the base of the mount. 

None of these mounts retains any inlay although 
the stabbing marks along the spines of the beasts on 
the Vintry mount may have been intended as a key. 
Dimensions vary in length from 44mm (103) to 
57mm (105). The upper fixing hole is either on the 
apex of the mount beyond the terminal head or at 
a point behind the head, between the two beasts. 
Each mount has two fixing holes at the base, except 
for 109, which has three. 106 is alone in having a 
flange fixing. The upper part of the mount has 
broken away on 7 examples, while the existing 
upper holes on 6 mounts (102, 104, 106, 107, 111 

112 113 

and 115) can reasonably be regarded as replace
ments. Mount 115 appears to have two additional 
upper holes. 

102 London, Vintry excavations. Museum of Lon
don (VRY89 V(+) 102 (4422)). Recovered from spoil 
dumped away from the site. Very fme condition, 
although the apex loop has broken away. The 
surviving upper hole is presumably a replacement. 
Along the bodies of both beasts runs a series of slight 
slashes. The effect suggests they are intended to 
retain some form of inlay or plating though none is 
visible. No Fe traces. H40+, W31. 

103 Kingsclere, Hants. PP. No Fe traces. H44, 
W31. 

104 Adderbury, Oxon. PP. The upstanding sur
faces are abraded. An Fe rivet survives in one hole. 
H31+, W29. 

105 Ringwould, Kent. Dover Museum. One Fe 
rivet survives. H57, W35. 

106 Great Mongeham, Deal, Kent. PP. Informa
tion from Dover Museum. H36+, W34. 

107 Westcote, near Wantage, Oxon. PP. Worn. No 
Fe traces. The upper hole appears to be a replace
ment; the edge of the original hole may just be visible. 
H35+, W25. 

108 Unprovenanced, possibly Hemel Hempstead, 
area, Herts. PP. The lower right corner is missing 



and the left side is pierced by a casting flaw. One Fe 
rivet survives in the apex hole. H51, W29. 

109 'Ware, Herts'. PP. The top is broken away. 
Three holes pierce the lower edge, the central being 
the larger. H46+, W30. 

110 Yaxley, Cambs. PP. One Fe rivet survives. 
H50, W28. 

111 Wreningham, Norfolk. PP. The top is missing. 
There are deep casting flaws. The surface is very 
worn but punched zigzag lines survive in low relief. 
No Fe traces . H44+, W31.5. 

112 'Near Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk'. PP. Two Fe 
rivets survive. H47, W26.5. 

113 Mid Lavant, W Sussex. PP. Worn, the original 
surface survives only in hollows. There are very 
slight Fe traces around the rear of the lower holes. 
H53, W30. 

114 'Dorset'. PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 1995, 5, 
no 2.) One Fe rivet appears to survive. NI. 

115 East Walton, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 3768). NI. 

Type 7 116-29 (Fig 31) 

A series of fourteen mounts of varying, but mostly 
pear-shaped, form and decoration. This Type dis
plays a number of similarities with mounts of Type 
6, in particular the central tree-like device. Where 
the apex survives each has a zoomorphic head 
terminal, while a pair of smaller terminals projects 
beyond the base of each mount, though without the 
accompanying limb as found on Type 8 mounts. 
There may in future be a need for sub-divisions 
within this Type. 

Mount 116 is in fine condition. The large animal 
head terminal has flaring nostrils and round eyes. 
Behind this head is a grooved collar from which 
emerges a pair of sinuous snake-like shapes to form 
a frame. A pair of scrolling side shoots project beyond 
the frame. The curving frame turns inwards and then 
upwards to form a tree-like device with branches 
ending in opposed scrolls and which is surmounted 
by an arrow-like form. The two lower terminals also 
have flaring nostrils and prominent eyes but no ears. 
On mount 117 alone the sinuous shapes have eyes 
which turn the shapes into gaping-mouthed beasts. 

45 

The other mounts to some extent copy this arrange
ment but vary in detail. Mounts 119, 121, 122 and 
125 have upper extensions to the sinuous shapes, 
which may be tails or heads and which curve 
downwards in a manner similar to the tails on Type 
6 mounts. 

None of these mounts has surviving inlay al
though 116 has grooves which may have held niello. 
Where recorded, each has two basal holes for fixing. 
121 has an additional flange hole and two further 
holes in the 'shoulders' of the mount and 120 has two 
additional holes which were probably intended to be 
decorative. The apex has broken away on six exam
ples (122, 124-8) while only mount 122 exhibits a 
replacement hole, placed asymmetrically. 116 has a 
substantial flange while that on 120 is absent or only 
incipient. 

116 Blewbury, Oxon. PP. The mount is in superb 
condition with a polished surface; it has certainly 
received some cleaning post discovery, apparently 
using a dental tool. There are traces of a groove on 
the border scroll above the lower animal terminals 
but no sign of inlay. Three Fe rivets survive. H49, W30. 

117 Howe, Norfolk. PP. Information from Norwich 
Castle Museum (County No 28174). 

118 Tickhill, Yorks. PP. Fine condition with a dark 
brown patina. Two Fe rivets survive. H49.5, W28.5. 

119 Northampton Castle. Northampton Museum 
and Art Gallery 0223/1961. Probably found 1879-80 
during construction of the railway. Fine condition. 
Slight Fe traces on the reverse. H45.5, W25. 

120 Keswick, Norfolk. PP. Incipient flange. H52.5, 
W31. 

121 Bletchingley, Surrey. PP. One Fe rivet sur
vives in the uppermost hole. There are five other 
apertures including one through the flange. H46, 
W23. 

122 Mid Lavant, W Sussex. PP. The top is missing 
and there is an asymmetrically positioned replace
ment hole. No Fe traces. H37, W24.5. 

123 Bawburgh, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 29204). 

124 Beckley, Oxon. PP. The top is missing but the 
edge of the apex hole survives. No Fe traces. H36+, 
W29. 
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Figure 31 Mounts of Class A, Type 7. 



125 'East Anglia'. PP. British Museum records. 
H41+, W28. 

126 Tarrant valley, Dorset. PP. Information from 
N Griffiths. NI. 

127 'Near Strubby, Lines'. Information from N 
Griffiths. NI. 

128 'Near Mablethorpe, Lines'. PP. Information 
from N Griffiths. Very abraded. Part of the apex loop 
is missing. H30. NI. 

129 Bawsey, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 25962). NI. 

Type 8 130-58 (Figs 32-4) 

Twenty-nine mounts comprise this group which, 
more than any other, illustrates the process from a 
clear prototype through various stages of debase
ment. The Cheriton mount (130) shows well the 
details of the design. This is a sub-triangular mount 
with a large zoomorphic head terminal at the apex 
and with smaller projecting heads on either side of 
the base. From the upper head with its prominent 
eyes projects a series of looping and bifurcating 
tendrils which end in lobes. The lower heads have 
rounded snouts with flaring nostrils, long pointed 
eyes and large pointed ears. On each of these can be 
seen the front part of its body together with a single 
limb. From each body a prominent wing extends 
upwards and inwards to terminate in a lobe. From 
their positions, emerging from the bodies of these 
beasts, these shapes do appear to have been intended 
as wings. This design can be traced with some 
coherence through the catalogue perhaps as far as 
mount 145, beyond which the design becomes amor
phous or muddled; mount 153 would be quite 
uninterpretable on its own. 

Seven of these mounts retain surviving inlay. On 
mounts 137, 140, 141 and 143 areas of niello with 
wavy lines of silver wire fill grooves in the wings as 
well as, in two instances, in the tendrils immediately 
above them. Mount 131 has grooves on the wings 
which were probably once inlaid. Seven mounts (137, 
138, 140, 141, 143-5) have areas of inlay placed 
centrally within the prominent triangular area be
tween the wings. On at least four mounts these areas 
appear to contain niello, again with a wire inlay. 
Mounts 139 and 155 may once have had such a 
central inlaid setting. 
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These mounts range in length between 44mm and 
60mm. All have two lower fixing holes and a hole 
placed behind the upper terminal while none retains 
significant traces ofthe iron strap. Mount 153 alone 
was fixed through the flange. Two mounts, 137 and 
138 display a number of similarities and may share 
a common source. Mount 158 is uncertainly placed 
here though it shares the same general form as other 
Type 8 mounts. 

130 Cheriton, Hants. PP. Slight Fe traces on the 
front above the upper hole and on the reverse below 
the lower holes. H47.5, W27. 

131 'Wilts'. PP. No Fe traces. The hollows within 
the wings may have been inlaid. H49, W28. 

132 Walsingham, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Mu
seum 379.985(3) (Margeson 1986, 326, pl VI). Two Fe 
rivets survive. H48, W29.5. 

133 Kingsclere, Hants. PP. No other recorded 
details. 

134 Winchester, Hants. PP. Information from 
finder. No further details. NI. 

135 'East Anglia'. British Museum 1989,3-2.3. No 
Fe traces. H50, W30. 

136 'Near Winchester', Hants. PP. The upper half 
is missing. One Fe rivet survives. H32+, W28. 

137 Fulbrook, Warwicks. PP. Lines ofniello with 
silver wire inlay survive on the wings and on the 
tendrils above, and a larger area survives centrally 
above the lower holes. No Fe traces. H55.5, W33. 

138 Heather, Leics. PP. Worn surfaces. There 
remains a worn area of white metal, probably niello, 
above and between the two lower holes. No Fe traces. 
H55, W31. 

139 Winterbourne Gunner, Wilts. PP. (Treasure 
Hunting, July 1994, 43.) Very dark green patina 
verging on black. There may have been an area of 
plating between the two wings. No Fe traces. H60, 
W35. 

140 Irby-on-Humber, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Pater
son, forthcoming.) Silver inlay along both wings and 
in lines above. There is a central, pear-shaped, black 
area which may be niello. No Fe traces. H64, W35. 
NI. 
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Figure 34 Mounts of Class A, Type 8. 

141 Brocklesby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) Much of the lower left area is missing. 
An area of niello with silver wire survives centrally 
and the wings appear to be grooved for inlay. H62, 
W30+. NI. 

142 Gussage All Saints, Dorset. PP. The mount is 
partly openwork. H51, W28. 

143 Stain, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, forth
coming.) Lines ofniello survive on the two wings and 
centrally above the lower holes. Three Fe rivets 
survive. H47.5, W27. NI. 

144 Houghton, W Sussex. PP. There is a central 
triangular area of silver or niello inlay. There are also 
traces of similar inlay on both wings. Two additional 
holes have been pierced either side of the upper hole, 
and below and to the left is a hole at a thin casting 
point. Two Fe rivets remain, together with the 
remains of the strap. H44, W25. 

145 Yarnton, Oxon. PP. There is a central triangu
lar area of silver or niello inlay. H48, W28. 

146 Pagham, Isle of Wight. PP. Fe traces on 
reverse oflower holes. H44, W25. 

147 London Road, Guildford, Surrey. Guildford 

Museum AG171. Severely abraded. Two Fe rivets. 
H44.5, W25.5. 

148 Grimsby area, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Pater
son, forthcoming.) Severely abraded. Apex missing. 
H47+, W30.5. NI. 

149 Bere Regis, Dorset . PP. Three Fe rivets sur
vive. H48, W28. 

150 'Devizes', Wilts. PP. No Fe traces. H45, W27. 

151 'York area'. PP. British Museum records. 

152 Earl Stonham, Suffolk. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. No other details recorded. 

153 Lydiard Millicent, Wilts. PP. Three Fe rivets 
survive. H44, W28. 

154 Blundeston, Suffolk. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. A poorly moulded mount, uncertainly of 
this type and without projecting terminals. Fe 
survives in the single lower hole. No dimensions 
recorded. NI. 

155 Coddenham, Suffolk. PP. On loan to Ipswich 
Museum andArtGallery(C2220). No Fe traces. H49, 
W35. 



156 Fingringhoe, Essex. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. Two Fe rivets survive. H53, W36.5. 

157 Billingford, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 7204). NI. 

158 Thetford area, Norfolk. PP. Crude punched 
lines possibly intended to be opposed spirals. Two 
crude Fe rivets survive, that on the right survives to 
llmm. H51, W34.5. 

Type 9 159-75 (Fig 35) 

This is a distinctive group of seventeen mounts 
depicting human masks. The finest mounts are from 
Deal (159) and Chalton (160); both display well the 
Type's general characteristics. These mounts depict 
a face with projecting chin, straight or downward
turned mouth and pointed oval eyes. Around the 
cheeks and arching across the eyes are interlacing 
ribbons which end in scrolls. These features, and in 
particular the projecting chin, are present on most of 
the ensuing mounts although the interlace is else
where much simplified. 

Both mounts 159 and 160 retain traces of niello 
inlay with inset lengths of silver wire. The inlay 
originally appears to have extended across the 
interlace, over the eyes and around the apex loop. 
Mount 168 has the r emains of a white metal inlay in 
a similar position, while mount 164 shows grooves 
which may originally have held an inlay. 

Nine of these mounts have lost their prominent 
apex loop while two of these (165 and168) exhibit 
replacement holes. The facial details on all three 
Norfolk mounts are engraved, which may suggest a 
common origin. Seven mounts have fixing holes 
which pierce the flange, one is unclear (167), and the 
remainder were rivetted either side of the chin. 
Mount 165 retains two copper-alloy rivets. Mounts 
162 and 164-5 retain substantial portions of the iron 
strap on the reverse. 

159 Deal, Kent. PP. On this fine mount an area of 
silver inlay survives within the grooves on the apex 
loop and there is a smaller area to the right of the 
nose . Grooves elsewhere suggest that such inlay may 
have been more extensive. Two Fe rivets survive 
through the flange. H39, W30. 

160 Chalton, Hants. PP. (Williams 1995.) Via Prof 
B Cunliffe . An area ofniello with silver inlay survives 
on the right cheek while pecked grooves for keying 
on the cheek interlace, around the eyes and on the 
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apex loop show the inlay was more extensive. 
H33.5+, W30 

161 Cricklade, Wilts. PP. (The Searcher, March 
1993, cover.) One Fe rivet appears to survive. H35. 

162 St Cross, Winchester, Hants. PP. Fine condition. 
No trace of an inlay. Three rivets survive together 
with a large portion of the Fe strap on the reverse. 
This terminates in a rounded tongue. H40, W33. 

163 Potter Street, Harlow, Essex. PP. British 
Museum records. H40, W31.5. 

164 Near Basingstoke, Hants. PP. Worn surfaces. 
There are traces of grooves which may have con
tained inlay above the eyes, around the apex loop and 
elsewhere. Two Fe rivets survive together with 
remains ofthe Fe strap. H37, W26.5. 

165 Bothamsall, Notts. PP. The apex loop is 
missing and there is a replacement hole with an Fe 
rivet between the eyes. The two lower rivets which 
pierce the flange are copper-alloy. On the reverse are 
the remains of the Fe strap measuring c 5 x 19mm. 
H25 to angle, W26. 

166 Near Deal, Kent. PP. The mount is bent and 
the top is missing. The chin does not protrude. The 
curious profile of the upper part of this mount may 
be intended as profile animal heads. One Fe rivet 
survives. H39+, W32. 

167 'Sussex'. PP. The surfaces are dark brown and 
very worn and the position of the lower holes and 
their rivets is unclear, though they are probably 
positioned either side of the prominent chin. H39, 
W29. 

168 'Midlands'. PP. The apex loop has broken away 
and a replacement hole pierces asymmetrically 
below it. Worn surfaces but remains of a silver inlay 
survive in patches in the cheek area and to the left 
of the left eye. No clear Fe traces. H32+, W30. 

169 Near Kingsclere, Hants. PP. The surface is 
very worn. No further details recorded. 

170 Boxley, Kent. PP? (Kelly 1990, 288, fig 3.) Part 
of the apex loop is missing. H c 33+, W c 33. NI. 

171 Deal, Kent. PP. The worn design is in low 
relief; only the nose protrudes slightly. H c 35+, W c 
31. 
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172 Metton, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. The details are engraved. This 
mount is remarkably similar to 17 4. 

173 Harling, Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al, 1991, fig 3, 
no 7 .) The details are engraved. Remains of two Fe 
rivets survive. H36, W30. NI. 

174 Erpingham, Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al, 1991, fig 
3, no 6.) The details are engraved. Part of the apex loop 
is missing. One Fe rivet survives. H33+, W28. NI. 

175 Clyst St Mary, Devon. PP. Not examined. 
From the drawing supplied the mount appears 
abraded and the face is in low relief with only the 
nose protruding slightly. Scale not given. NI. 

Type 10 176-201 (Figs 36-8) 

This classification comprises most of the mounts 
reflecting the Urnes style influence and depicting a 
coiled animal. There are clearly a number of individ
ual, rather different, designs covered by this heading 
whose relative importance may become clearer in the 
future; this must be regarded as a provisional 
classification. For the moment the 26 mounts have 
been separated into four sub-types whose division 
has been based on the shape of the mount and other 
details. 

Firstly there is a prominent group of tapering 
pear-shaped mounts (Type lOA), of which the two of 
finest quality are the only openwork examples. 
Secondly there is a less distinct, and perhaps uncon
vincing, group of mounts (Type lOB) which have an 
arched frame, all but one of which are openwork. The 
third group (Type lOC) consists of four mounts with 
zoomorphic terminals projecting from the lower edge. 
Finally there is a pair of sub-rectangular mounts 
(Type lOD). 

Type lOA 

A group of thirteen pear-shaped or teardrop-shaped 
mounts of which the two finest, from Lincoln (176) 
and London (177), are openwork. The design on the 
Lincoln mount was explained in simplified form by 
Smith (1923, 104, fig 26). Wilson's description of the 
Peterborough mount (178) can usefully be quoted 
here (Wilson 1964, 143): 

an interlaced animal, seen from above, with its 
head at the apex, its two ears are comma-shaped 
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and the snout is faceted. One front leg curves away 
gracefully from a spiral hip just behind the head 
and thence bends at right-angles, to form a curled 
paw above the right-hand ear of the animal. The 
other front leg extends straight down into the 
right-hand corner. The body turns so that the 
hindquarters are within a loop formed by the body. 
The back legs interlace with the body of the 
animal, while the tail, with its curled terminal, 
emerges to balance the front leg on the opposite 
side of the head. 

The mounts from Lincoln, London, Chillenden, 
'Dorset', East Cowes, Higham, Greatham, and Kem
sley Down ( 177 -84) all follow this general description 
while the remaining four are too abraded for the 
design to be traced but are clearly very similar. The 
London mount has a few differences; there are, for 
instance, two tendrils in the top right hand which 
project beyond the frame. 

Of these thirteen mounts only the fine mount from 
Lincoln has inlaid decoration, which extends around 
the frame and forms the spine of the beast. Most of 
these mounts have two fixing holes which pierce the 
lower part of the design. However, the mount from 
Seend (185), and thatfrom London, are fixed through 
the flange which, on the London example, projects 
substantially. Mount 182 has, in addition to the two 
lower holes, which are void, a centrally placed rivet 
which bridges the angle between face and flange. 
Four ofthese mounts have lost their apex loops while 
only 177 displays a repair, a hole drilled through the 
head of the beast. A substantial and well-preserved 
part of the iron strap is supported by the flange on 
177 and the strap survives in more corroded form on 
186. 

176 Lincoln. British Museum M & LA 67,3-20, 20. 
(Wilson 1964, no 33; Roesdahl et al 1981, 184, L6.) 
Both sides of this fme mount and the spine of the 
beast are inlaid with lines of niello and wavy silver 
wire. H58, W29. NI. 

177 London, Thames Exchange site. Museum of 
London 90.179/2. Recovered from spoil dumped away 
from the site. The mount is in superb condition and 
unpatinated. The upper hole has broken away and 
the hole through the beast's head is a replacement. 
Two Fe rivets pierce the substantial flange and a 
large part of the Fe loop survives. H51, W30. 

178 Peterborough, Cambs. British Museum M 
& LA 62, 3-21.6. (Wilson 1964, 159, no 58.) H52. 
NI. 
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179 Chillenden, Kent. PP. Fine condition. There 
are slight Fe traces on the reverse which is concave. 
H54, W30. 

180 'Dorset'. PP. The design is very clear. Part of 
the apex loop and lower edge has broken away 
together with the flange of which only the extremities 
survive. It appears to be stepped. It is not clear 
whether the two apparent protrusions are inten
tional. H48+, W30. 

181 East Cowes, Isle ofWight. Isle ofWight county 
collection 1990.60. NI. 

182 Higham, Kent. PP. Part of the apex loop is 
missing. There are three holes on the lower edge. 
The central hole pierces the basal angle and retains 
an Fe rivet. There are no Fe traces elsewhere. H48, 
W29. 

183 Greatham, Hants. Presently in writer's pos
session. The raised surfaces are badly worn. Three 
Fe rivets survive. There is, curiously, a fourth hole 
piercing the beast's head with no Fe traces. H50, 
W29. 

184 Kemsley Down, near Milton, Kent. British 
Museum M & LA 1983,12-13.579 (Wilson 1964, 138, 
no 26.) Two Fe rivets survive. H53, W32. 

185 Seend, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 4, no 9.) 
Stepped flange. H54. NI. 

186 Near Alrewas, Staffs. PP. The surfaces are 
worn. Two Fe rivets survive together with much Fe 
corrosion on the rear of the lower holes. No Fe traces 
elsewhere. H52, W30. 

187 Bentley, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. Mount similar to 179 and others. Two Fe rivets 
pierce the flange. 

188 Bishopthorpe, York. PP. The mount is very 
worn and much of the top is missing. There are no Fe 
traces. H36.5+, W28. 

Type JOB 

This is a loose grouping of seven mounts of which six 
are openwork. Three (189-191) depict a beast with a 
long neck coiled into an S shape and entwined with 
tendrils; mounts 192 and 195 may also be of this form 
but are either broken or too worn. The mount from 
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Linton (190) has been rather crudely, but solidly, cast 
in high relief. The apex hole on this mount is very 
narrow and may have held a copper-alloy rivet. The 
beast on the mount from Carey (193), the sole 
Herefordshire example, is closer in its arrangement 
to the beasts on Type lOA mounts. None of these 
mounts, with the possible exception of193, has inlaid 
decoration and a number have suffered major dam
age. Corroded remains of the iron strap survive on 
192 and 195. In addition to these seven mounts I have 
on record another, unprovenanced, mount illustrated 
in a dealer's catalogue. This is not openwork but is 
very similar to 191. On this example the apex loop 
has broken away and a repair has been drilled within 
the loop of the neck. 

189 Mile Cross Bridge, Norwich. Norwich Castle 
Museum 45.983. (Margeson 1986, 323, pl V; Roes
dahl et al 1981, 184, L2.) No Fe traces. Very large 
flange pierced asymmetrically. H c 47.5, W33. 

190 Linton, Cambs. PP. Crudely cast in high relief 
in a tongue-shaped frame. The curving neck of the 
beast seems to terminate in a head with a beak. Two 
Fe rivets pierce the flange and there is much 
corrosion here on the reverse but not around the 
upper hole. The latter is very narrow and may have 
had a copper-alloy rivet. H52.5, W33.5. 

191 Tilney St Lawrence, Norfolk. PP. Informa
tion from Norwich Castle Museum (County No 
21368). 

192 Aldham, Essex. PP. The sides of the mount are 
slightly bowed and the top part is missing. Two Fe 
rivets survive together with remains of the Fe strap. 
H32.5+, W30. 

193 Carey, Herefords. Newport Museum and Art 
Gallery, 1990. The upper part is missing. The 
conservation record states that the mount is enam
elled but if so this is unclear, most of the original 
surface is missing. There may be inlay within the 
sunken eyes. Two holes pierce the wide stepped 
flange which may have been larger as the surround 
of one hole is incomplete. One Fe rivet survives. 
H41+, W27.5. 

194 Aspall, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. H c 54, W c 31 

195 Covehithe, Suffolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
55.989. Very abraded. The two Fe rivets survive 
together with remains of the strap. H48, W28. 
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Type IOC 

There are four mounts here, each having debased 
animal head terminals projecting from the lower 
edge. Unusually neither the Potter Brompton mount 
(196) nor that from Gisleham (197) have flanges. The 
design on 196 alone is clear, though debased, and can 
be compared with the beasts on mounts ofType lOA 
which in other respects these four resemble. The 
openwork effect on three mounts appears to have 
been drilled rather than cast. Uniquely theN antwich 
mount (199) has a pair of copper-alloy rivets in 
addition to the surviving iron rivet securing the 
remains of the strap into the flange. 

196 Potter Brompton, Yorks. PP. Very fine condi
tion but the execution is poor and the design is partly 
hidden by Fe corrosion within the hollows. One 
terminal has broken away. No flange. H63, W c 35. 

197 Gisleham, Suffolk. PP. Surfaces worn. The 
design is in low relief and uses both partially and 
completely drilled holes to accentuate it. Part of the 
apex loop has broken away. There are two large 
fixing holes above the base. No Fe traces. No flange. 
H60, W34.5. 

198 Burgate, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. Part of the apex loop is missing. Four holes 
pierce the body to accentuate the design. A fixing hole 
appears to penetrate the edge ofthe base. H c 60, W 
c 34. 

199 Near Nantwich, Cheshire. PP. The surfaces 
are badly abraded. The original surface survives 
beneath the Fe corrosion at the apex and suggests 
that possibly up to lmm is lost. What appear to be 
large ears are all that is visible of the beast. The 
apertures appear to have been drilled. The mount is 
markedly concave. Through the flange two copper-al
loy rivets secure the remains of the Fe strap and two 
additional Fe rivets secured the strap through the 
two lower holes on the face, only one survives. H55, 
W31. 

TypelOD 

Two very similar mounts, probably from the same 
source, with a slightly tapering sub-rectangular form 
and projecting lobes. Each has a substantial stepped 
flange and both have lost their apex loop. The coiled 
beasts with their indented eyes are schematically 
shown. To either side of the head two tendrils (or are 

they tails?) loop upwards and are linked together 
beyond the tip of the beast's nose before swinging 
downwards and bifureating to end in projecting 
lobes. A similar feature is found on mounts of Types 
6 and 7 (eg 102 and 11SI), where these form the tails 
of the framing beasts. 

200 Unprovenanced. British Museum. The apex 
loop has broken away. The flange is stepped. Two Fe 
rivets survive. H44, W25. 

201 Boxley, Kent. ?PP. (Kelly 1987, 359). The apex 
loop is missing. Two Fe rivets survive. NI. 

Type 11 202-87 (Fig.s 39-44) 

This Type is the most numerous of this series. These 
mostly sub-triangular mounts depict a lion, or what 
is intended to be a lion, looking upwards with its front 
paw raised and tail between the legs and over 
the back. The trilobed apex of these mounts (but not 
mounts of Type llC) shows a pair of joined spirals 
from between which a pendent lobe penetrates the 
frame above the lion's head. Eighty-six of these 
mounts are recorded here and these have been 
divided into four sub-types. 

TypellA 

This is the main group and comprises sixty-three 
examples which vary from fine quality, skillfully 
made mounts to debased incoherent versions. Of this 
group thirty-seven depict lions facing to the left. Eleven 
mounts (202-7 particularly, and perhaps also 208, 
210, 211, 214 and 215) depict a finely-proportioned 
lion with a long mane and, in most cases, clearly cut 
features. These eleven all face left and it seems 
reasonable to conclude that they are the earliest of 
this Type. The mounts from Cliffe, South Darenth, 
Brackley, London, Cambridge and Ixworth (202-7) 
depict particularly elegant creatures. Various other 
mounts exhibit certain similarities in design, both 
in shape and content, which suggest a common 
origin. The mounts from 'Hampshire', Alrewas and 
possibly Ringstead (219-21), all left facing, are 
proportionally very similar and are alike in the 
shape of the beasts' heads, though there are differ
ences in detailing. The first two are markedly curved 
in profile. Three mounts with right-facing lions from 
Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire (225-7) 
share a number of similarities. Two, from Stoke 
Mandeville and Grafton Regis, with their distinctive 
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manes formed from rows of holes and their head 
shapes, are probably from the same model. Mounts 
228-9 may also be from the same model. These latter 
two mounts share a number of similarities including 
their angled flanges, pear-shaped frame, scrolled tail 
and head shape and also the distinctive circular 
depressions on the apex. Three very poor quality 
mounts from the north-east (265-7), with their very 
sketchy treatment, may also share a common origin 
as may mounts from 'Wiltshire' (212) and Taunton 
(213). The Alfriston mount (231) is very distinctive 
with its rows of punched impressions on mane and 
body and along the sides of the frame, and with an 
exaggerated lobe within the lion's mouth. 243 has a 
short row of slashes along one side of its frame, but 
these are clearly not decorative. Of the remaining, 
very varied, group of mounts most are debased and 
of poor quality and little useful can be said about 
them. 

Only one Type 11 mount, the very fine mount from 
Cliffe (202), has inlaid decoration , though it may also 
have been intended on the South Darenth mount, 
203. It is also possible there may have been inlaid 
ornament within two grooves on the lower frame of 
248. Most of these mounts have flanges projecting at 
or near to a right-angle. Three mounts (228-9, and 
255 and possibly 267) have angled flanges while 261 
has no obvious flange and 245 only a slight one. All 
these mounts except for five (212-3, 240, 255 and 
268) have two lower fixing holes. Most of the 
exceptions have a single hole each, and four only are 
fixed through the flange (212, 255 and 265-6). Mount 
223 has four holes, two through the frame and two 
through the flange; only the former pair, seems to 
have been used. Only 203 has a surviving copper-al
loy rivet. Fourteen mounts have broken apex loops 
while on 253 only the apex of the mount survives. 
Perhaps six mounts show more extensive damage. 
There are repair holes on 210, 215 (where the new 
holes have been drilled through the lions' heads), and 
265 (where two new holes pierce the lower part of the 
frame and replace those in the flange where the 
rivets have clearly tom away). 

202 Cliffe, Kent. Maidstone Museum and Art 
Gallery 1990-18 (Kelly 1990, 288, fig 3 .4). Very finely 
crafted. The silver inlay survives intact. There are 
bands along both sides of the curving frame and on 
either side of and between the lower fixing holes. No 
Fe traces. H48.5, W31. 

203 South Darenth, Kent. PP. Very finely crafted. 
The top is missing. The curving frames are decorated 
with a series of diagonal incisions. Between the fixing 

holes is a group of stab marks which may be intended 
as a key for an area of additional decoration. In the 
RH hole is a copper-alloy rivet, 9mm long, surviving 
intact. On the reverse are traces of an Fe strap 
c 22mm wide which extends for 10mm above the base 
of the mount. H33.5+, W31. 

204 Brackley, Northants. PP. Much of the original 
surface survives. No Fe traces. H49, W c 29. 

205 Probably from London. Museum of London 
4509. No Fe traces. H4t>, W28. 

206 Ixworth, Suffolk. UMAA Cambridge Z149.67 
(Roesdahl et al1981, 184, L8). Two Fe rivets survive. 
H50. NI. 

207 'Cambridge'. Probably UMAA Cambridge 
1903.187 (VCH Carobs, 323, pl xiig). NI. 

208 Eynsham Abbey, Oxon. Oxford Archaeological 
Unit. Found during excavations at the abbey in 1990 
(Chambers 1990, 25). The mount was found in a ditch 
together with Saxo-Norman and medieval pottery 
but also pottery of the 7th and 8th centuries. H46, 
W28. 

209 Walmer area, Kent. PP. Left facing. NI. 

210 Bidford-on-Avon, Warwicks. PP. Part of the 
top is missing and a replacement hole pierces 
through the creature's head. No Fe traces. H33+, 
W27. 

211 Hatfield Heath, Essex. PP. Three Fe rivets. 
H46, W27.5. 

212 'Wiltshire'. British Museum M & LA1978, 7-3, 
1 (Robinson 1992, fig 2, no 4). One Fe rivet survives. 
H49. NI. 

213 Taunton, Somerset. From excavations in 1977 
by Western Archaeological Trust at Hawkes Yard, 
context A36 (Leach 1984, fig 48, no 3 and pl 9). The 
mount is incorrectly described as a '13th century 
harness pendant' although the context is clearly of 
pre-12th century date and is sealed beneath a clay 
layer thought to represent a rampart of at least 
mid-12th century date. The accompanying plate 
clearly shows one central Fe rivet in the lower edge 
although none is shown in the drawing or given in 
the description. H52, W33. NI. 

214 Boxley, Kent. Maidstone Museum and Art 
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Gallery 1988.45 (Kelly 1987, 360). No Fe traces. H45, 
W27. 

215 Near Tadcaster, Yorks. PP. The top half is 
missing. A replacement hole, partly broken away, 
pierces the creature's head. Remains of one large Fe 
rivet. 

216 Glandford, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. NI. 

217 Cobham, Kent. PP. Left facing. Remains of 
three Fe rivets survive. H51.5, W30. 

218 'Near Rochester', Kent. British Museum col
lection 1979, 4-5.1. Two Fe rivets survive. H47.5, 
W30. 

219 'Hampshire'. British Museum M & LA 1985, 
10-9.2. Markedly curved. The pendent lobe is absent. 
The details of the head are unclear. No Fe traces. 
H50, W30. 

220 Alrewas, Staffs. PP. Well preserved. No Fe 
traces. There are similarities with mount 219, par
ticularly in the head and in the form. The spirals are 
very prominent. H52, W31. 

221 Ringstead, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 29401). NI. 

222 Bletchingley, Surrey. PP. The mount has no 
lobe and spirals. The upper hole may be a repair but 
if so the upper part of the mount has been filed away. 
The creature is curiously gaunt. No Fe traces but the 
mount has been chemically cleaned. H38, W26. 

223 Shenley Church End, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
PP. Two pairs of rivet holes, through the frame and 
the flange. One Fe rivet survives. H45.5, L28. 

224 Shenley Church End, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
PP. Information from P Woodfield. NI. 

225 Stoke Mandeville, Bucks. PP. A curiously 
lively creature with deep holes forming the mane and 
prominent eyes. Well preserved. Two Fe rivets 
survive. No Fe traces at the top. Rolled flange. H52, 
W28. 

226 Grafton Regis, Northants. Northampton Mu
seum and Art Gallery. Probably from the same 
model as 225. Surfaces abraded. No Fe traces. 
H51.5, W28. 

227 Lillingstone Dayrell, Bucks. PP. Stepped 
flange. No Fe traces. H51, W30. 

228 Cranborne area, Hants/Wilts/Dorset border. 
PP. Piriform frame with an angled flange. The 
spirals are reduced to circular hollows and another 
fills the lobe. The tail is markedly spiral and the 
pointed eye and ear aJce both prominent. Two Fe 
rivets pierce the flange and the remains of the Fe 
strap survive, c 20mm wide. There appears to be a 
second thickness of iron in this position. The stub of 
the strap projects beyond the flange. H53, W30.5. 

229 Canterbury (found 3 miles outside), Kent. PP. 
Information from British Museum records. 

230 Hungerford area, Berks. PP. Finely modelled. 
Two Fe rivets survive. H50, W29. 

231 Alfriston, E Sussex. PP. The side frames have 
been decorated with a series of punched dots. Similar 
dots form the mane of the creature and extend to the 
front and rear of its body giving it a very lively 
appearance. Two Fe rivets survive. H52, W31. 

232 Little Ryburgh, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 29252). NI. 

233 Gayton, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 29715). NI. 

234 Swaffham, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 28588). NI. 

235 Avebury, Wilts. Devizes Museum 25.1982 
(Robinson 1992, fig 2, no 1). Three Fe rivets survive. 
H51. NI. 

236 Wisbech, Cambs. Information from Veru
lamium Museum, St Alb1ms. NI. 

237 Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.AshmoleanMuseum 
1990.92 (Robinson 1992, fig 2, no 3). The apex loop is 
missing. Two Fe rivets survive. Stepped flange. 
H47+. NI. 

238 'Berkshire'. PP. Devizes Museum Daybook 
1564. Information from N Griffiths. Right facing. NI. 

239 Bramber, W Sussex. PP. The apex is missing. 
Traces ofFe around the lower holes only. H48+, W31. 

240 Caistor, Lincs. PP. Poorly made but much of 
the original surface survives. The top is missing. The 
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slight flange appears to be angled and is pierced by 
a single Fe rivet. On the reverse are remains of the 
strap c 18mm wide. No Fe traces around the upper 
hole. H46+, W33. 

241 Fordham, Cambs. Possibly in Cambridge 
UMAA (VCH Cambs, 323, pl xii, i). NI. 

242 Offham, E Sussex. PP. Markedly curved. 
Remains of one Fe rivet survives along with the scar 
ofthe strap. H34.5+, W33.5. 

243 Clayton, W Sussex. Barbican House Mu
seum, Lewes 1984.11. There are four short slashes 
on the left side of the frame. The two lower holes 
are asymmetrically placed. No Fe traces. H51, 
W32. 

244 Hartley Maudit, Hants. PP. Worn, bent and 
badly damaged. No Fe traces. H44+, W27.5+. 

245 Burbage, Leics. PP. Jewry Wall Museum 
records M12941/1994. The top is missing. Worn 
surface. The flange is slight. Fe traces on rear. H40+, 
W30. 

246 Lambourn, Berks. PP. The top has broken 
away. Two Fe rivets survive. H41, W29. 

247 Near Devizes, Wilts. PP. Two Fe rivets sur
vive. No Fe traces in upper hole. H46.5, W29. 

248 Kirby Cane, Norfolk. PP. The surface is pitted 
and abraded. The top is bent. There are two worn 
grooves between the lower holes, perhaps for inlay. 
The mount has been varnished. Three Fe rivets 
survive. H49. W30.5. 

249 Mendlesham, Suffolk. ?Bury St Edmunds Mu
seum. (Anon 1992, 373.) NI. 

250 Codford, Wilts. Salisbury and South Wiltshire 
Museum. (CBA Wessex Newsletter, April 1994, 
cover.) NI. 

251 'Dorset'. PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 1995, 5, 
no 3.) NI. 

252 Out Elmstead, Kent. PP. Information from 
British Museum records. 

253 Bletchingley, Surrey. PP. The top half only 
survives in fine condition. No Fe traces. H24+, 
W18.5+. 
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254 Brightwalton, Berks. PP. The top is miss
ing. One Fe rivet survives. Dimensions not 
recorded. 

255 Gadbrook, Brockham, Surrey. PP. Very heav
ily worn. Angled flange. Single lower fixing hole. 
Slight Fe traces on reverse. H44, W28. 

256 Arwarton, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. Three Fe rivets appear to survive. H c 50, W 
c 30. 

257 Ewerby, Lincs. PP. Heavily worn. No rivets 
survive. H c 46, W c 28. 

258 Ewell, Surrey. PP. Broken and damaged. Fe 
rivets survive in the two remaining holes. H42.5, W 
c 27. 

259 Near Westmill, Herts. PP. Well preserved but 
poorly executed with no detail. Fe traces around the 
rear of the lower holes. H41, W27. 

260 Warminster, Wilts. PP. A very crude mount 
with a tapering apex. Two Fe rivets survive. H44, 
W23. 

261 Sheering, Essex. PP. The mount has been 
heavily polished post-discovery. No flange apparent. 
No Fe traces. H56, W31. 

262 Hartest, Suffolk. Bury St Edmunds Museum. 
(Anon 1992, 373.) NI. 

263 'Gloucestershire'. PP. Worn. On this example 
the frame is missing beneath the lion's feet and the 
placing of the lower fixing holes is awkward. One Fe 
rivet survives. H43.5, W28. 

264 North Kyme, Lincs. PP. A very crude example. 
The top is missing. Two Fe rivets survive. H32+, 
W28. 

265 Near Louth, Lincs. PP. A very crude example, 
the creature is hardly interpretable. The angled 
flange is broken, only the edges of the holes remain. 
There are two replacement holes and rivets on the 
face. H53.5, W28. 

266 Near Brigg, Lincs. PP. A very crude example. 
Traces survive of the strap c 16mm wide on the 
reverse. H45+, W28.5. 

267 Skellow, Yorks. PP. Information from Doncaster 
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Museum. A rather clumsy example. The flange 
appears to be angled. NI. 

268 Unprovenanced, possibly Essex. PP. An ex
tremely crude example . There is no frame, the 
casting is very thick and the lion is hardly recognis
able. There are slight Fe traces around the rear of the 
lower hole. H42.5, W27. 

Type llB 

Four openwork mounts which display the same motif 
as those of Type llA. All face to the right and are of 
varying quality. 

269 'Saffron Walden, Essex'. PP. One Fe rivet 
survives, c 8mm long x c 3mm square. H56, W30. 

270 Bassingbourn, Cambs. PP. Information from 
British Museum records. 

271 St Albans, Herts. PP. Information from Veru
lamium Museum, St Albans. H c 53, W c 28. 

272 Pewsey, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 2, no 2.) 
The two additional holes may be accidental. H43+. 
NI. 

Type llC 

There is a group of thirteen Type 11 mounts, all but 
two from Norfolk (274 from Northants and 275 from 
Lincolnshire) whose distinguishing characteristics 
single the group out as a sub-type. All have left-facing 
lions and none has the spirals and lobe device. These 
mounts are essentially triangular with slightly 
bowed sides while the frame enclosing the lion lacks 
the wide base, found elsewhere, to take the rivets. 
The lion itself is distinctive, with a pointed snout, 
grooves on its forequarters and with the hindquar
ters formed from a separate element. Eleven of these 
mounts exhibit these characteristics while the lions 
on 284 and 285 have a more standard form. The 
mount from Taverham (273) is particularly fine and 
very well-preserved showing both punch and file 
marks and with a substantial rivet through its apex. 
Both this mount and 276, and probably some others, 
have engraved decoration around the apex. Mounts 
27 4, 275 and 276 have decorative grooving along each 
side of the frame while 273 is decorated similarly 
but only along the base of the frame . The only 
example with two fixing holes at the base is 284, 
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the remainder having a single hole. About half are 
fixed through the flange. Three mounts have broken 
loops and two others have suffered some major 
damage. 

273 Taverham, Norfolk. PP. Very fine condition, 
quite unworn. The mount has been finished using a 
punched gouge and file. The rear is left roughcast 
with filing marks on the left and right extremities 
and a slightly concave centre. Along the base of the 
frame is a row of notches and the apex is decorated 
with punched lines forming a pentagon. The remains 
of the Fe strap survive to the width of the flange 
which is pierced by a single Fe rivet. The upper rivet 
is 13.5mm long. H46.5, W30.5. 

274 Evenley, Northants. PP. The top is missing. 
Dark brown patina. The three sides of the frame are 
decorated with a series of grooves. One Fe rivet 
survives. H29+, W31. 

275 Dowsby, Lincs. PP. The three sides of the 
frame are decorated with a series of notches or 
grooves, less clear on the lower side. One Fe rivet 
survives with remains of the strap. H48, W31. 

276 Swafield, Norfolk. PP. (Margeson 1986, 325, 
fig 6.) Incised lines on the frame extending onto the 
apex loop. Incised line around the apex hole. Three 
Fe rivets survive with part of the strap. H45, W c 32. 
NI. 

277 Wreningham, Norfolk. PP. Worn. The top is 
missing. No Fe traces. H35+, W29. 

278 Wreningham, Norfolk. PP. Two Fe rivets 
survive. H45, W28.5. 

279 Skeyton, Norfolk. PP. (Margeson 1986,324, no 
8.) Apex missing. H24+. NI. 

280 Wreningham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30209).Two Fe 
rivets through the flange. NI. 

281 Norfolk. PP. Information from Norwich Castle 
Museum (County No 31167). The top is missing. One 
Fe rivet through the flange. NI. 

282 Deopham, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 30064). One Fe 
rivet through the flange . NI. 

283 Tivetshall, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
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Norwich Castle Museum (County No 31307). One rivet 
hole through the flange. Lower half only survives. NI. 

284 Belaugh, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
1.1984.5. (Margeson 1986, 323, pl1; Treasure Hunt
ing, Feb 1984.) H44.5, W33. 

285 Walpole St Peter, Norfolk. Norwich Castle 
Museum 130.986 (County No 21341) (Margeson 
1986, 325, no11). H47, W33. 

TypellD 

Two very similar castings, one from Surrey and one 
from Norfolk, depicting a left facing, openwork lion 
within an oval frame. 

286 Walpole St Peter, Norfolk. PP. Part of the 
frame has broken away. Fe traces around all three 
holes. H44.5, W29. 

287 Dorking, Surrey. PP. Much of the top is 
missing. Traces of the strap survive on the reverse, 
c 24.5mm wide. H33+, W31. 

Type 12 288-337 (Figs 45-8) 

A distinctive and widespread group of mounts of very 
similar form but differing greatly in detail. Fifty are 
recorded here. These mounts are diamond-shaped, 
sitting on a flat base, with a central diagonal cross 
giving four recesses or apertures. Most have project
ing circular bosses usually positioned centrally and 
at the junctions of the cross and frame. The number 
of bosses on each mount varies between one and eight 
and only on one mount, 305, are there no bosses. 
These mounts are divided into two types in the 
catalogue depending on whether they are closed (18 
examples) or openwork (32 examples), but are con
sidered here as a group . 

The mounts vary in height between 48mm and 
41mm and in width between 40mm and 25mm. Only 
the mount from Pyecombe (305) is inlaid with silver 
wire, while possible remains of enamel survive 
within the recesses of three mounts (291, 300, and 
305). Lines of punched decoration of varying content 
appear on ten mounts (289, 290,304,306-9,312,314 
and 321) and possibly on two others (315 and 330). 
On at least seven of these the decoration consists of 
double punched lines of back-to-back triangles, or 
squares. Decoration of engraved lines occurs on nine 
mounts (292, 297, 298, 301, 318, 320, 331 and 333). 
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The additional decoration on 332 is more complex. 
Eight of these mounts have expanded bases but none 
is exaggerated in the same way as some southern 
Scandinavian parallels (eg Stromberg 1961, Taf 72, 
no 3). Mount 293, unusually, is decorated on the 
reverse, a feature it shares with another mount of 
this type, seen briefly but not recorded here. 

Thirty-five mounts have a single lower fixing hole 
while eight have two holes each. Twenty-five, and 
possibly three others, are fixed through the flange. 
Only one mount (303) has an angled flange while 292 
has a rolled flange. Five mounts have broken loops 
but only 303 has a possible repair hole. Three others 
have sustained major damage (316, 318 and 321). 
Mount 336 appears to have been cut down to form a 
strap-end and a rivet pierces one of its four apertures. 
Mount 337 is a variant form with eight apertures. 
The Winchester mount (288) is the sole example 
within this corpus to retain its complete iron strap 
on the reverse. 

As with the two Type 3 openwork mounts, two 
Type 12 openwork examples (314 and 320) retain the 
lower part of a separate very thin copper alloy 
plate fixed between the mount and the remains 
of the iron strap on the reverse. On the Linton 
mount (319), uniquely, this plate survives intact 
although its lower half is obscured by iron corrosion. 
It is of diamond shape and is clearly not fixed at its 
apex. 

Closed versions 

288 Winchester, Hants. From excavations at 
Brook Street CBiddle 1990, no 4270). From a mid 11th 
century context. Seven bosses. This is the sole 
example on which the complete iron strap survives 
on the reverse. H43. NI. 

289 Farningham, Kent. PP. Seven bosses. Deco
rated with lightly punched marks on the arms, frame 
and around the loop, though not all are clear. An Fe 
rivet survives in the lower hole. H42, W28. 

290 Bere Regis, Dorset. PP. Seven bosses. Traces 
of punched triangular decoration around the frame 
and extending onto the loop. On the arms of the cross 
are two lines of opposed punched triangles. Slight Fe 
traces on lower flange area. H38+, W30. 

291 High Easter, Essex. PP. Seven bosses. A light 
brown deposit within the hollows may be an enamel. 
Two Fe rivets survive. Part of the flange has broken 
away. H45, W30.5. 
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292 Hellesdon, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
(Margeson 1986, 323, pl 3). Seven bosses. Crudely 
incised linear decoration. Two Fe rivets survive and 
the remains of the strap. H48, W33. 

293 Ufton Nervet, Berks. PP. Eight bosses. On the 
reverse are slightly recessed elements of the design, 
the purpose of which is unclear. H46.5, W31.5. 

294 Knowl Hill, Berks. PP. Eight bosses. Markedly 
curved. The thin casting in the hollows has partly 
broken through. The four hollows are visible on the 
rear as low blisters. Part of the loop has broken away. 
Fe deposit around the rear of the single hole through 
the flange. H41+, W32. 

295 Hinton Waldrist, Oxon. Ashmolean Museum 
1995.74. Eight low bosses. Abraded. No Fe traces. 
H43, W30. 

296 Unprovenanced. (The Searcher, April 1991, 
36.) Seven bosses. No further details. NI. 

297 Colney Hall, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28856). Seven 
or eight bosses; the position of the lower fixing is 
not clear. Decoration of single and double line 
grooves. 

298 West Rudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28131). Seven 
bosses. Fe rivet through the flange. Decoration of 
single line grooves. 

299 Westbury, Milton Keynes, Bucks. Bucking
hamshire County Museum. (Ivens et al1995, fig 152, 
no 55.) Seven bosses. One Fe rivet survives. H43, 
W30. NI. 

300 Caistor (probably Caistor St Edmund), Nor
folk. PP. Seven bosses. There is red staining in the 
hollows which may be enamel. However there has 
been much recent scouring. Two Fe rivets survive. 
H41, W26. 

301 Unprovenanced. PP. Seven bosses. Fine condi
tion. Punched lines around the frame and apex loop 
and on the arms. One Fe rivet survives. H42, W26. 

302 'Notts'. PP. Central boss. Off-centre hole 
through the angled flange. H44, W27. 

303 Wreningham, Norfolk. PP. Central boss. The 
loop and part of the angled flange have broken away. 
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The lower hole through the face may be a replace
ment. No Fe traces. H35+, W28. 

304 Middleton, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28121). Deco
ration of double rows of punched squares of uncertain 
extent. 

305 Pyecombe, W Sussex. PP. (Butler 1990). No 
bosses. Fine linear decoration in silver wire survives 
in places. Bubbly light green deposit in the hollows 
may be the remains of enamel. One Fe rivet survives 
of two through the flange. H44, W28. 

Openwork versions 

306 Bar ham, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suf
folk CC. Eight bosses. Crisply preserved details. 
Opposed lines of punched triangles extend across the 
face. No Fe traces. H45.5, W31.5. 

307 Stoke Holy Cross, Norfolk. PP. Bent and 
broken. Eight bosses. Punched triangles extend in 
opposed lines across the face. One Fe rivet survives 
through the flange. H46, W33. 

308 Coddenham, Suffolk. PP. On loan to Ips
wich Museum and Art Gallery. Seven bosses. 
Crisply preserved details. Punched lines of over
lapping rectangles. Two Fe rivets survive. H45.5, 
W31.5. 

309 Bawsey, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No. 25962). Punched 
decoration of squares or triangles in rows. NI. 

310 Ixworth, Suffolk. Probably in Cambridge 
UMAA (Stromberg 1961, 147, fig 20). Seven bosses. 
NI. 

311 Clatterford, Isle of Wight. PP. Information 
from Isle of Wight CC. Seven bosses. Gilding is 
reported but this seems unlikely. NI. 

312 Tarrant Rushton, Dorset. PP. Seven bosses. 
There are faint lines of punched, and probably 
opposed, triangles extending across the face and 
around the loop. No Fe traces. H46, W30. 

313 Ashill, Norfolk. PP. Seven bosses. There may 
be punched decoration. Information from Norwich 
Castle Museum (County No 31587). NI. 
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314 'Cambridgeshire'. PP. This appears to be the 
same mount as on the cover of The Searcher, 
December 1994, in which case a provenance in the 
Haverhill, Suffolk area is likely. Seven bosses. 
Opposed lines of triangles extend across the face. A 
separate, very thin, copper-alloy plate is just visible 
between the mount and the remains of the Fe strap. 
The latter is 17.5mm wide. The lower rivet appears 
to be missing but presumably pierced the separate 
plate and the strap. No Fe traces around the apex 
loop. H47, W31. 

315 Tarrant Rushton, Dorset. PP. Seven bosses. 
There may be punched decoration but the surface is 
abraded. One Fe rivet survives. H43, W27.5. 

316 Shenley Brook End, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
PP. Seven bosses. Broken. H32+, W30. 

317 Ravendale, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) Seven bosses. One Fe rivet survives in 
the upper hole. H42, W30. NI. 

318 Torksey, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) Seven or eight bosses. Traces of incised 
lines on two of the inner lines. The lower part of the 
mount and the flange are missing. H40+, W28.5. NI. 

319 'Linton, Cambs'. PP. Seven bosses. On the 
reverse of this mount is a separate lozenge-shaped 
copper-alloy plate fixed in place beneath the re
mains of the Fe strap and presumably held by the 
rivet. H44, W31. 

320 Felthorpe, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
200.987. Seven bosses . Punched lines between the 
bosses and around the apex loop. On the reverse are 
the remains of the Fe strap and beneath and held in 
place by the Fe rivet survives the lower part of a 
separate copper-alloy plate. H41, W25. 

321 Oxborough, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum 
164.991 (County No 10212). The lower half is 
missing. The surface is decorated with double rows 
of punched marks. H35+, W30. 

322 London. Vintry excavations. Museum of Lon
don (VRY89(+)(749)). Eight bosses. Fe traces on both 
holes. The lower rivet survives. H47, W34. 

323 Ipswich area, Suffolk. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. Eight bosses. No other details. H47, W33. 
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324 Swaton, Lincs. PP. Eight bosses. The top is 
missing. One Fe rivet survives. H38, W30. 

325 Bracon Ash, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Castle Museum, Norwich (County No 28733). NI. 

326 Bawsey, Norfolk. The Lynn Museum 25962, 
29. Seven bosses. NI. 

327 Bishopsboume, Kent. PP. Seven bosses. One 
Fe rivet survives through angled flange. H39.5, W26. 

328 Wargrave, Berks. PP. Seven bosses. Asym
metrical casting. One Fe rivet survives. H49.5, W32. 

329 Plumpton, E Sussex. Barbican House Mu
seum, Lewes 1988.12.3. Seven bosses. Poor asym
metrical casting. Fe rivet survives in upper hole and 
there are traces on the flange. H45, W30. 

330 Snargate, Kent. PP. Eight bosses. The casting 
is very rough with discontinuous lines of rocked 
punching, not certainly intended to be decorative. 
H41, W30. 

331 Poltimore, Exeter, Devon. PP. Seven bosses 
joined by a series of grooves. Worn. One Fe rivet 
survives. H44, W29. 

332 Near Kingsbridge, Devon. PP. The design is 
complex with a series of grooves running between 
bosses or high points. No clear Fe traces. H42.5, 
W29.5. 

333 Lakenheath, Suffolk. PP. Three bosses. The 
engraved decoration consists of grooves and wavy 
lines. The mount has been polished post-discovery. 
The reverses of the two outer bosses are hollow with 
Fe traces. One Fe rivet survives. H48, W35. 

334 Corsham, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 3, no 
8.) Three or more bosses. H46. NI. 

335 Wanborough, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 3, 
no 7.) Seven bosses. Angled flange. H40. NI. 

336 Springfield, Essex. PP. Seven bosses. This 
mount appears to have been cut down, perhaps to 
form a strap-end. The top is missing and there is no 
trace of the flange. The lower aperture is filled with 
an Fe rivet and corrosion. H32+, W29. 

337 Hedenham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30944). 
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Type 13 338-47 (Fig 48) 

A group of ten diamond-shaped mounts with two 
projecting arms, two or three projecting bosses on 
these pointed or lobed projections and a central 
diamond-shaped recess or perforation. The form 
seems related to mounts of Type 12. Mounts 338-41 
and 346 share the above characteristics and at least 
four of these have additionally a diagonal cross 
linking two projecting lobes above the base. Mounts 
338 and 339 are very similar and may derive from 
the same source. Mount 346 is much smaller than the 
other four. Of the remaining mounts 347 stands 
alone in having a central cross with pointed and 
expanding terminals; 342 and 344 have an additional 
boss in the position of the lower rivet; and 344 and 
345 have engraved lines and a central diamond 
perforation. 345 also has an expanded base. 

None of these mounts shows any additional 
decoration. The three mounts with three bosses each 
are fixed through the flange; 342 has two flange 
rivets and the remains of an iron strap. Two mounts 
have lost their apex loops, while one, 341, exhibits a 
repair hole penetrating the top of the central recess. 

338 'Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk'. PP. The surface is 
worn. Slight traces on the lower part of the reverse. 
H45, W36. 

339 Unprovenanced. PP. Heavily worn. No Fe 
traces. H44, W35. 

340 South Elmham St Mary (Homersfield), Suf
folk. PP. Information from Suffolk CC. One Fe rivet 
survives. H46, W35. 

341 Tatterset, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. NI. 

342 Shenley Church End, Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
Bucks County Museum Service (Box 2594). Three 
bosses. Two Fe rivets survive in the angled flange 
together with the remains ofthe strap. H45.5, W30. 

343 Quidenham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30370). Two Fe 
rivets through the flange.NI. 

344 Otley, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. Openwork. Incised line. Fe rivet survives with 
remains of the strap. No Fe traces around apex hole. 
H49.5, W31. 

345 'Dorset'. PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 1995, 5, 
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no 5.) An openwork mount with three bosses and a 
greatly expanded base. The face is decorated with 
contour lines. Two Fe rivets appear to survive. 

346 Shalford, Surrey. PP. The top is missing. 
Worn. Slight Fe traces on the lower part of the 
reverse. H33+, W30. 

347 Caterham, Surrey. PP. Thin convex casting. A 
central cross with expanded and pointed terminals. 
No Fe traces. H37, W31. 

Type 14 348-56 (Fig 49) 

This group comprises nine mounts in the form of a 
cross, the base of which expands and curves back to 
form the flange. On a number of mounts the apex 
terminal as well as the terminals of the 'arms' are 
clearly zoomorphic. 

In at least six instances some form of motif fills 
the expanded lower half of each mount. On mounts 
351,354 and possibly 352, there appears to be a letter 
form (Con 351 and Son 354) within a frame, though 
this may be unintentional. Mount 349 most remark
ably exhibits three spiral motifs within an arched 
frame and 350 has similar motifs. The designs on 348 
(which I have not examined) are obscure. Two 
mounts have inlay; niello with a wavy silver wire fills 
the bordering frame on 348 and both spirals and 
frame on 349 are infilled with a light grey metal, 
presumably silver. 

348 Harling, Norfolk. Norfolk Archaeology Unit 
(Rogerson 1995, fig 46, no 97). Niello inlay with silver 
wire remains in three places on the contouring 
border. H48, W36.5. 

349 Histon, Cambs. PP. Three debased zoomorphic 
terminals of which the upper has long pointed eyes 
inlaid with a light grey metal. The body is decorated 
with three spiral devices within a frame, all inlaid 
with a light grey metal. Two Fe rivets. H48, W35. 

350 Castle Rising, Norfolk. PP. One Fe rivet 
survives. H50, W33.5 

351 Sturmer, Essex. PP. Punched zigzag design. 
Two Fe rivets survive with remains of the Fe strap. 
No Fe traces around upper hole. H43.5, W30.5. 

352 Coddenham, Suffolk. PP. Ipswich Museum 
and Art Gallery (C2198). Two Fe rivets survive with 
the remains of the Fe strap. H42, W30. 
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353 'Norfolk'. PP. Information from Norwich Cas
tle Museum. NI. 

354 Gayton, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 29713). NI. 

355 Letheringsett, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. Two Fe rivets survive. NI. 

356 Swainsthorpe, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 9724). One Fe 
rivet survives. NI. 

Type 15 357- 9 (Fig 49) 

Only three mounts of this distinctive form are 
recorded here; the simple design is based on a pair of 
joined spirals. Two mounts have two fixing holes 
through the face and the other, a debased copy, a 
single hole through the flange. 

357 Near Middleton Stoney, Oxon. PP. Rough cast
ing. The linear decoration appears to be cast. Slight Fe 
traces around reverse oflower holes. H35, W26. 

358 Grain beach, Kent. Bromley Museum LDBMP 
74:4.1.1. H53, W24.5. NI. 

359 Little Glemham, Suffolk. PP. Information 
from Suffolk CC. Punched grooves are surfaced with 
a black material; it is not clear if this was inlaid. 
H36.5, W26.5. 

Type 16 360-3 (Fig 50) 

This small group comprises four mounts. The design 
centres around the head of an animal with large ears 
and a pointed nose. Below it is what appears to be a 
much less distinct face . On 360 these features are 
framed by tendril shapes and sit upon a pair of joined 
spirals and a pendent lobe. In this position on 361 is 
a pair of bifurcating tendrils, a union knot and a 
pendent lobe. The lower 'face' on 361 could also be 
interpreted as the body, with arms outstretched, 
(?recalling Type 3 mounts) of the head above. 363 is 
a very debased example. 

360 Dursley, Gloucs. (Atkin 1991). Gloucester City 
Museums GLRCM 10/90. A sub-rectangular mount 
with an apex extension. H50, W31. 

361 Bucknell, Oxon. PP. In fine condition. The 

design is similar to 860 except that the opposed 
spirals have been replaced by pairs of bifurcating 
tendrils. One rivet remains. H52, W33. 

362 Probably Churchill, Somerset. Somerset 
County Museum (Ace No TTNCM 36/1993) (Atkin, 
forthcoming). H53, W69. 

363 Ripe, E Sussex. PP. This abraded mount has 
a central raised triangular area with curving sides 
and two hollow triangular areas to either side. The 
remainder of the mount is decorated with a series of 
engraved lines and at the base of the mount is a pair 
of joined opposed spirals. Two Fe rivets survive. The 
mount is covered in a thick varnish. The design is 
clearly a clumsy copy of the Dursley mount (360). 
H50, W30. 

Type 17 364-7 (Fig 49) 

A small group comprising four roughly D-shaped 
mounts, only one of which has been examined. The 
varying design is a little difficult to interpret but the 
central protrusion on 364 is clearly a debased animal 
head. 

364 Stourpaine, Dorset. PP. One Fe rivet survives. 
H32+, W33. 

365 Postwick, Norfolk PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. 

366 Caldecote, Norfolk PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. 

367 Swafield, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 21435). 

Unclassified Class A mounts 370-95 
(Figs 51--3) 

This section includes some twenty-seven examples 
which could not be included in the type series given 
above. Some of these are not paralleled (including some 
very fine examples), while others are hybrid or devel
oped forms. A number have only been seen from 
photographs and in some instances these have pro
vided insufficient detailed interpretive information for 
categorising. These mounts have been described in 
more detail in the catalogue but some more general 
comments regarding a few of them can be made here. 

Mount 368 appears to be a hybrid form combining 
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elements ofTypes 1 and 12. Mounts 371-5 and 379 
maybe developments ofType 8. 374 and 375 are very 
similar, both come from the north-east, and they may 
represent a separate type. Mounts 376 and 377 recall 
mounts of Type 10D. Mounts 381 and 382 appear to 
be closely related but the designs, both incomplete, 
are not easy to interpret. 384 and 385 are a pair of 
plain triangular mounts. 394 and 395 are probably 
apex fragments from Type 11 mounts. Mounts of fine 
quality worth drawing attention to include those 
from Stevenage, Mildenhall, Berwick and Stoke 
Hammond (369, 370, 380 and 383). 

Mount 375 may be singled out as the only one in 
this corpus on which gilding has been reported. 
Mounts with inlay include 369 where niello with 
silver wire survives beneath former iron corrosion; 
371 on which niello or silver survives in patches; 372 
probably has niello; and 383 which has a line of inlay 
along the spine of the main beast. 389 may possibly 
be enamelled. 

On three mounts the apex loop is missing and 
another four can be said to have suffered major 
damage (including the pair of broken loops, 394 and 
395). Mount 379 has a repair hole below the broken 
apex and 382 has an additional centrally-placed hole, 
but this is not a repair as the apex survives. 386 has 
a substantial hole drilled through the face as well as 
two holes, both retaining rivets, in the flange. Mount 
371 retains a copper-alloy rivet. On the reverse of the 
mount from Stevenage (369) is what appears to be 
the impression of a short length of cord. 

368 Bixley, Norfolk. PP. A pentagonal mount with 
two fixing holes. The engraved design is partly symmet
rical but otherwise is uninterpretable. At both corners 
are projecting bosses and there are lobed projections 
near the base which is decorated with a row of notches. 
There are the remains of one Fe rivet. L50.5, W30.5. 

369 Stevenage, Herts. PP. A worn sub-triangular 
mount with three fixing holes and a stepped flange. 
At the apex is what appears to be a much debased 
animal head below which are a pair of spirals and a 
possible pendent lobe or third spiral. The remainder 
of the field is taken up with symmetrical interlacing 
ribbons including a central ring-twist knot and 
paired spirals at the base. The ribbons may represent 
the bodies of animals but, if so, the positions of their 
heads are not clear. Areas of niello and silver wire 
inlay survive between these ribbons, particularly 
around the centre and bottom left of the mount, 
where they had been protected from wear by Fe 
corrosion. The inlay may have been much more 
extensive. The mount has been extensively cleaned 

and polished post-discovery. On the reverse is what 
appears to be the impression of at least one short 
length of cord. H48, W26. 

370 Mildenhall, Suffolk. Ashmolean Museum 1909. 
414 (Fuglesang 1980, 133, pl27B; Hinton 1974b, 25; 
Roesdahl et al1981, no 127, 164 and 136). The face 
is decorated with a symmetrical arrangement of 
foliage-like tendrils and ribbon-like forms. H53. 

371 Astbury, Cheshire. PP. An abraded sub
triangular openwork mount with three extant patches 
of silver or niello standing proud of the worn surface. 
Part of the left edge is missing and there is a small 
projection on the bottom left edge. There are no 
remaining Fe traces. One copper-alloy rivet survives. 
The mount is difficult to interpret but may have 
devolved from mounts of Type 8. H43, W28. 

372 Brewood, Staffs. PP. Information from Staf
fordshire CC. A worn sub-triangular mount with 
black linear decoration, presumably niello, standing 
proud of the surface. At the bottom corners are a pair 
of debased animal head projections. The decoration 
consists of a central triquetra bordered by pairs of 
lines with toothed projections arranged alternately. 
Above the central motif is a series of curving lines. A 
large Fe rivet projects from the face of the mount by 
8mm. The form imitates or derives from mounts of 
Type 8. The decoration is unparalleled in the corpus 
although the toothed arrangement recalls part of the 
designs on some Type 1 mounts (eg 3, 5, 9). H43, W37. 

373 Swynnerton, Staffs. Stoke-on-Trent City Mu
seum and Art Gallery (1990.K6.1). No traces of 
decoration survive on this worn mount. There are 
three debased animal heads and like mount 372 the 
form seems to imitate Type 8. H55, W35. 

374 Brocklesby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) An openwork mount with two aper
tures in the upper part and three fixing holes. The 
apex is pointed and there are two debased animal 
head terminals either side of the flange. The decora
tive elements are not clear from the information 
provided. H50, W25.5. NI. 

375 'Within eight miles of York'. PP. (Leahy and 
Paterson, forthcoming.) Similar to mount 37 4. Three 
Fe rivets survive. The surface is described as being 
gilded. H53.5, W27.5. NI. 

376 Swa:field, Norfolk. PP. Information from Norwich 
Castle Museum (County No 21435). A sub-triangular 
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Figure 53 Unclassified mounts of Class A (390 after Hinton 1974a, fig 2). 

mount with curving sides, rounded apex and basal 
projections. The deeply incised design is not intelli
gible. 

377 West Rudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28131). A 
sub-triangular mount with curving sides, trilobate 
apex and basal projections. Below the apex is a 
debased animal head. The rest of the design is not 
readily interpretable. There appears to be a single Fe 
rivet through the flange. 

378 Wicklewood, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Mu
seum 43.983(2) (Margeson 1986, 325, no 10). Worn 
curvilinear design not readily interpretable. No 
flange. H40, W30. 

379 Wooton Wawen, Warwicks. PP. A triangular 

mount with two expanded wedge-shaped projections 
on one of which are traces of incised lines. The face 
of the mount is engraved with curves and converging 
lines. The apex seems to have broken off and the 
upper hole is presumably a replacement. Slight Fe 
traces in all three holes. H38+, W38. 

380 Berwick, E Sussex. PP. A sub-triangular mount 
with decoration in high relief. At the apex is a motif 
derived from a pair of opposed spirals and a pendent 
lobe with an engraved border. This is framed by a 
pair ofwaving foliate shapes which join with a large 
area of interlacing ribbon-like shapes which make no 
sense and which recall the arrangement in mount 
369. At the base is a projecting animal-head with 
pointed ears and prominent eyes which recalls Group 
B mounts. The shape of the nose, with a line curving 
round apparently to accentuate the nostril (seen in 
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the profile view) may be a lip lappet. There are slight 
Fe traces around the lower holes. H53, W31. 

381 Winterbourne Whitechurch, Dorset. PP. A 
large area of the bottom left of the mount is missing. 
The apparently symmetrical design is in bold relief 
but is rather difficult to interpret; there may be a pair 
of addorsed beasts. An Fe rivet survives at the apex. 
H48, W c 26. 

382 Wrawby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) The top half of a mount with a central 
perforation, not a repair as the apex loop survives. A 
pendent lobe and opposed spirals may be intended. 
H28.5+, W27+. NI. 

383 Stoke Hammond, Bucks. Aylesbury Museum 
1993, 182.1. Areas of the surface ofthis once very fine 
mount are now worn. The design is based around a 
lizard-like creature arranged like a question mark. 
The features of its expanded head are now largely 
lost although a pair of large pointed eyes may be 
made out together with the ears. The creature's front 
right leg is angled forwards and its front left leg is 
angled backwards. The rear right leg is also angled 
backwards but the position of its partner is not clear 
as part of the mount seems to have broken away at 
this point. The tail curves round and down the left 
side of the frame where it becomes lost amid a worn 
area of tendrils. Along the creature's spine is a now 
discontinuous inlay which appears white and may be 
silver. Three interrupted lengths are visible. There 
are no Fe traces. H55, W30. 

384 Puddletown, Dorset. PP. A mount of elongated 
triangular form, the top of which is missing. No 
design is visible and it may be that both this and the 
West Knoyle mount (385), which it resembles, were 
intended to be plain. No Fe traces. H46+, W25.5. 

385 West Knoyle, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 1992, fig 4, 
no 10.) Plain but with possible white metal coating. 
Two narrow Fe rivets survive. H51. NI. 

386 Boyton, Suffolk. PP. A sub-triangular mount 
with a pointed apex. The decoration consists of a 
series of hollows, possibly moulded, and engraved 
lines. There may be a pair of creatures, face to face 
and upside down but this is quite unclear. Two Fe 
rivets pierce the flange. There are no Fe traces 
elsewhere. The prominent lower hole on the face 
appears to have been unused. H45, W32. 

387 Unprovenanced. PP. A complex openwork 

mount. There are fixing holes for at least two rivets 
part of one of which survives centrally at the bottom. 
The two lower holes may also have been originally 
intended to hold rivets. There is a grid pattern of 
engraved lines and at the bottom corners is a pair of 
debased animal head terminals. The flange is partly 
broken away along with part of the apex. H46+, W37. 

388 Burton Latimer, Northants. PP. The mount is 
unusually thick and the design, which is not readily 
interpretable, is deeply incised. The single Fe rivet 
survives through the flange together with remains of 
the strap. H48, W32. 

389 Shoreham, Kent. :PP. (Treasure Hunting, May 
1979.) The recesses are infilled with a brown mate
rial, possibly enamel. The design is difficult to 
interpret although profile beasts may have been 
intended on the right and left. The central device 
shows two converging ribbon-like shapes joined with 
a union knot and recalls the central part of the design 
on an Urnes style stone cist from Ardre, Gotland 
(Graham-Campbell and Kidd 1980, 92, fig 48). The 
flange is slightly stepped. No Fe traces. The mount 
has been varnished. H37'+, W33. 

390 Water Eaton, Oxon. Ashmolean Museum 
1973.968 (Hinton 1974a). A sub-rectangular mount. 
The decoration consists of joined scrolls of plant-like 
ornament terminating in debased animal head pro
jections at the base. Two Fe rivets are apparent but 
not reported. H c 50, W c 30. 

391 Martham, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. Believed to be Margeson, 1986, 
324, no 6, which is described as having 'worn 
symmetrical foliage'. An. openwork sub-triangular 
mount with eight apertures. There is an abraded 
linear design of uncertain extent. H47. NI. 

392 Horningtoft, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 7171). A sub
triangular mount with five apertures and some 
surface decoration. The positions of the lower rivet(s) 
are uncertain. NI. 

393 West Rudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28131). A 
trilobate apex fragment. Possibly a Type 11 mount. 
NI. 

394 Hillington, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 28395). Trilo
bate apex fragment. NI. 



Class B mounts (Figs 53-60 & 64) 

This Class comprises mainly openwork zoomorphic 
mounts of varying forms, with angled flanges. Many 
are trapezoidal and of those most have four fixing 
holes; two in the flange and two or more in the upper 
zone. The remainder take a variety of forms, often 
pentagonal, and sometimes with poorly defined 
beasts in profile. Type 2 mounts have distinctive 
beasts flanking a central head or heads. 

It has proved more difficult to classifY these 
mounts than the Class A group. Fewer have been 
recorded than Class A and while their motifs vary 
little, they exhibit a bewildering variety and indi
viduality in both shape and detail. However, suffi
cient mounts have now been recorded to perceive a 
general strand of development, either towards the 
debasement of an original design, scarcely interpret
able on its own, or to a variety of individual 
interpretations. 

Four Types are identified here of which Type 3 
presents the most varied range of forms. Within 
Types 1 and 2 it has proved relatively straightfor
ward to perceive in each three separate groupings of 
mounts. In the case of Type 3, which provides the 
bulk of Class B mounts, ten rather looser groupings 
are presented. These groupings certainly overlap but 
they seem to make sense as an evolving development 
and an attempt has been made in the order of the 
catalogue to reflect this. 

The central designs are, almost without exception, 
zoomorphic and consist of a projecting head or heads, 
often mouse- or bat-like in appearance, and always 
cut off below the nose. Where a mouth is intended it 
is often formed by an aperture in this position. The 
forms ofthis mask vary widely. A number of mounts, 
mainly from Lincolnshire, show a distinctive snub
nosed creature with large rounded ears (eg 420), 
while a pair from Northants and Sussex (441-2) 
show similarities in the treatment of the eyes in 
particular. There are a number of examples of greatly 
debased heads which have r eached a point where 
they are individually unrecognisable (eg 434). Oth
ers, in particular a number of mounts from the 
southern counties, exhibit a different range of char
acteristics such as having a central forelock (eg 
437-8), and a group offourwith a central head within 
a punched frame of wavy or zigzag lines (443-6). 

The earliest mounts of Type 1 seem clear enough 
(eg 396 and 402). Within the wider range of Type 3 it 
can be suggested, from their clarity of form and 
relative frequency, that such mounts as 420 and 421 
may be the earliest and give rise to many regional 
variations. This would suggest an origin in the 
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eastern coastal counties with local variations evolv
ing to the west and south. The Type 4 mounts form 
a highly distinctive and idiosyncratic group which 
appears to be a local East Anglian and probably late 
development in this tradition of using projecting 
heads. Certain elements are retained, such as the 
zigzag frame and the use of profile heads as well as 
the trefoil apex on two of the Oxfordshire mounts 
465-6) but these are more reminiscent of the wide 
range of gargoyles used widely in churches of the 
12th century and later. 

Type 1 
Multi-headed mounts 
(Figs 54-5) 

Within this assemblage there are sixteen openwork 
mounts. These have been sub-divided into three 
smaller groups on the basis of the number of heads, 
the arrangements of their apertures and other 
considerations. 

Group 1 (395-401) 

The first group consists of seven mounts with three 
heads each. The main apertures are arranged with 
two positioned between the upper heads and one 
each to either side of the lower head. Each has two 
smaller apertures, on opposite sides of each mount to 
the right and left of the upper heads and 401 has in 
addition two holes placed above the upper heads. In 
three instances a further hole forms the mouth of the 
lower head. Holes also form the mouths of the upper 
heads on mount 397 and the ears on 395. There are 
projecting fixing loops at the top extremities and, on 
the upper edge, a central projection which in four 
instances is pierced. The decoration consists of little 
more than cast lines, except in the case of 401 where 
they are engraved. 

395 'Yorkshire'. Yorkshire Museum. (Roes 1958.) 

396 Minster-in-Thanet, Kent. PP. The central 
head has prominent eyes and ears. The smaller 
heads are less well defined with circular hollows for 
ears. There are five fixing holes; the loop at the top 
centre has partly broken away. One Fe rivet survives 
in the flange. H37, W39. 

397 High Easter, Essex. PP. None of the heads is 
clearly defined; the central head has sockets for eyes 
while all three have apertures for their mouths. 
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There are five fixing holes of which that at the top 
right and bottom left show signs of wear. There are 
very slight Fe traces on the reverse. H40, W40. 

398 Minster-in-Thanet area, Kent. PP. The two 
upper, smaller, heads are very unclear. The larger, 
central, head has prominent eyes and ears and an 
aperture forms its mouth. One of the fixing loops is 
missing. Fe traces not recorded. H45, W c 42. 

399 Barham, Kent. PP. A sub-rectangular mount 
with four fixing holes. The central head has an 
aperture for its mouth and its sunken eyes and ears 
give it a curious aspect. Two Fe rivets survive. There 
are no Fe traces around the upper part of the mount. 
H38, W42.5. 

400 Tadcaster, Yorks. PP. Only a central portion 
survives. H26+, W32+. 

401 'Graffham Mill', probably Graffham area, W 
Sussex. PP. Five fixing holes on two of which the 
loops have broken away. The central head has 
prominent eyes but each head is poorly defined. 
There is a bordering groove decoration. Fe traces on 
the reverse of the flange. H33.5, W37. 

Group 2 (402-6) 

The second group consists of three mounts with three 
heads each and five apertures arranged symmetri
cally in tiers of two, one and two. The heads on 404 
are very debased. There are no additional apertures 
save for the prominent fixing holes which pierce the 
upper face of each mount. There are no central 
projections on the upper edge. Each mount has 
additional decoration of freely engraved lines which 
extend onto the flange in each case. 

402 Legsby, Lincs. PP. A curving mount with the 
lower head projecting the furthest of the three. There 
are simple grooves on the flange and a variety of 
grooves decorating the face. Two Fe rivets survive in 
the flange. H36, W39. 

403 Stow-by-Lincoln. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) Decoration of incised lines which ex
tend onto the flange. Four fixing holes and five 
apertures arranged symmetrically. H33, W37. NI. 

404 'Midlands'. PP. Four fixing holes. The top right 
hand corner h as broken away. The treatment of all 
three heads is crude with only slashes which form the 
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base of the noses being clear. There is a series of 
notches on the upper edge and a series of bordering 
grooves on the face. On the flange is a series of eight 
grooves set between two bordering lines. Three Fe 
rivets survive. H36, W36. 

Group 3 (405-10) 

A loose grouping of six mounts, one of which is 
fragmentary. These mounts are roughly pentagonal 
and each has three projecting heads (or more in the 
case of the Fordham mount, 405). Mount 410 is 
assumed to have been similar to 411. Apertures are 
arranged symmetrically in the order two, two, one, 
two except for the Fordham mount which has six 
apertures arranged in tiers of two and one to either 
side. On the mount from Costessey (408) the aper
tures are incompletely formed. 406 and probably 405 
have two additional animal heads in profile. Each 
has a single upper fixing hole while the lower fixing, 
with one exception, is through the flange. The 
Tarrant Rushton mount (407) uses the lower aper
tures for fixing but the intended positions for two 
rivets are visible as slight hollows in the flange. 
Three mounts have additional linear decoration. 

405 Fordham, Cambs. Believed to be in Cambridge 
UMAA. (VCR Cambs, 323, pl xii, h.) NI. 

406 Unprovenanced. PP. A small mount within 
this group. The three heads are given similar 
prominence with no eyes and large ears. At the top 
are two gaping beasts in profile; both have ring 
grooves for eyes and their noses and crests are 
formed by protrusions from the frame. Part of the 
flange has been torn around one of the fixing holes. 
No Fe traces. The mount has been considerably 
cleaned and has a brassy finish. H37, W28. 

407 Tarrant Rushton, Dorset. PP. Three debased 
heads with pointed chins within a field of perfora
tions and zigzag lines. Two Fe rivets survive, one is 
dome-headed. H43.5, W35. 

408 Costessey, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum. 
Three debased heads given similar prominence 
within a field of perforations, cavities and incised 
lines. H45, W35. 

409 Huncote, Leics. PP. Information from Jewry 
Wall Museum, Leicester. An abraded mount with 
three fixing holes and poorly defmed features. Fe 
rivets survive in all three holes. H34, W30. 
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410 Huncote, Leics. PP. Information from Jewry 
Wall Museum, Leicester. The lower part of a mount 
which presumably was similar to 409. Two Fe rivets 
survive. H17+, W27. 

Type 2 
Mounts with central heads and 
flanking beasts 
(Figs 55-6) 

A distinctive group of seventeen mounts with central 
heads and flanking, inward-looking beasts. 

Group 1 (411-14) 

A group of four mounts with two central heads 
arranged in tiers and a pair of flanking, open
mouthed animals sitting on their haunches. The 
arrangement of the apertures is distinctive; the 
central two being divided by a narrow bar. In this 
Group, uniquely, the hindquarters of the flanking 
animals are superimposed on the flange. This is 
demonstrated on the Tangmere mount (411). The 
central heads on this mount appear only as a pair of 
ears and bulging eyes. The Jevington and Buxton 
mounts (412-3) are debased versions while the 
mount from Duncton (414) is scarcely recognisable 
yet is clearly a development from it with the two 
heads rendered as a series of grooves. On the 
Jevington mount two deep holes replace the positions 
of the rivets where they appear on the Tangmere 
mount. The lower rivets on the Jevington mount and 
the remaining two mounts are more normally posi
tioned through the flange. 

411 Tangmere, W Sussex. PP. The upper head is 
the more prominent of the two with large round eyes 
and long ears. The frame is formed from two flanking 
gaping-mouthed beasts. The mount appears in good 
condition. The lower fixing holes are positioned close 
together. No Fe traces are visible. No scale. 

412 Jevington E Sussex. PP. Clearly a debased 
copy of mount 411. The two heads are reduced to 
square, flattened bosses with eyes and ears. The 
flanking beasts have defined eyes and, perhaps, tails. 
The apex loop has broken away. Two Fe rivets 
survive together with traces of the loop. H44+, W35.5 

413 Buxton-with-Lammas, Norfolk. PP. Informa
tion from Norwich Castle Museum (County No 
25136). Two Fe rivets in the flange. 
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414 Duncton area, W Sussex. PP. This is also a 
debased copy of 411. The two heads are reduced to 
shapeless protrusions with schematic features ren
dered by curving grooves while the flanking figures 
are quite invisible. The fixing holes are narrow in 
diameter and there are Fe traces around all three. 
H49, W33. 

Group 2 (415-16) 

A pair of mounts from Norfolk with a single central 
head supported on the forelegs of a flanking pair of 
open-mouthed beasts who appear to sit on their 
haunches with their tails curled up behind their 
backs and ending in scrolls. Each beast has a curling 
crest and those on the Hindringham mount have 
engraved lines forming manes (a mane is also just 
visible on one of the Postwick beasts). There are good 
parallels to Group 2 mounts amongst the material 
from Domburg, Zeeland. 

415 Postwick, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Museum. A 
central head supported by a pair of open-mouthed 
beasts with curling crests and long tails and, per
haps, manes. One Fe rivet survives. H35.5, W33. 

416 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. 

Group 3 (417-19 & Appendix 504) 

Four mounts, three of which are debased variants. 
Mount 504 is a fine example with six facing heads 
and two gaping-mouthed beasts in profile. Three 
mounts have apertures arranged in three tiers of 
two. Mount 417 also shows flanking beasts with 
manes and curling crests. Mount 419 may belong 
here but is too worn to be certain. Its profile is very 
suggestive of the same type of flanking beast. 

417 Winterbourne Whitechurch, Dorset. Posses
sion unclear. Information from British Museum 
records. An openwork mount with two debased 
centrally placed heads. These are flanked by what 
may be a pair of gaping-mouthed beasts. NI. 

418 Poltimore, Exeter, Devon. PP. The two protru
sions suggest that this is a much debased copy of a 
two-headed mount with V-shaped grooves repre
senting ears. Part of the top is missing and there is 
much surface damage. A band of short grooves runs 
along the base. One Fe rivet survives. H33+, W29. 
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419 Great Oakley, Essex. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. A heavily worn openwork mount with at 
least nine apertures. Fe rivets survive through the 
apex and the flange. No further details. NI. 

Type 3 
Single-headed mounts 
(Figs 56-9) 

A wide variety of mounts with a single central head. 

Group I (420-7) 

A group of eight mounts from Lincolnshire and 
Norfolk. There are groups of apertures arranged in 
tiers and a pair of beasts in profile at the top. On five 
examples the ears are pierced by apertures. All have 
some form of engraved decoration which extends onto 
the flange. 

420 Immingham/Grimsby area, Lincs. PP. The 
apertures are tiered in pairs; one pair forms the ears 
of a prominent head, of which the base of the nose 
sits just above the turn of the flange. The face is 
covered with a series of punched grooves which 
define two profile beasts at the top. No Fe traces. 
H36, W31. 

421 Caistor, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) The design is very similar to 423 
although the ears are not pierced. Decoration of 
incised lines extends onto the flange. H35, W29. NI. 

422 North Willingham, Lincs. PP. The lower part 
and flange are missing. It is similar to 420 but more 
debased. The profile beasts are not visible and there 
is a series of notches along the top edge. No Fe traces. 
H32.5+, W30. 

423 Ketsby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, forth
coming.) H35, W29. NI. 

424 Brocklesby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) The lower part and flange are missing. 
H48+, W25.5. NI. 

425 Sisland, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum. 

426 Brigg, Lincs. PP. Sketch only supplied by 
finder. The mount is reported as being in fine 
condition. There appear to be four large apertures 
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and three circular holes arranged in a row across the 
top. Grooved decoration extends across the face and 
defines two beasts in profile at the top. Concentric 
grooves with lines between decorate the flange. H 
c 41, w c 34. 

427 Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk. PP. Information 
from Norwich Castle Museum (County No 1298.) 

Group 2 (428-32) 

A group of five tr apezoidal Norfolk mounts sharing 
similar characteristics. Each has a central, dominant 
animal head of widely varying form and a pattern of 
five apertures arranged with three holes above and 
one either side of the head. Mount 431 has hollows 
rather than openings. There may be debased flank
ing beasts in at least three instances. 

428 Hethersett, Norfolk. PP. (Margeson 1986,323, 
fig 5.) An openwork mount with a central face the 
base of whose nose is level with the angle of the 
flange. One Fe rivet survives in the flange which is 
decorated with a group of three grooves. 

429 Trowse Newton, Norfolk. PP. Information 
from Norwich Castle Museum. 

430 Swafield, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 21435). 

431 Burlingham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 30080). 

432 Gayton, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 29713). 

Group 3 (433-5) 

Three mounts from Lincolnshire and Norfolk sharing 
similar characteristics with the previous group. 
Mount 433 has a central head, five apertures and at 
least one pair of profile beasts. The other two mounts 
are more degenerate forms. Each mount has some 
form of additional linear decoration which, in the 
case of the latter two, extends onto the flange. 

433 North Creake, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 11707). 

434 Scotton, Lincs. PP. Drawing is taken from an 
accurate modern pewter reproduction. The head is 
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Figure 58 Mounts of Class B, Type 3. 
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shown schematically with diagonally punched 
grooves representing ears. The lower part of the face 
is characterised by a slightly raised triangular area 
extending to the flange. At the top two beasts with 
prominent eyes are shown in profile and the grooved 
decoration extends across the face and over the 
flange. On the original Fe traces are reported on the 
reverse. H47, W38. 

435 Field Dalling, Norfolk. Norwich Castle Mu
seum 28305 (County No 195.990). Heavily debased 
head, incomplete openwork and punched zigzags. 
Punched lines extend onto the flange. Two Fe rivets. 
H43, W74. 

Group 4 (436-8) 

A group of three mounts displaying loosely similar 
characteristics. Each is trapezoidal with a single 
prominent head; two have engraved forelocks. The 
mouths are formed from apertures. The head of 437 
is set high up against the top edge. In two instances 
there is additional engraved decoration which ex
tends onto the flange 

436 Dersingham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 29986). 

437 Wargrave, Berks. PP. A trapezoidal openwork 
mount. The head has pierced ears and a forelock 
between. An aperture below the nose defines the 
mouth. Grooves define various features and extend 
onto the flange. At the top corners the ears are 
clasped by a pair of profile beasts with gaping jaws. 

438 'Somerset'. PP. The sub-rectangular mount is 
bent and in two pieces. The hollow head has pierced 
ears and a schematic forelock and the arrangement 
of the apertures is similar to 441. Traces of grooved 
decoration are slight and extend onto the flange. 
Profile beasts may have been intended but these are 
unclear. There are Fe traces in the four smaller holes. 
H44, W35. 

Group 5 (439-40) 

Two damaged mounts displaying similar charac
teristics. 

439 West Ilsley, Berks. PP. A sub-rectangular 
mount with gently tapering sides. The greater part 
of the flange is missing. The eyes and ears are hollow 

and there is a raised band across the forehead. There 
are worn traces of rocked tracer and groove decora
tion of uncertain extent. The rear of the head is 
hollow. There are no Fe traces. H40+, W34. 

440 Bentley, Suffolk, PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. A central head with perforated ears within a 
sub-rectangular mount with gently tapering sides. 
The mouth may have been formed by an aperture. 
H38+, W29. 

Group 6 (441-2 & Appendix 505) 

Three mounts displaying similar characteristics. The 
apertures are similarly arranged and each has a 
distinctive zigzag frame. The slit eyes within bracket 
shapes are also a notable feature. The arching frame 
and the projecting heads on 442 are unique. 

441 Jevington, E Suss1ex. PP. A roughly trapezoi
dal mount with zigzag edges. Part of the top and the 
apex hole are missing. The central head has pierced 
ears. The remainder of the facial features are formed 
by grooves and punched groove decoration extends 
across the face ofthe mount but not onto the flange. 
The head is hollow. Two Fe rivets survive in the 
flange. H40+, L34. 

442 West Cotton, Northants. Unstratified find 
from excavations by Northamptonshire Archaeology. 
This extraordinary mount bears many similarities in 
both feature and form with 441 but the arched 
superstructure and the sideways protruding heads 
are so far unique to the series. Similarities with the 
Jevington mount include the punched groove treat
ment of the facial featUlres, the positions of the 
apertures and the zigzag frame profile. H57, W45. 

Group 7 (443-6) 

Four trapezoidal mounts with animal heads bor
dered or framed by punched decoration. 

443 Barham, Kent. PP. A trapezoidal mount 
whose top corners are broken away. The head has 
pierced ears, lentoid eyes and a pointed chin and sits 
in a wavy frame of two lines of punched triangles and 
rectangles bordered on the left and right by punched 
lines. Two Fe rivets survive. There are slight Fe 
traces on the reverse arow1d the top. H36, W37. 

444 Unprovenanced, probably Surrey/Hants border. 
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PP. (The Searcher, April1995, cover.) A trapezoidal 
mount, the upper corners of which have broken away. 
The central head has hollowed ears and mouth and 
sits within a wavy frame of two lines of punched 
squares bordered by straight lines. No further de
tails. 

445 Ogbourne St Andrew, Wilts. PP. (Robinson 
1992, fig 4, no 11.) A trapezoidal mount of which a 
large part of the lower half and flange is missing. The 
central head has engraved eyes and pierced ears with 
a stylized fringe of hair between. The face sits within 
a wavy frame of punched triangles. H41+, W41. NI. 

446 Gayton Thorpe, Norfolk. PP. (Treasure Hunt
ing, Nov 1995, cover.) A large trapezoidal mount 
dominated by a central, asymmetrical and somewhat 
grotesque, animal head. Apertures form the crea
ture's ears and mouth and partially drilled holes form 
the eyes, giving the head a curious staring aspect. 
File marks are clear, particularly around the mouth 
area. The head sits within a star-shaped frame 
formed by two lines of punched triangles and, 
perhaps, rectangles, which extend onto the flange. 
The zigzag top edge follows the line of the punched 
frame. The upper fixing loops are missing. One Fe 
rivet survives, there are no Fe traces on the reverse. 
H44.5, W31. 

Group 8 (447-8) 

Two simple mounts sharing similar characteristics. 
They may be from the same model. 

447 Sundridge, Kent. PP. A worn mount. The head 
has pierced ears and a pointed chin and is sur
rounded by a symmetrical arrangement of apertures. 
There are traces of grooves on the flange and notches 
on the upper edge. The remains of rivets fill the holes 
in the top right and left corners and in the flange. In 
addition there is Fe in the hole to the right of the chin 
and traces in the hole to its left and in the hole to the 
right ofthe right ear. L39, W33. 

448 'South Bedfordshire'. PP. British Museum 
records. An incomplete openwork mount very similar 
to 447. 

Group 9 (449-51) 

Three debased mounts sharing similar charac
teristics. 

449 Wingham, Kent. Dover Museum. A crudely
modelled mask with deeply pierced ears set asym
metrically within a pentagonal frame. Two copper-alloy 
rivets. Fe remains on the reverse. H48, W35. 

450 Ripe, E Sussex. PP. A worn pentagonal mount. 
The curious decoration is set on a slightly raised 
square and is interpreted as a rudimentary animal 
mask cut off at the base of the nose. H43, W28. 

451 Finchdean, Hants. PP. (The Searcher, Nov 
1995, 18). A crudely-modelled mask. The top of the 
frame is missing. Two Fe rivets survive. H30+, 
W24.5+. 

Group 10 ( 452-4) 

Three mounts with similar characteristics. These 
openwork mounts have heavily indented borders 
giving a rough scalloped appearance. The first two 
can be usefully compared with the mount from 
Buderich, Germany (Das Reich Der Salier, 36). The 
London mount (453) is very debased. 

452 Congham, Norfolk. PP. (The Searcher, Dec 
1995, 35.) Information from Norwich Castle Museum 
(County No 25165). 

453 London, Vintry excavation. Museum of Lon
don (VRY89 V 898 (3031)). From a dumped deposit 
dated to 1100-1160. The mount is very crude and the 
central head seems to have been sliced away. 
However there are no file marks or indications that 
a projecting head was ever present. There is no 
angled flange. The edges are decorated with random 
grooves. No Fe traces. H3'7, W31. 

454 Coddenham, Suffolk. PP. On loan to Ipswich 
Museum and Art Gallery. Torn flange. No Fe traces. 
H38, W37. 

Type 4 
East Anglian type face mounts 
(455-6) (Figs 59-60) 

A group of twelve mounts of distinctive form, all but 
three come from East Anglia. The exceptions (463, 
465-6) are from Oxfordshire. Each depicts a fully 
modelled mask and, as in the types listed above, it is 
the nose and eyes that are accentuated. The nine 
East Anglian mounts and 463 all have scalloped 
edges which recall other G1roup B mounts while the 
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Figure 60 Mounts of Class B, Type 4 and Unclassified (473 after Read 1987, 72, no 6; 474 after Bu'lock 1960, 
fig 6a). 
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remaining two from Oxfordshire lack the scalloping 
but have trilobate apexes. Three mounts have de
based profile animal heads 455, 457-8 and 460). 

455 Sparham, Norfolk. PP. Worn. Two Fe rivets 
survive and a large part of the Fe strap. H41, W28. 

456 'East Anglia', said to be 'Brandon', Suffolk. PP. 
A sub-rectangular mount with zigzag edges and 
extensive traces of filing. The piriform head is 
crudely made with rocked tracer lines indicating the 
forelock and with lobed ears on the top of the head. 
Three Fe rivets survive and on the reverse are traces 
of the Fe strap c 18mm wide. H44, W33. 

457 Runhall, Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al1991, fig 1, 
no 1.) NI. 

458 Runhall Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al1991, fig 1, 
no 1.) NI. 

459 Hindringham, Norfolk. PP. (Ashleyet al1991, 
fig 1, no 3.) NI. 

460 Hillington, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. 

461 Middleton, Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al1991, fig 
2, no 4.) NI. 

462 Brinton, Norfolk. PP. (Ashley et al1991, fig 2, 
no 5.)NI. 

463 Horspath, Oxon. PP. H44, W31. 

464 Bentley, Suffolk. PP. Information from Suffolk 
CC. Two Fe rivets survive. H42, W26. 

465 Culham, Oxon. PP. A hollow cast head with a 
trilobate apex. The face appears to have a moustache 
unless nostrils were intended. Slight Fe traces on the 
reverse. H42, W24. 

466 Lower Newton, Oxon. PP. A hollow cast head 
with trilobate apex. The eyes and nose are prominent 
and the hair is well-defined. Three Fe rivets survive. 
H45.5, W24.5. 

Unclassified Class B mounts 
(467-80) (Figs 60- 1 & Appendix 506) 

Fifteen mounts of varying type and quality. The fine 
mount from Andover (467) recalls certain aspects of 

Type 2 mounts, partieularly those of Group 2. The 
London and 'North Humberside' mounts (470 and 
471) share such similar details that they very likely 
came from the same model. 4 72, most interestingly, 
is a debased copy of a group of mounts found in 
northern continental gurope (eg Fig 64, no 12). 473 
is probably a degenerate copy of a form with central 
head and flanking beasts. The designs on the Meols 
mount (474) and that from Waltham Abbey (479) 
cannot be easily paralleled. The Hemel Hempstead 
mount (480) stands out as a fine example of the 
English Urnes style. 

467 Andover, Hants . Test Valley Archaeological 
Trust. From excavation at 50/50a Chantry Street 
(site A1982.6AN, context 223). The mount (SF6) 
came from the upper fill of a well (context 222) in 
association with 13th and possibly 14th century 
pottery. The mount is in fine condition with sharp 
detail and with punched line decoration. File marks 
are clear. The central head has prominent eyes and 
has ears which are formed by apertures. Two upward 
gazing beasts in profile, possibly with gaping 
mouths, flank the central head. Fe traces around the 
rear of the flange. L32.5, W29.5. 

468 Maltby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, forth
coming.) The lower part and flange of an openwork 
mount of uncertain form with incised decoration. 
H14+, W26. NI. 

469 West Runton beaeh, Norfolk. PP. A sub-trape
zoidal mount with three debased animal heads and 
four apertures. There a:re parallels with mounts of 
Groups 1 and 2. Information from Norwich Castle 
Museum. There are three surviving Fe rivets in the 
four holes. NI. 

470 'London', perhaps from the Thames foreshore. 
PP. This openwork mount is much wider than it is 
high and in this respect it resembles 4 72. There are 
areas of grooved decoration across the top and 
extending onto the flange. That at the top centre may 
be a schematic animal head. H32.5, W43. 

471 'North Humberside' (Lines). PP. (Leahy and 
Paterson, forthcoming.) This mount is very similar 
to 470. H31, W42.5. NI. 

472 Near Kemsing, Kent. PP. A sub-rectangular 
openwork mount with apertures arranged appar
ently randomly. This to be a debased copy of 
the design on the mounts from Haithabu (Roes 1958, 
fig 1; Capelle 1968, Taf 14, 5), Jutland (Roes 1958, pl 
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Figure 61 Unclassified mounts of Class B (479 
after Huggins 1988, fig 12). 
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17, no 2), Gjedsted (Fig 65, no C12), and Lund 
(Martensson 1982, 165--6) which show a lion-like 
creature. Their arrangement of apertures is identical 
to this mount save for that in the bottom left position. 
There is no surface detail, save for a horizontal 
groove running below the top edge, nor any indica
tion that there has been. Two Fe rivets survive. H36, 
W43. 

473 Haccombe, Devon. Torquay Museum A199 
(Read 1987, 72, no 6). A trapezoidal openwork mount, 
the upper comers of which appear to be missing. 
Read interprets two kneeling figures (see also Ap
pendix 506). H c 33, W c 34+. 

474 Meols-in-Wirral, Merseyside. Whereabouts 
uncertain (Bu'lock, 1960, fig 6a). A rectangular 
mount with a trilobate apex pierced for fixing. A 
crudely-rendered snake-like beast sits within a 
four-sided scrollwork frame which may be an exten
sion of the creature itself. There is a pair of 
contouring borders whose comers are crossed by 
curving bands. 

475 Quidenham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 23223). A 
trapezoidal mount with three fixing holes along the 
upper edge and apparently two on the lower where 
the flange has broken away. Four large circular 
apertures pierce the mount which is decorated with 
linear omament with a cross within a central 
lozenge. 

476 Rillington, Yorks. PP. A trapezoidal mount. 
The top corners are missing and the positions of the 
fixing holes uncertain. Across the face is an unclear 
crossing of lines comprised of punched squares 
arranged both singly and in pairs. The two lower arcs 
recall the Meols mount (474). Two Fe rivets survive 
together with slight remains of the strap attached to 
one rivet. H41.5, W40. 

477 Bawsey, Norfolk. PP. Information from Nor
wich Castle Museum (County No 25962). A trapezoi
dal mount with two large apertures in the shape of 
elongated crosses and punched linear decoration. 
There appear to be three fixing holes along the top 
edge and two above the flange. 

478 Kenninghall, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 19545). A 
sub-triangular mount with four apertures and three 
rivet holes. Simple engraved decoration. The form 
recalls some mounts of Class C, especially 482. NI. 
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479 Waltham Abbey, Essex. Whereabouts uncer
tain. From excavations at 18 Sun Street (Huggins 
1988, 145-7). Found with a burial, lying 'just above 
the pelvis' along with sherds oflate lOth or early 11th 
century shell-tempered pottery. A trapezoidal mount 
pierced by four fixing holes and with a right-angled 
flange. The roughly incised design shows two joined 
addorsed snake-like creatures with pointed oval eyes 
and bifurcating tails. 

480 Hemel Hempstea9, Herts. Verulamium Mu
seum, St Albans 81.281. This fine Umes style mount 
has been fully described elsewhere (Backhouse et al 
1984, 111, cat no 107). H45+, W43. 

481 Dunwich Beach, Suffolk. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. An openwork mount de
picting a central figure whose outstretched hands 
hold a pair of arrow-like shapes, perhaps snake 
heads, rising from the base of the frame. The 
symbolism is quite obscure. The complexity of the 
design recalls the mount from Schouwen, Nether
lands (Roes 1958, pl17, no 17). The location ofthe 
findspot may suggest a continental origin for this 
mount. 

Class C mounts (Fig 62) 

This Class comprises seven examples of mounts 
which are larger than those in Classes A and B and 
which have, in addition to a projecting flange, a pair 
of projecting lugs or a pair of side-plates. Mounts 
482-4 form a group of similar mounts, each with 
prominent projecting lugs and a large stepped flange. 
Each has a pair of kidney-shaped openings and 
similar engraved decoration. Mount 499, although 
not included under this heading, is clearly also 
related to this group but has neither flange nor lugs. 
The fine mount from Pointon ( 487) has long triangu
lar side-plates which descend to meet the flange 
along the length of the base. The shape of Mount 
485 recalls that of Class A, Type 5, and 486 that of 
Typel. 

Group 1 -Mounts with stepped flanges and 
side lugs 

482 Burgh Castle, Norfolk. PP. (Treasure Hunting, 
June 1993, cover and 8, fig 14.) An openwork mount 
with a prominent stepped flange and short side lugs, 
one of which is missing. The decoration within the 
engraved borders is not readily interpretable. Profile 

beasts may have been intended on the edges of the 
upper part of the motmt. There are very slight Fe 
traces on the reverse. H57, W43. 

483 Falkenham, Suffolk. PP. Information from 
Suffolk CC. The bottom half of a mount similar to 
mount 482. Again, thB engraved decoration is not 
readily interpretable. Remains of one Fe rivet sur
vive. H42+, W c 42. 

484 West Rudham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum. 

Group 2- Mounts with sides tapering into the 
flange 

485 Buxton-with-Lammas, Norfolk. PP. Informa
tion from Norwich Castle Museum (County No 
30336). The top is missing. The simple design 
consists of a pair ofincis.edjoined spirals and curving 
lines elsewhere. The raised sides and flange appear 
shallow. There are two lower fixing holes with the 
remains of one Fe rivet surviving. 

486 Souldem, Oxon. PP. A fine openwork mount 
with side-plates. Its design can be paralleled closely 
with that on many ofthe Class A, Type 1 mounts. Fe 
traces within the prominent 'box' on the reverse. The 
apex loop is missing and! there is a replacement hole 
with Fe traces on both surfaces. H42+, W37. 

487 Pointon, Lincs. PP. This fine mount has 
side-plates extending downwards to meet the flange. 
The punched line decoration consists of a central pair 
of joined opposed spirals and lobe shapes attached to 
the border by fillets. On either side of the apertures 
are beasts in profile with gaping mouths. At the apex 
is a copper-alloy rivet 18.5mm long. On the reverse 
are the remains of the Fe strap c 38mm wide held in 
place by two Fe rivets which penetrate the flange. 
H64, W54. 

488 Kettleby Thorpe, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Pater
son, forthcoming.) A large heel-shaped mount with 
sloping sides and a hollow base. There are side lugs 
at the base of the mount which appear to merge with 
a slightly raised flange. The incised line decoration 
comprises a pair of addorsed beasts, which create the 
profile, and lobe and spiral motifs. Part of the design 
is possibly inlaid with Jlliello. The apex loop has 
broken away and the existing upper hole may be a 
replacement. Two lower fixing holes pierce the face. 
H62.5, W52. NI. 
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Class C Mounts 
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Figure 62 Mounts of Class C. 
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Unclassified and uncertain 
mounts (Fig 63) 

Included here is a group of twelve mounts of widely 
varying form which could not for various reasons be 
fitted into the classification described above. A 
number have no flanges (eg 489 and 490, 497 and 
498, 499 and 500) and while these all resemble in 
other respects a number of the mounts in the corpus 
there must be a measure of doubt as to their rightful 
inclusion in this series. Some may have had an 
entirely different function. Mount 499 has neither 
flange nor side lugs but is otherwise similar to 
Group C mounts. A few openwork mounts are 
fragmentary but may have had flanges. Although 
their 11th century date seems assured their iden
tification is again doubtful. Mounts 494-6 clearly 
form a group, though only one has a pronounced 
flange, and aspects of them suggest a common model. 
They do not, however, fall easily within Group B. 
Their form perhaps recalls the mount from Andover 
(467). 

489 Taverham, Norfolk. PP. A slightly curving 
mount with no trace of a flange. The surface is freely 
covered with lines of rocked tracer decoration. Three 
Fe rivets survive together with extensive corroded 
remains of a strap on the reverse. The top of the 
mount may have broken away and the upper rivet 
hole may be a replacement. H40.5, W39. 

490 Lambourn, Berks. PP. A heel-shaped mount 
with hollow base and a projecting apex loop. There is 
no flange. The clumsy raised design can be seen as a 
somewhat disjointed, Urnes inspired, S-shaped beast 
with a spiral hip and a prominent eye in the top left. 
The lower Fe rivets survive and there are Fe traces 
on the reverse of the apex loop. H47, W30. 

491 Near Havant, Hants. PP. A long, largely flat, 
openwork mount whose complete form is uncertain. 
There is a prominent apex loop while at the base are 
what appear to be the edges of a pair of holes. The 
central pear-shaped face has prominent pointed eyes 
and luxurious moustaches which pass either side of 
the ribbon-like shapes which form the frame. The 
latter may be intended as snakes whose open mouths 
gape to either side of a lobe-like shape above the 
central head, but this is not clear. No Fe traces. 
H53.5+, W32. 

492 Bere Regis, Dorset. PP. The top half of an 
openwork mount of uncertain form and with an apex 
loop. The central face has large eyes and curling hair 
flowing from a central parting. There may be beasts 
on the left and right of the frame but these are not 
clear. H42+, W32. 

493 'East Anglia'. British Museum collection 1989, 
3-2.4. The lower half of an openwork mount with a 
pair of side-projecting at tachment loops and a hole in 
the centre of the lower side, perhaps also for 
attachment. There is no flange. The mount seems to 
show a walking figure whose feet point to the right. 
The figure's legs are entwined with tendril-like 
shapes which lead upwards and curl to his left and 
right. There is much in this mount which echoes 
features on the Class A Type 3 mounts, particularly 
the form above the figure's legs and the object 
descending between them. H26, W80. 

494 Alfriston, E Sussex. PP. A sub-rectangular 
openwork mount with a sloping flange. On the face 
are four gaping-mouthed beasts surrounding a worn 
central debased animal head with striations above. 
One Fe rivet survives in the broken flange and on the 
reverse are the remains of an Fe strap 10-13mm 
wide. H33, W28. 

495 'Lincolnshire' or 'Kent'. PP. A sub-rectangular 
mount very similar to The gaping heads with 
their lobed snouts are as are some features of 
the central head. The flange is not obviously angled 
back. No Fe traces. H35, W29. 

496 Cliffe, Kent. PP. British Museum Records. A 
mount similar in shape to 494 and 495. 

497 Burgh Castle, Norfolk. PP. (Treasure Hunting, 
June 1993, 8.) A mount with upward-sloping sides 
and a scalloped upper edge. This 4mm thick mount 
has no flange. The face is decorated in niello with a 
free adaptation of a ribbon-like beast with surround
ing curved linear forms. The three holes have been 
drilled following the application of the niello. Re
mains of one rivet survive. There are Fe traces to the 
rear of the apex hole. There is a possible impression 
of a length of straw on the reverse. H45, W36. 

498 North Elmham, Norfolk. PP. Information from 
Norwich Castle Museum (County No 17230). A 

Figure 63 (opposite) Unclassified mounts and mounts of uncertain attribution. 
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Unclassified mounts 
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Figure 64 Appendix of additional mounts. 

mount similar to 497 but the decoration is more 
foliate in appearance. 

499 Thorganby, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Paterson, 
forthcoming.) A slightly curving mount very similar 
in outline and decoration to 482 (Group C) but with 
no recorded flange or side lugs. The two upper 
apertures on 482 are replaced here by incised shapes. 
As on 482 two round apertures for fixing pierce the 
face. At the apex there also appears to be a fixing 
hole. H54.5, W42. NI. 

500 West Ravendale, Lincs. PP. (Leahy and Pater
son, forthcoming.) A slightly curving mount similar 
in profile to 499 and with no flange. There are nine 
symmetrically-placed apertures of which the lower 

I I 

503 

506 

two and the upper may be for fixing. Decoration of 
widely incised lines. Silver inlay is reported. H48.5, 
W32. NI. 

Appendix (Fig 64) 

No attempt has been made to record mounts brought 
to my attention after the end of 1995. However, 
included here is a group of six mounts which 
appeared after the numerical order of the catalogue 
was established and were felt to merit inclusion. 
Some amplify or clarify details of mounts in the main 
catalogue. They have been added to the distribution 
maps and gazetteers and have been taken into 
account in the main text. 



Class A mounts 

Type 1 

501 Wells, Somerset. AOC Archaeology. From ex
cavations at the Old Archdeaconry, Wells Cathedral 
Close. Found in a medieval context, possibly a 
midden, with 12th and 13th-century pottery and a 
few Saxo-Norman sherds. The engraved design can 
be compared with the Type 5 mount from St Cross, 
Winchester (94). H52, W37. NI. 

Type 3 

502 Lympne, Kent. PP. Broken and abraded, but 
this may be from the same model as 70 and 71. H45+, 
W30. 

Type 5 

503 Lower Stondon, Bedfords. PP. The central 
design is inlaid with niello and recalls that on Type 
5 mounts 90-3 and Type 1 mounts 54-5. H48, W31. 

Class B mounts 

Type 2 Group 3 

504 'Dorset'. PP. An openwork mount with three 
pairs of six apertures. Between the lower pair are 
facing heads and there are two smaller flanking 
heads. Between the central apertures is another 
head and two smaller heads placed at angles flank 
the upper pair of apertures. On either side of the 
mount are downward-looking beasts' heads in profile 
with curling snouts and crests. There is a series of 
diagonal lines below the lower pair of apertures. Two 
Fe rivets, one dome-headed, survive. H c 45, W33. 

Type 3 Group 6 

505 Unprovenanced, probably East Kent. Royal 
Museum and Art Gallery, Canterbury (CANCM 
2401). Brent collection, 19th century find. The upper 
half of a mount very similar to 441. NI. 

Unclassified Class B 

506 'Dorset'. PP. An openwork mount appearing to 
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show a pair of kneeling figures, as interpreted by 
Read for the less well-preserved Haccombe mount 
(473) which is clearly very similar. However, the 
interpretation must remain unproven. This mount 
has a repair hole and the remains of two Fe rivets. 
H35, W34. 

Continental Mounts (Fig 65 & Pll) 

While no concerted effort has been made to track 
down mounts found on the continent or to gauge the 
extent of th eir distribution a number have come to 
my attention during the course of work on the 
English series. The extent to which these mounts 
were used outside England is quite uncertain. They 
do not appear to be common finds in southern 
Scandinavia; those recorded here from Denmark are 
all those of which the N ationalmuseet in Copenha
gen is aware. Those from Domburg were all found 
more than forty years ago and it is hard to believe 
that others have not been found subsequently. The 
Domburg mounts can all be grouped in Class B and 
The Netherlands could well be a source of origin for 
these mounts which seem to have spread out west
wards from the English east coast. Three almost 
identical rectangular openwork mounts depicting a 
creature with front paw raised and tail curled 
between its legs and over its back are known from 
southern Scandinavia (C6, C12, C21). These could 
have been the inspiration for the design on Class A, 
Type 11 mounts. A copy of this trio of continental 
rectangular mounts was found in Kent (above, 472). 
It could be expected that mounts similar to the 
English series were also in use in Normandy but 
enquiries have proved fruitless. One mount (C23) is 
alleged to be from 'Northern France' but this must be 
treated with considerable caution. 

Sweden 

Class A, Type 1 

Cl Kvalsta, Bergs parish, Vastermanland (Pl 1). 
Statens Historiska Museer, Stockholm (inv 11570) 
(Arbman 1935-7, 269, fig 7; Paulsen 1937, 25). A 
crudely engraved design depicting a pair of addorsed 
beasts with a surmounting lobate form surrounding 
the upper rivet hole. The shape is slightly unusual 
but is similar t o two English mounts from Glouces
tershire and Oxfordshire (25 and 29), particularly 
the latter. The mount was retrieved from a burial 
with a large quantity of other finds including three 
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Continental mounts 
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Figure 65 Continental mounts (2 after Stromberg 1961, Taf72.3; 12 after Roes 1958, pl17, no 2). 

stirrups. It is unknown if there are Fe remains on the 
reverse. H54, W41. NI. 

Class A, Type 12 

C2 Hjalmarod, Ksp. Vitaby. Statens Historiska 
Museer, Stockholm (inv 19413) (Stromberg 1961, Taf 
72, no 3). Double lines of punched decoration. Seven 
bosses. Expanded base. From a late Viking-Age 
settlement. H51. 

C3 bland (Stromberg 1961, 147, fig 20 right). 
Double lines of punched decoration. Expanded base 

with decorative grooves on the flange. Seven bosses. 
H50, W30. NI. 

C4 N. Kvinneby, Ksp. Stenasa, bland (Stromberg 
1961, 147, passim). H43. NI. 

Class A, no Type 

C5 Klagstorp, Ksp. Klagstorp (Stromberg 1961, 
Taf 67, no 2). A slightly tapering rectangular mount 
surmounted by a wide trilobate shape. Rivet holes in 
the apex, one possibly through the flange and two in 
addition in the upper corners of the rectangle. 



Engraved design of uncertain form. Described by 
Stromberg as a stirrup mount. Found in 1940. H58. NI. 

Class B 

C6 Lund (Martensson 1982, 165-6). A rectangular 
openwork mount depicting a left facing beast with 
front leg raised and tail curled over its back. From a 
pit dated by dendrochronology to 1060-70. W46. NI. 

Unclassified 

C7 Guntorp, Asige parish, Halland. Statens His
toriska Museer, Stockholm (inv no 7958). An openwork 
heel-shaped mount of uncertain attribution depict
ing a standing figure. This appears to be a misread
ing of the scene on mounts of Class A Type 3. 

Denmark 

Class A, Type 12 

CS Postgarden, Tranders parish, Alborg 
County. Detector find. Information from Nation
almuseet, Copenhagen (j.nr. 6784/88). Probably seven 
bosses. H45, W34. NI. 

Class A, possibly Type 11 

C9 Grrese, Grrese parish, Frederiksborg County. 
Detector find. Information from N ationalmuseet, 
Copenhagen (NM I C32653). A triangular mount 
with curving sides, trilobed apex and slightly angled 
flange with two rivets. H50, W55. NI. 

Class A, no Type 

ClO Langetofte, Boeslunde parish, SorS!l County. 
Detector find. Information from N ationalmuseet, 
Copenhagen (NM I C32676). A sub-triangular mount 
with angled flange with two rivet holes. The apex is 
broken away. A lobe projects from either side of the 
mount just above the flange. The engraved design, 
which is interrupted by the upper hole, consists of 
straight lines and comma-like shapes within a 
border. H85+, W59. 
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Class B, Type 1, group 1 

Cll K0gegard, K0ge parish, RamsS!l, Copenhagen 
county. Records Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen (j. nr. 
108/94). The mount is closely paralleled by those 
from Minster-in-Thanet and High Easter (397-8). 
H38, W40. NI. 

Class B, no Type 

C12 Gjedsted, Viborg County, Jutland (Roes 1958, 
pl 17, no 2). Information from N ationalmuseet, 
Copenhagen (NM I 7032, recorded 1842). Description 
as C6. H45, W42. 

Class C 

C13 S0nderholm, Homum, Alborg County (Fugle
sang 1980, pl 79D). Information from Nationalmuseet, 
Copenhagen (D4929). This mount has a pair of side 
plates but no flange. Engraved design with two 
rather debased profile beasts. NI. 

The Netherlands 

Class B, Type 2, Group 2 

C14 Domburg, Zeeland (Roes 1958, pl 17, no 5; 
Capelle 1976, Taf24, no 415). H34. NI. 

C15 Domburg, Zeeland (Capelle 1976, Taf 24, no 
416). Perhaps a debased version. NI. 

Other Class B mounts 

C16 Domburg, Zeeland (Roes 1958, pl 17, no 3; 
Capelle 1976, Taf 24, no 417). A trapezoidal open
work mount with a central head, two apertures 
either side and an aperture for the mouth. Roes 
interprets the mask as human. H35. NI. 

C17 Domburg, Zeeland (Roes 1958, pl 17, 4; 
Capelle 1976, Taf 24, no 415). Roes interprets the 
design as being the mask of an ogre. In fact it appears 
to show an animal with large pierced ears, bulging 
eyes and an aperture for the mouth. There may be a 
pair of profile beasts at the top. The flange is pierced 
by a single hole. H41. NI. 
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C18 Schouwen (Roes 1958, pl 17, no 6). A highly 
ornate openwork mount showing two opposed ani
mals and possible stylised foliage. Assuming the 
scale is life size this is a very wide mount. W c 75. NI. 

C19 'The Hague' (Roes 1958, pl 17, no 7). In a 
private collection. Pentagonal with pierced projecting 
lobes and a single rivet surviving through the flange. 
On the reverse a piece of leather is preserved. The 
content ofthe openwork design is unclear. NI. 

Germany 

Class B, Type 2, Group 2 

C20 Oldenburg (Gabriel 1988, 150, fig 17.2). A 
debased version, described in some detail as a book 
mount. The accompanying drawing is taken from a 
modern cast reproduction. 

Other Class B mounts 

C21 Hedeby (Haithabu) (Roes 1958, fig 1; Capelle 
1968, Taf 14, 5). Description as C6. H40, W42. NI. 

C22 Meerbusch-Btiderich, near Dusseldorf (Das 

Reich Der Salier 1992, 36, where it is identified as a 
book mount). A trapezoidal openwork mount with 
ten apertures, two fixing: holes in the top corners and 
one in the flange. is a central animal and 
perhaps two smaller ones on either side of it. The 
sides and the upper edges are decorated with a 
profusion of grooves. Crossing diagonal grooves 
extend onto the flange. The mount, particularly the 
scalloped E!dges, is reminiscent of those from London 
and Coddenham (454-5). Found during (as yet 
unpublished) excavations of an early medieval cas
tle. H34, W38. NI. 

France 

C23 Unprovenanced, said to be from 'Northern 
France'. PP. British Museum records. Sub-triangu
lar, curving at the base to a narrow tongue-like 
projecting flange. The face is decorated in profusion 
with a range of drilled holes. 



An iron stirrup-strap mount 
from Eynsham Abbey, Oxon 

This iron mount was found during excavations at 
Eynsham Abbey by the Oxford Archaeological Unit. 
In view of its significance this short note was 
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prepared for inclusion here just prior to publication 
of the corpus; a fuller note will appear with the final 
report on the excavation. 

This is the only known mount of iron and its form 
and decoration clearly put it within Class A Type 
1. The engraved decoration, which may be inlaid 
with niello, stands against a white metal coating 
which is probably silver. This also covers the rivet 
and overlies a tight grid of lines which is presum
ably a key for the coating. There is no apex loop and 
a circular keyed area beneath the upper rivet 
suggests that this was its original and intended 
position. 

On the reverse the mount retains a complete iron 
strap which appears to be an integral rather than 
originally a separate part of the whole fitting. 

To what extent iron mounts of this type were in 
common use cannot be said but mounts of Class A 
type 1, by their simplicity lend themselves to manu
facture in iron. 

I am grateful to the Oxford Archaeological Unit for 
allowing the publication of this not e prior to full 
publication of the site. 
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Gazetteer of finds pots by county 

Bedfordshire 
Leighton Buzzard 67 
Lower Stondon 503 
Unprovenanced 448 

Berkshire 
Aldermaston 41 
Brightwalton 254 
Hungerford 230 
East Ilsley 26 
West Ilsley 439 
Knowl Hill294 
Lambourn 50, 246, 490 
Wargrave 2, 5 
Ufton Nervet 293 
W argrave 328, 437 
Unprovenanced 238 

Buckinghamshire 
Foscott 96 
Lillingstone Dayrell 227 
Shenley Brook End 316 
Shenley Church End 22, 223, 224, 342 
Stoke Hammond 383 
Stoke Mandeville 225 
W estbury 299 
Weston Underwood 95 

Cambridgeshire 
Bassingbourn 270 
Fordham 241, 406 
Histon 349 
Linton 190, 319 
Peterborough 178 
Wisbech 46(?), 236 
Yaxley 110 
Unprovenanced 207, 314 

Cheshire 
Astbury 371 
N antwich 199 

Devon 
Clyst St Mary 175 
Haccombe 4 73 
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Kingsbridge 332 
Poltimore' 331, 418 

Dorset 
Bere Regis 149, 290, 491 
Cranborne area 228 
Gussage All Saints 142 
Gussage area 99 
Puddletown 384 
Stourpaine 364 
Tarrant Rushton 312, 3:L3, 407 
Winterbourne Whitechurch 381, 417 
Unprovenanced 17, 18, Jl14, 126, 180, 251, 345, 504, 
506 

Essex 
Aldham 192 
Fingringhoe 156 
Harlow 163 
Hatfield Heath 211 
High Easter 291, 397 
Great Oakley 419 
Runwell44 
Saffron Walden 269 
Sheering 261 
Springfield 336 
Sturmer 351 
Waltham Abbey 4 79 
Unprovenanced 80, 268 

Gloucestershire 
Coberley 25 
Dursley 360 
Unprovenanced 263 

Hampshire 
Andover 467 
Basingstoke 164 
?Bentley 40 
Chalton 160 
Cheriton 130 
Finchdean 451 
Greatham 183 
Hartley Maudit 244 
Havant 492 
Kingsclere 103, 133, 169 
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Neatham 33 Brigg 266, 426 
St Cross 94, 162 Brocklesby 141, 374, 424 
Sherborne St John 70 Caistor 240, 421 
Winchester 8, 134, 136, 288 Dowsby 275 
Unprovenanced 219 Ewerby 237 

Grimsby 148 
Hereford and Worcester Immingham/Grimsby 53, 420 
Carey 193 Irby-on-Humber 140 

Kettleby Thorpe 488 
Hertfordshire Ketsby 23, 24, 423 
Hemel Hempstead 480 Legsby 402 
St Albans 271 North Kyme 264 
Stevenage 369 Lincoln 176 
Thundridge 16 Louth 14, 265 
Ware 109 Mablethorpe 128 
W estmill 259 Maltby 468 
Unprovenanced 108 Pointon 485 

Ravendale 317, 500 
Kent Ruskington 98 
Barham 75, 399, 443 Scotton 434 
Bishopsbourne 327 Stain 143 
Boxley 170, 201, 214 Stow-by-Lincoln 403 
Canterbury 229 Strubby 127 
Chillenden 179 Swaton 324 
Cliffe 202, 496 Thorganby 499 
Cobham 217 Torksey 318 
South Darenth 203 North Willingham 422 
Dartford 54 Wrawby382 
Deal 159, 166, 171 Unprovenanced 4 71 
Farningham 289 
Grain 358 London 
Higham 182 65,177,322,453,470 
Kemsing472 
Kemsley Down 184 Merseyside 
Lympne 502 Meols-in-Wirral474 
Minster-in-Thanet 396, 398 
Great Mongeham 106 Norfolk 
Out Elmstead 252 Ashill313 
Ringwould 105 Bawburgh 123 
Rochester 218 Bawsey 77, 129,309, 326, 477 
Shoreham 389 Belaugh 284 
Snargate 330 Billingford 157 
Sundridge 44 7 Bixley 368 
Walmer 209 Bracon Ash 325 
Wingham 449 Bradwell68 

Brinton 462 
Leicestershire Burgh Castle 482, 497 
Burbage 245 Burlingham 431 
Heather 138 Buxton-with-Lammas 413, 487 
Huncote 21, 409, 410 Caistor 300 

Caldecote 366 
Lincolnshire Castle Rising 350 
Alford 76 Cawston 60 
Barrow-upon-Humber 15 Colney Hall 297 
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Congham 452 
Costessey 408 
North Creake 78, 433 
Deopham 282 
Dersingham 436 
Erpingham 17 4 
Felthorpe 320 
Field Dalling 435 
North Elmham 498 
Fincham 100 
Gayton 233, 354, 432 
Gayton Thorpe 446 
Glandford 216 
Harling 173, 348 
Hedenham 337 
Hellesdon 292 
Hethersett 428 
Hillington 394, 460 
Hindringham 37, 38, 83, 87, 416, 459 
Holme-next-the-Sea 428 
Horningtoft 392 
Horsham St Faith 55 
Howe 117 
Kenninghall478 
Keswick 120 
Kirby Cane 248 
Letheringsett 355 
Little Ryburgh 232 
Martham 391 
Metton 172 
Middleton 304, 461 
Norwich 189 
Otley 344 
Oxborough 321 
Postwick 365, 416 
Quidenham 343, 475 
Ringstead 221 
Roudham 89 
East Rudham 57 
West Rudham 298, 377, 393, 484 
Runhall 457, 458 
West Runton 469 
Sisland 425 
Skeyton 279 
Stoke Holy Cross 307 
Sparham 455 
Swaftham 234 
Swafield 59, 276, 367, 376, 430 
Swainsthorpe 356 
Tatterset 85, 341 
Taverham 273, 488 
Thetford 158 
Thorpe St Andrew 72 
Tilney St Lawrence 191 

Tivetshall 283 
Trowse Newton 88, 429 
Walpole St Peter 48, 285, 286 
Walsingham 49, 86, 
East Walton 115 
West Walton 6 
Wicklewood 378 
Wreningham 111, 277, 278, 280, 303 
Wymondham 39 
Unprovenanced 90, 280, 353 

Northamptonshire 
Brackley 204 
Burton Latimer 388 
West Cotton 442 
Evenley 274 
Grafton Regis 226 
Northampton 119 
Stanwick 12 

Nottinghamshire 
Bothamsall 165 
Farndon 34 
Unprovenanced 302 

Oxfordshire 
Adderbury 104 
Beckley 101, 124 
Blewbury 116 
Bucknell 29, 361 
Culham 465 
Eynsham Abbey 208 
Hinton W aldrist 295 
Horspath 463 
Lower Newton 467 
Middleton Stoney 357 
Souldern 486 
Water Eaton 390 
Westcote 107 
Yarnton 145 

Shropshire 
High Ercall 7 4 

Somerset 
Churchill 362 
Taunton 213 
Wells ?36, 501 
Unprovenanced 438 

Staffordshire 
Alrewas 186, 220 
Brewood 372 
Swynnerton 373 
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Suffolk Jevington 412, 441 

Arwarton 256 Mid Lavant 113, 122 

Aspall194 Offham 4 7, 242 

Barham 306 Plumpton 10, 329 

Bentley 187, 441, 464 Polegate 64, 73 

Blundeston 154 Pyecombe 305 

Boyton 386 Ripe 45, 363, 450 

'Brandon'456 Tangmere 411 

Brantham 66 Unprovenanced 82, 167 

Bromeswell 51, 91 
Burgate 198 Warwickshire 
Bury St Edmunds 112, 338 Baginton 52 
Butley 58 Bidford-on-Avon 84, 210 
Coddenham 69, 155, 308, 352, 454 Fulbrook 137 
Covehithe 195 Upper Tysoe 43 
Dunwich 61, 481 Wooton Wawen 379 
Earl Stonham 152 
Falkenham 483 Isle of Wight 
South Elmham St Mary 340 Clatterford 311 
Gisleham 197 East Cowes 181 
Little Glemham 359 
Hartest 262 

Pagham 146 

Haverhill 63 
Ipswich 323 Wiltshire 

lxworth 206, 310 Avebury 235 

Lakenheath 333 Box 31 

Mendlesham 249 Bradford-on-Avon 237 

Mildenhall370 Broadtown 20 

Pettistree 62 Chilton Foliat 32 

Rumburgh 1 Chiseldon 13 
Codford 250 

Surrey Corsham 334 

Betchworth 35 Cricklade 161 

Bletchingley 27, 121, 222, 253 Devizes 150, 247 

Brockham 255 Figheldean 30 

Caterham 34 7 West Knoyle 385 

Dorking 287 Lydiard Millicent 153 

Ewell258 Lyneham 92 

Guildford 147 
Ogbourne St Andrew 445 

Nutfield 19 Pewsey 272 

Ripley 42 Seend 185 

Shalford 346 Wanborough 335 
Warminster 260 

East and West Sussex 
Winterbourne Gunner 139 

Alfriston 231, 494 
Unprovenanced 93, 131, 212 

Berwick 56, 380 
Bramber 239 Yorkshire 

Brede 11 Bawtry 97 

Chichester 71 Bishopthorpe 188 

Clayton 243 Potter Brompton 196 

Duncton 414 Rillington 476 

Graffham 401 Skellow267 

Hastings 4 Tadcaster 215, 400 

Houghton 144 Tickhill118 
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York 79 
Unprovenanced 151, 375, 395 

Unprovenanced 
3,7,9,28,125,135, 168,200,296,301,339,387,404, 
406, 444,493,495 



List of mounts in permanent collections 

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
237 (1990.92); 295 (1995.74); 370 (1909.414);390 
(1973.968). 

Barbican House Museum, Lewes 
10 (1987.14.2); 243 (1984.11); 329 (1988.12.3) 

British Museum 
9 (no Ace. No.); 90 (1987, 3-6.1); 135 (1989, 3-2.3); 
176 (67, 3-20.20); 178 (62, 3-21.6), 184 (1983, 
12-13.579); 200 (no Ace. No.); 212 (1978, 7-3.1); 218 
(1979, 4-5.1); 219 1985, 10-9.2); 493 (1989, 3-2.4). 

Bromley Museum 
358 (LDBMP 74:4.1.1). 

Buckinghamshire County Museum Service 
22 (MK1029/37); 95 (context 018, SF1011); 299; 342 
(Box 2594); 383 (Aylesbury Museum 1993, 182.1). 

Bury St Edmunds Museum 
?249, 262. 

Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology 
and Anthropology 
206 (2149.67); 207 (1903.187); ?241; ?310; ?405. 

Norwich Castle Museum, 
55 (437.981); 68 (23.982); 132 (379.985(3); 189 
(45.983); 195 (55.989); 285 (130.986); 292; 320 
(200.987); 321 (164.991); 378 (43 .983(2)); 408; 415; 
435 (195.990). 

Dartford Museum 
54 (1979.161). 

Devizes Museum 
32 (1991.43); 235 (25.1982). 

Dover Museum 
105 (loan); 449(loan). 

Gloucester City Museums 
360 (GLRCM 10/90). 
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Guildford Museum 
35; 147 (AG171). 

Ipswich Museum and Art Gallery 
69 (loan C2197); 155 (loan C2220); 308 (loan); 352 
(loan C2198); 454 (loan). 

Isle of Wight county collection 
181 (1990.60). 

The Lynn Museum, Kings Lynn 
326 (25962, 29). 

Maidstone Museum and Art Gallery 
202 (1990-18); 214 (1988.45). 

Museum of London 
65 (VRY89 (+)(272); 102 (VRY89V(+) 102 (4422); 177 
(90.179/2);205 (4509); 322 (VRY 89(+)(749); 453 
(VRY89 V 898 (3031). 

Newport Museum and Art Gallery 
193 (1990). 

Norfolk Archaeology Unit 
348. 

Northampton Museum and Art Gallery 
119 (0223/1961), 226. 

Northamptonshire Archaeology 
443. 

Oxford Archaeological Unit 
208. 

Royal Museum and Art Gallery, Canterbury 
505 (CANCM 2401) 

Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum 
30 (75.1987); 250. 

Somerset County Museum 
?213, 362 ('ITNCM 36/1993). 
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Stoke-onTrent City Museum and Art Gallery 
373 (1990.K6.1) 

Test V alley Archaeological Trust 
468 (A1982.6AN, context 223, SF6). 

Torquay Museum 
473(A199). 

Verulamium Museum, St Albans 
480 (81.281). 

Winchester City Museum 
288. 

Yorkshire Museum 
79 (YAT 1973.15, context 10662, SF no. 537); 395. 

Whereabouts uncertain 
474,479. 



The illustrations 

All the mounts, with one exception, were drawn at 
2:1 for reproduction here at 1: 1; the exception, mount 
70, in view of its complexity was drawn at 4:1 and is 
reproduced here at 2:1. On each page appears a scale 
bar in centimetre divisions. 

It has been necessary to draw a considerable 
number of mounts from photographs or from other 
secondary sources. This is particularly true in the 
case of those mounts recorded by Norwich Castle 
Museum and the British Museum where the draw
ings have been taken directly from polaroid shots. 
These drawings can be identified by a solid circle • 
which appears beneath the catalogue number and in 
such cases allowances must be made for some 
reduction in the levels of accuracy and interpreta
tion. On such drawings a somewhat bolder style has 
been used. For a consistent presentation a very small 
number of drawings have been redone from the work 
of others and I am grateful to those illustrators, few 
of whose names I know, who may find repre
sentations of their work here. I hope they will 
understand why I have felt such a step necessary. 
Mount 442 is after a drawing by Lesley Collett. 
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Within most Types an attempt has been made to 
arrange the mounts in a visually qualitative order 
and it can often be assumed that mounts not 
illustrated here may be similar to those preceeding 
or succeeding. 

Line and stipple techniques, or occasionally a 
combination of the two, have been adopted; their use 
dependant on the nature of the surviving surface. A 
line technique, using a dip pen (a Gillott 291 nib), has 
been used where the surface is crisp and unworn (eg 
mounts 116 and 273) and this instrument has also 
been used to create outlines and other details of line 
on all the drawings. Rotringpens (0.25 and 0.35 nibs) 
have been used for stippling only. A CS10 line paper 
has been used throughout. 

On individual drawings coarse stipple together 
with line has been used for surviving areas or 
features of iron. Areas inlaid with niello have been 
shown as solid black. Sections or side views, where 
given, are shown to the right of the face of each 
mount; in the sections, surviving iron is shown as 
solid black. 



Index 

Note: Figures in italics refer to illustrations or captions. The catalogue of mounts is not indexed: for references 
to individual find sites in the catalogue, see the Gazetteer. 

Andover 8 
anthropomorphic decoration 9, 12 
Arbman(1935-37)3,4-5,6 
Ashley, Penn and Rogerson (1991) 3 
Ashmolean Museum 6 

Backhouse, Turner and Webster (1984) 3, 11-12, 11 
backing plates 26 
Bailey (1980) 12 
Barham 23 
Bavelse 3, 4, 5 
Bayeux Tapestry 11, 12, 12 
beasts 10, 11, 26, 28 see also zoomorphic decoration 
Biddle (1990) 3, 8, 12 
books mounts 3, 6 
Borre style 13 
British Museum 3 
Bronsista 5 
Bronsistao 4 
Bucknell23 
Bu'lock (1960) 3 

Chalgrove 2, 6-7, 7 
Chalton 14 
Clark (1995) 6 
Class A mounts 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 9, 14, 16-21 
Class B mounts 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 22, 23, 24 
Class C mounts 2, 9 
classification 2, 24, 85 
Coddenham 23 
Codford St Peter 11 
Continental mounts 105-9 
Cranborne 23 
Crowland Psalter 11, 11 

dating 8 
Deal14 
decorative content 9-13 
Denmark 3, 4, 6, 8, 105, 107 
distribution 2, 14-23 
Domburg 13, 105 
drum brooch 11, 11,26 
Dublin 12 
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Egan and Pritchard (1991) 24 
Eldjarn (1956) 4, 5 
Eynsham Abbey 8, 109 

flanges 2, 5, 6, 7, 24, 28, 85, 100 
France 108 

Germany 108 
Gotland 11, 11, 26 
Graham-Campbell (1991) 4, 5, 6 
Gunnar story 12 

Halpin (1988) 12 
Hastings 26 
Hemel Hempstead 11 
Huggins (1988) 5, 8 

Iceland 4, 5 
inlay 24 
interpretation 3 
iron mount 109, 109 
iron straps 26 

Jutland 3, 4 

Kermode (1907) 12 
Klagstorp 3, 4, 5 
knots 9, 9, 11, 26, 28 
Kvalsta 3, 4, 5, 5, 6 

Lardal church 12 
Lathbury tympanum 11-12 
Leach ( 1984) 8 
Lincoln 3 
lion decorations 11-12, 11 
lobate decoration 9-10, 9, 11, 12 
London 6, 8, 14 
Lund8 
Lundby4, 5 

Margeson (1980) 11, 12; (1986) 3 
Martensson (1982) 8 
Meols 3 



metal detectorists 1, 5, 14, 24 
Mo 12 
Miiller-Wille (1987) 6 

Netherlands 107 
niello 24, 26 
Norfolk 3 
N orre Longelse 6 
Norway 12 

Old Minster (Winchester) 12 
Oseberg cart 12 

Pointon 100 
Polegate 23 
pottery 8 
punched decoration 14, 24-25 

Raglunde 6 
Ramsey 12 
repairs 25 
ribbon-like decoration 9 
Ringerike style 8, 9, 11 
rivet holes 2, 6, 7, 24 
rivets 5, 7, 24 
Robinson (1992) 3, 6, 7 
Roes (1958) 3 
Romsey4, 5 

St Ninian's Isle treasure 12 
scroll decoration 11 
Seaby and Woodfield (1980) 4, 5, 8 
Searcher, The 1, 12 
Sedgeford 11 
serpent decorations 11 
silver 24, 28 
Small et al (1973) 12 
Smith (1923) 3, 11, 11 
spiral decoration 9 
'stirrup leather mounts' 2 

'stirrup mount' 2 
stirrups 4, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
'stirrup-strap mount' 2 
Stoke Hammond 11 
strap-ends 11 
'strap plate' 5, 6 
straps, iron 26 
Stri:imberg (1991) 3, 4, 5 
Sweden 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 11, 12, 105-7 
Switzerland 5, 5 

Tauber (1980) 5 
Taunton 8 
tendrils 9, 11 
terminology 2-3 

Ulunda, Ford of 3 
union knot device 9, 9, 11 
Umes style 8, 9, 11, 14, 26 

Velds 3, 4, 6 
Victor Codex 3 
Vikings 8, 9 see also under Scandinavian place 

names 

W altham Abbey 5, 8 
Webster and Backhouse (1991) 11 
Wells 8 
Weslin (1941) 6 
Western Underwood 8 
Wilson (1961) 3; (1978) 8 
Winchester 3, 5, 8, 12 

Yorkshire Museum 3 

Zamecki et al 12 
Zeeland 13 
Ziefen 5, 6, 7 
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zoomorphic decoration 9, 11, 12, 13, 85 see also beasts 
zoomorphic terminals 6, 7 





LATE SAXON STIRRUP-STRAP M<lUNTS 
A CLASSIFICATION AND CATALOGUE 

This catalogue brings together over 500 examples of a type of Saxon mount thought to be 
stirrup fittings. Many of these distinctive objects are the fruitful product of metal detecting and 

demonstrate the potential of fully recording finds made in this "ay. 

With its detailed drawings and descriptions of so wide a range of stirrup-strap mounts, 
museum curators, finds researchers, and detectorists will .find this book invaluable . 
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